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ÀBSTRÀCT

This study analyzes public policy and the economics of

the Canadian colour !elevision industry to provide insights
inLo effective industrial- development in the consumer

electronics sector of advanced technology work in Canada and

public policy modernization in Light of changing conditions

in thi s sec tor .

The methodology for the anaJ-ysis combines institutional,
hi stor ical and quantitative techniques. First, the

institutional characteristics of the col,our television
industry are established, and its two-phase historical
development is described. A cost-benefit analysis is
undertaken Lo provide quantitative insights into the public

interest effects of different governnent policies. Three

alternatives for public policy are then identified:
protèction, free trade, and free trade !rith industry

intervention. Criteria for comparison are established on

the basis of governrnent positions and a Iiterature review of

the Canadian thought on industrial economics.

Findings reveal lhat the policy of protection is
defective. It imposes high costs on consumers, and results
in an efficiency loss, whiLe contributing only modest

employment in assembly. Free trade, ¡vhiIe better in so¡ne

1V



respècts, will Iikely result in the elimination of Canadian

consumer el-ectronics. Free trade with industry intervention
energes as the most promising policy for the attraction of

Canadian consumer electronics ãctivity because it meets with

the present real-ities of this type of industry: market

domination by multinational corporations, the importance of

economies of scale and product differentiation, rapidly
changing product 1ines, and the rising importance of

developing countries. However, this policy alternative
relies on the ability of government to develop and reach

agreements with MNCs.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing is important to Canada. In 1984 it

comprised 22 percent of Canada's Gross Domestic Product ' and

in terms of value of shipments, manufactures amounted to

about q226 billion. However ' Iong-term success in

manufacturing will depend upon the adjustment of Canadian

industry to changing world realities and its cornpetitive

strength. Effective development wilJ. dependr in part' upon

the appropriateness of government policies. Two

manufacturing sectors which appear to hold much promise for

Canada's industrial future arè the naturaL resources and

high technology sectors.l The latter includes electronics,

comprised of communications and components, computers and

office equipment ' instrumentation and industrial process

control , defense, microelectronics r âIìd consumer

electronics. This advanced technology electronics sector

I Kirnon valaskakis, "Barriers to the Developnent of Canadian
Hi gh-Technol Industries: who is Responsible r" in

e for Science and Technologyr Canada
Hlgn-'l'ecnno.Logy lnousE.rles: $¿fi9 lÞ ¡(9ÞPe¡¡Þr¡)rt, r.¡r

Miñistry of State for Science and Tec!ìnologYr c?nadq
Tomorroi Ø¡le-l-qg-e.: Novernber q-9, l;!s' Commissioned
eapers (ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1984), pp.
t-tJ.

ÀIan M. Rügman and S. Douglas, "The Strategic Management
of Multinationals and I.TorId Product Mandating," Él3egien
PubIic Policv 12 (1986) 

' pp. 320-28.

Rugman and Douglas discuss how natural resources wiII
reñain an area in which Canadian companies wiII maintain a
country-spec i f ic advantage.
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has been a focus of interest in government policy in recent

years. 2

Some of thi s attent ion for advanced technology

electronics is probably due to the high degree of research,

development, design, and engineering involved in this
sector. High-skill and high-income activity and employment

are widely-perceived to be associated with these advanced

technol-ogy activities. Research and development (R & D) is
aLso believed to be essential for maintaining and inproving

Canada' s standard of l iving. 3 Moreover , the advanced

electronics sector is expected to be a growth arear4 and

will be inportant both in respect to providing technology to

make other areas of manufacturing more competilive and in

satisfying consumers' increasing needs. Yet consumer

electronics has not received much attention although it is a

2 Pl-ease see J. S. Cohen et a1., "Chasing the Bandwagon:
Government PoJ.icy for the Electronics Industry," Canadian
Public PoIicv, 10 (March 1984), 25-34; rndustry, Tradè and
Commerce, Canada, "STEP: Support for Technology Enhanced
Productivity", (ottawa | 1982) i Regional Industrial
Expansion Canada, Electronics and Aerospace Branch,
Corporate Development, Electronics Directorate, The
Electronics l_Eg.U-E!_Ð¿: opportunities f or crowth (Ottawa:
Supply and Services Canada, 1985); and Finance Canada, Àq
Aqenda for Economic Renewal (Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canada, 1984).

Minister of State, Science and Technology, Research and
DeveloÞment and the Budqet: À Key to Economic Gror+th
(ottawa: Ministry of State for Science and Technology,
1985 ) .

Regional Industrial Expansion Canada, &. Electronics
Industrv: oÞÞortunities for Growth; and D, J. Daly and D.
C. MacCharl-es, Canadian Manuf actured E¡.pe,4S.: Constraints
and OpÞortunities (Montreal: The Institute for Research
on PubIic PoIicy, 1986).
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major component of the Canadian demand for electronic

products.

THE CONSTJMER ELECTRONICS ÀND COLOUR Tv II¡DUSTRY IN
CÀNADÀ

Consumer electronics include such items as colour

television receivers (Tvs) , stereos and stereo equipment,

video cameras, video cassette recorders, camcorders ' and

compact disc players. Advanced technology consumer durables

such as microwave ovens can also be included because they,

too, involve advanced technology and are manufactured by

consumer electronics multinational corporations (MNcs).s

Canadian demand for new and innovat ive electronic and

advanced technology consumer products is srnall t+hen compared

to the world market for such goods and in particular to the

United States market, but is sti1l quite a significant

market in its own right. In 1985, Canadian demand for

consumer electronics v¡as over $1.8 bittion, and for consumer

electrical and electronic products was estitnated to be some

93.6 bi1tion.6

For countertop microrvave ovens there is one Canadian
manufacturer, Camco Inc. r plus Sanyo Industries which
rnakes/assenbles these in Canada. Sharp' Toshiba, Hitachi,
Matsushita, Samsung, and Goldstar are but some of the
major MNC exporters to Canada of this product line.

Consumer electricaÌ products include such items as home
appliances, nany of which are not advanced technology.
ÀIbeit, some electrical household products are becoming
increasingly sophisticated in their technology.
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In respect to the growing Canadian market for ne!¡

consumer electronic items: in 1985, there were some 1.2

miflion video casseLte recorders imported into Canada ' at a

total value of $409 mi11ion.7 Between 1981 and 1984' video

casselte recorders shor¡ed an average compound growth rate of

110 percent per year in quantity (but 74 percent in value,

since unit prices had steadily fal-Ien). In 1984, too, there

were over twelve thousand compact disc players sold in

Canada (valued approximateJ-y at $3.8 million). For the near

future, ner,¡ products such as Iarge-screen Tv, digital and

stereo TV and increased use of camcorders and video cameras

are expected. Therefore, growth projections for consumer

electronics and advanced technology consumer durabLes are

hi gh.

Tvro decades ago the Canadian colour Tv manufacturing

industry was a high technology industry with everything from

research and design to the manufacture of all parts and

components done in Canada. s The Canadian companies produced

mainJ.y for the domestic market while parent and other

companies in the United States and elsewhere supplied this

7 Please see Regional Industrial Expansion Canada ' yj!g-e.
cassette Recorders (vcn's ) ExceÞt Television Broadcast:
Canadian Market OÞDortunities : ImÐort ProfiLe, pub. no.
64-86 (June 1986) ; and Regional. Industrial Expansion
Canada, ImÞort Profile: ComÞac! Disc Plavers, June 1984
to June I985 ( 1 985 ) .

I colour transmission in canada began in 1966, and colour TV
production began to expand rapidly around this time.
Research and development were important Canadian colour TV
activities until the mid-1970s. This is discussed more
fully in Chapter 3,



and other markets.

The Canadian colour Tv industry is now made up of small

assemblv operations of MNC subsidiaries but, by value of

sa1es, colour TVs are stiII the most important consumer

eLectronics activity in Canada. In 1985, the value of

coLour TVs sold in Canada was $435.9 milLion; forty-nine
percent of this sales volume was from sets assembled in

Canada .

In Canada, significant difficulties were experienced by

the colour Tv industry in the nid-1970s. Up until this
time, the industry employed thousands of engineers,

designers and production workers. The production was mainly

for the domestic narket while their MNC affiLiates served

other markets. Hov¡ever, by the mid-1970s, imports from

overseas increased rapidly. These imports were made in

Iarge, export-oriented facilities where economies of scale

in key components could be achieved. At the same time, the

cornpanies in Canada turned to overseas suppliers for these

same components. Thè MNC parents of Canadian companies

removed research and design from Canada for centralization
in their main operating area. The Canadian government

responded by trying to find a way !o help the domestic

industry, f inaIJ.y deciding ín 1976 that the best ít could do

was help extend the anticipated phase out of the industry

from lwo to five years. However, the industry turned to
just the assernbly of colour TVs, and in 1978 the government
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decided to protect colour TV assembly. Presently, there are

still government tariff measures in pJ.ace that benefit the

assembly of colour Tvs in Canada. Pressure from low-priced

imports from newly industrialized countries (Nrcs) is

putting the viability of even this activity into question.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJTECTIVE

The basic objective of this thesis is to analyze public

policy and the economics of the Canadian colour Tv industry.

This analysis is done to provide insights into effective

indusbrial development in the consumer electronics sector of

advanced technology ¡+ork in Canada and public poJ.icy

modernization in the Iight of changing conditions in this

sector.

More specifically, the research is designed to answer the

folLowing questions:

t. In !¡hat context do consumer electronics industries
such as the colour Tv industry operate?

Hor,¡ effective, in terms of the Canadian public
ínterest, has Canadian public policy been tolrards the
colour Tv industry?

In view of the evolution of the consumer electronics
sector, what vould appear to be the tnost promising
direction of public policy and industrial development
for operations such as colour Tv?

J.



1.3 IiIETHOD

À variety of methods wiLl be used to meet the objective

of this research. Institutional data will be provided to

put the analysis in a real-istic setting and an historical
presentation wilL show the evolution of t.he industry and

relevant Canadian public policy. À cost-benefit analysis of

the colour TV industry will be done to provide guantitative

insights into the public interest effects of different
policy directions and measures. FinalJ.y, a political

economy analysis wiIl be used to compare alternative
strategic public policy directions for the support of

Canadian industrial deveJ.opnent in consumer electronics

industries such as colour TV.

1,4 PROCEDI'RE

The next four chapters develop a systematic framework for

understanding the nature and problems of the colour TV

industry. On the basis of these chapters, alternative
policy directions will be evaluated.

Chapter 2 is an initial step in putting the colour TV

industry in the perspect ive of the global consumer

electronics sector. Industry and market characteristics,

and possible developments which could have important impact

on the colour Tv industry and consumer electronics in

general , wiJ.1 be examined.
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Chapters 3 and 4 provide an historical analysis of the

colour TV industry. Industry developments from the early

days of colour Tv production in Canada up to the mid-1970s

when firms in Canada still manufactured aLL their parts in

Canada will be examined in Chapter 3. Ho!¡ever, in the

nid-1970s the industry reached a crisis. In Chapter 4,

these difficulties and subsequent industrial development

will be described. Special attention will be given to

support measures taken by the Canadian government since the

mid-1970s. Chapters 3 and 4 identify significant changes in

the industry and in government poJ. icy. They provide

evidence of the importance of the industrial characteristics
presented in Chapter 2 and reveaL the level of effectiveness

of past policies,

À cost-benefit analysis of the colour Tv industry wilL be

provided in Chapter 5. À partial equilibrium model will be

used to estimate the costs and benef its arising from

alternative government initiatives.

An outline of three major policy directions avaiLable to

the Canadian government is given in Chapter 6. These are

'protection' , 'free trade' , and 'free trade Ì{ith industry

intervention'. Literat.ure reviews will be provided and

criteria r,¡iI1 be established for comparing predicted

outcomes of alternative policy directions.
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Chapter 7 will focus on the findings established in

Chapters 2 to 6. On this basis the respective merits and

limitations of the three najor poticy ålternatives viIl be

establ i shed .

In Chapter I the overall findings of the thesis will be

presented. These r¿iÌl lead to the conclusions reached in

this study. FinaIIy, limitations of the study will be

discussed and suggestions for future research will be

offered.

Appendices will be provided to give a chronology of

government industrial support measures, information on

individuat companies, examples of duty remission orders,

price and quantity information and elasticity estinations,

and a guestionnaire for Canadian colour TV manufacturers. A

bibJ.iography completes the wor k.



Chapter II

CONSUTáER ETECTRONICS ÀND THE COLOUR Tv INDUSTRY

As a first step in the analysis of the colour Tv industry

in Canada, this chapter provides a descriptive background of

the present gIobal and Canadian consumer efectronics

industry, and places the Canadian colour Tv industrys in the

perspective of the gJ.obaJ- and domestic markets for consumer

eLectronics and advanced technology consumer durables.

First, the global and Canadian consumer electronics

industries will be described. Since the 91obal- industry is

domina+-ed by MNcs, comment is directed to corporate

strategiès and R & D activities. Possible future

developments which could have a significant impact on the

coLour Tv industry in Canada, and consumer electronics in

genera)., will also be given some attention. FinaIIy, key

s Much of the following information, especialì.y on the
colour TV industry in Canada, t¡as received through
industry interviews that took place between Àugust 23 and
30, 1985 with: Luigi Romanelli, Àssistant to the Vice-
President (Sanyo Industries Canada) , C. E. Kreutzweiser,
Manager and Jay Cowan, contract Àssembly (Electrohome
r,imiÈed), Tom Fischer, Àccounting Manager (Matsushita
Industrial Canada Limited), and Peter J. Scheibling,
Controller and Jim McKay, Plant nanäger (RC¡ Inc.). They
should be absolved of any responsibility for errors of
interpretation or fact. A copy of a Questionnaire used
during the interviews is shown in Àppendix E.

ÀIso, discussions with Louis Doyle of the Department of
Regional Industrial Expansion, Richard L'herault of the
Department of Finance and Graham Forrester of the Tariff
Board were very helpful .

- 10 -
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characteristics of the global and Canadian industries and

the Canadian markeL will be summarized. This chapter

provides an institutional and descriptive overview of the

industry which provides a setting for the historical

mater ia1 in Chapters 3 and 4 and for the subsequent

discussion of alternative policy directions for the Canadian

i ndust ry .

2,1 TIIE GT.,OBÀL PERSPECTIVE

Global consumer eLectronics are highly internationalized,

dominated by Iarge Japanese MNcs. 1 0 MNcs include Sony,

sanyo, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, and Hitachi. There is one

prominent United States company, zenith; two major European

companies, Thompson S.À. of France (who just recently

purchased the GE and RCÀ consumer electronics lines in the

United States) and N.v. PhiLips of the NetherLands; and some

new MNCs emerging from NICs, for example, GoId star and

Sansung f rom South Korea,

Taiwan.

and others from Hong Kong and

Thê main reason Hhy the industry is dominaLed by

muttinationals is because there are dynamic entry barriers.

This is seen in the need by companies to make large

expenditures on innovative and marketing activity. The MNCs

are large nith significant market po!¡er and !¡orld marketing

l0 Jack Baranson, S-s-u!-ç-gg. of Japan's International
Competitiveness in the Consumer Electronics Industrv
(Washington: Developing WorId Industry and Technology'
Inc., 1980).
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channels. They can afford to make investment in R & Ð to

create innovations, and are in the best position to develop

the innovative features and refinements for commercial

purposes. SmaL1, nationally-oriented companies will not be

able to produce sufficient output to covèr the costs of R &

D, while rapidly changing products and features necessitate

such investments if a cornpany is to successfull'y compete.

At the same time, the essential advertising and promotion of

products is too expensive for a smalL conpany selling a

small output.

Since the industry is dominated by MNCS ' important

decisions about where to produce consumer electronics are

made in the context of 91oba1 operations. Às private

enterprises, their decisions to invest ' export r cease or

begin activities are mohivated by net private benefits' and

these can differ by product Iine. Therefore, MNCs might

export some products to a marketr do local manufacture or

assembly of other products r and perhaps produce parts or

products in a third country for export. In the following

section, we wiII look at how tariffs, the need to protect

the rewards of R & D, and corporate strategy in general can

influence these MNC decisions.
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2.1.1 Tariffs and MNC Investnent

Since the MNCs can sr¡itch production from one country to

another, the rate of return to a MNC from domestic

operations relative bo that associated with exporting to the

domestic market is important. Tariffs offer a way for a

governnent to attenp! to influence a MNC to undertake

dornestic activity. By imposing tariffs, the government

increases the costs !o MNcs of exporting to the country.

However, should they locate activity in the count.ry, and it

then becomes more profitable for MNCS to produce outside lhe

country, by lhe nature of the competitive process, MNCs wilI

relocate lheir production eIsèt¡here. The emergence of NICs'

vrith their l-ower labour costs, threatens especially fabour-

intensive manufacturing activities such as assembly in

developed countries like Canada in spite of their tariffs'1r

r r In recent years t.he United States has been able to
attract some new consumer electronics investmenl in
assenbly. For instance, Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company plans to establish a factory in vancouver 'washington to make colour Tvs and video cassette
recorders. Toshíba is just beginníng to produce video
cassette recorders at its colour TV/rni c rowave-oven
facility in Tennessee: "Toshiba To Expand Overseas",
Globe and Mail (November 12, 1986). There is some hope
that the same might occur in Canada; please see: PauI J.
Murray & Assoc. Ltd.. Investment OÞÞortunities in the
Consumer Electronics Industrv in @þ, prepared for the
Cor¡,sumer Products Group, Electronics Directorate t
Electronics and Aerospace Branchr Department of Regional
Industrial Expansion, Government of Canada (Ottar+a,
1985); and Regional Industrial Expansion Canada' &9
Electronics LEdu-g!-U¿: Opportunities for Gro!¡th.
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It is interesting to note that in some areas of

electronics, Japanese MNCS ' especially, have been placing

míLlions of dollars in United States venture capital funds--

obtaining licensing, marketing and joint-venture agreements

r¡ith the companies they back.r2 This is mostly in the areas

of advanced micro-chip electronics. Ho!¡ever, Canada lacks

such conpanies, and does not have any domestically-owned

companies in the area of consumer electronics with advanced

expert i se. consequently, joint ventures in consumer

electronics in Canada are unlikely; future investment in

consumer electronics by MNCS will Likely be through

subsidiaries. 1 3

2.1.2 The MNC ¿nd TechnoloqY

Strategic decision-making depends on assessing such

environmental conditions as demand and competition, as weII

as internal factors (e.g. adilressing the question of r¿hich

subsidiaries do or make what). A major reason \'thy MNcs

carry out activities in a single location is to achieve

economies of scaIe.

l3

Robert B. Reich, "The Rise of Techno-Nationalisrn, " þ
Atlantic Monthlv (May 1987), PP. 63-69.

There is the possibility that a consumer electronic MNC

could seek a joint venture in another area, as a way of
diversifying. However, no joint ventures would appear
possible in Canada's consumer electronics sector.

Larry Àrmstrong \,¡ith Christopher Power and G. David
wallãce, "Sonyts Challenge: The Mighty Yen and Fierce

14
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Àrmstrong , Power and Wallace ( 1 987 ) r 4 point out the

general trend by Japanese consumer electronics MNCs toward

more standardized mass production and assembly operations in

foreign countries while retaining the more highly skilled R

& D, engineering and senior marketing and corporate planning

and administration at home. Às they seek to do more

activity outside Japan to escape the rising YeDr more

sophisticated manufacturing is occurring in their

subsidiaries. In the area of electronics and high-

technology in general, Japanese MNCS are setting up research

and other facilities in the United States.rs SimiIarly,

Japanese consumer electronics MNCs are doing more production

of key components in NICs.

2.1.2.1 Resèarch and Developtnent

R & D is very important in the consumer efectronics field

because in addition to price, the MNCs compete in the range

and kinds of products they offer, and in the features

incorporated in their products. rG rechnol'ogicaL innovation,

which involves the introduction of new products and new

15

Competition Àre Forcing It Into Nel¡ Markets,"
Businessweek (June 1 , 1987) ' pp. 64-69; Baranson, soufces
@ cor,noçtitiveness; and interviews
r¡fttr canaalan CôIour tv industry executives, August
23-30, 1985 (please see footnote in beginning of
chapter ) .

Reich, "The Rise of Techno-Nationalism".

Ner¡ products and innovations are the MNCs' future. MNCS

are in a race for innovation: it is one form of their
competition and is reflected in their short-run, if not
long-term, profitability and market share.
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processes (to produce products more efficiently and

productively) is, therefore, important to the MNC's

corporate performance over the long-term. New and better

consumer goods such as microwave ovens r video cassette

recorders, compact disc players, and camcorders are recent

results of R & D design and development efforts. Ho!¡ever,

consumer electronic MNCS wilL need to continue the

deveJ.opment of new and better consumer goods.

It must be noted that R & D is a broad activity: it

includes pgp research and the development of new products

and processes, but it also includes such 'downstream'

innovative activities as modifications to a product line in

design and engineering, and the incorporation of new ideas

that may originate from pure research.

MNCs do much of their pure R & D in a central location

usually in their home country,lT to control the dissipation

of their R & D rewards. Ànother reason why pure R & D is

centralized is because of the importance in the innovative

process of close communication and cooperation among R & D'

17 This is a characteristic of consumer eLectonics MNcs.
The Japanese MNCs lead in R & D, especially in innovative
features and enhancenents to products. However, in very
basic and advanced microelectronic research, it seems
clear that there is increasingly a 'globalization' of
research effort, and companies wiII carry out research in
different faciLities, make use of corporate and academic
talent in different countries and buy and transfer both
research and staff to different of its companies in order
to make improvements, further advances, and commercial
adaptations. Please see: Reich, "The Rise of Techno-
Nationalisn".
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marketing, production and top management.ls Since the MNC

v¡i1l vrant to protèct its pure R & D, and because formal

strategic planning is done at the corporate level and

principal production activities are also there, R & D can be

more efficiently exploited if done centralfy. Nevertheless,

the rising yen is putting pressure on Japanese MNCs to move

pLants overseas (so revenues and expenditures wilL be in the

same c ur r ency ) .

while it is more important for the MNC to carry out pure

R & D in a cenlralized location, there is less risk for the

MNC to carry out R & D in secondary locations. OveraII and

product line strategic decision-making can remain

centralized, especially if the R & D is decentralized on a

product line basis. In the subsidiary locationr new product

features could be developed and even more basic innovations.

However, while pure research may aim at fundamental

breakthroughs, this other R & D would aim at better

appl icat ion of the breakthroughs.

l8 For arguments in favour of centralization and
decentralization, please see vern Terpsta, "International
Product Po]icy: The RoIe of Foreign R & D", in Heidi
Vernon Wortzel and Lawrence H. wortzel, eds. Strateqic
Manaqement of Multinational Corporations: The
@, TÑe¡¡ vork: .¡ohn wiley & sons, 1985), pp.
3n4-92. also see AIan M. Rugman, ed., Multinationals and
Technoloqv Transfer: The Canadian ExÞerience (New York:
eraegèr Publishers, 1983); and Ðona1d G. McFetridge'
TechñoloqicaI chanqe in Canadian l¡dltÊ!!l¿, volume 5 in
the series of studies commissioned as part of the
research prograrn of the Royal Commission on the Economic
Union and óevelopment Prospects for Canada (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1985).
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2.1 ,2.2 Corporate Strategy

À key corporate strategy for MNcs' most evident in the

consumer electronics sector, is to seek to optimize

economies of scale in production and R & D, while minimizing

the costs of coordinating and monitoring activities. À11

the consumer electronics MNCS produce their key components

in central facilities in their home country or in NICs where

Low Labour cost advantages are present. To minimize the

costs of coordination and monitoring activity, subsidiaries

involved in similar activities are not allowed to cotnpete

with each other. we see this in the consumer electronics

industry: the Canadian colour TV subsidiaries are generally

restricted to assembling for the domestic rnarket, and are

.not allowed to compete v¡ith their United States affiliates.

one of the companies intervier¡ed' Matsushita in Toronto,le

did sell some colour TVs in the United States market. Even

then, most of the United States market i.s served by

Matsushita operations located in the United States.

Although the work done in these Canadian and Àmerican

subsidiaries is mainly low technology, assembly work. This

does not mean consumèr electronics MNCs t¡i1I never grant

greater activity to subsidiaries. Generally, when a

subsidiary already has the expertise, equipnent and facility

to make a product, it becomes a preferred choice for a MNC

to 'centralize' a producl Iine's nanufacture in: it is very

costly for the MNC to develop and acquire expertise and

rs August 27, 1985 in Toronto, Ontario.
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product-specific capital--this requires investment in human

and physical capital. Yet, MNCS have to be quick to capture

rnarket opportunities. Should a consumer el-ectronics

subsidiary already have these kinds of capital, it would

receive a firm-specific advantage to carry out present and

future activities for this product Iine. Neverthelessr the

demand for t.hese capital and skills and ner¡ products usually

originate in subsidiaries. Àtkinson (1986)20 also indicates

that there is another advantage for a MNC to assign some

responsibility for new product innovations to subsidiaries:

this is to help the MNC through diversification of

'downstream' R & Ð, and risk. Ideally, a subsidiary might

be given a worfd product mandate (wPM), which means the MNC

grants to a sing).e subsidiary the right to sell a specific
product or product line on a world-wide or even regional

basis. 2 r For instance, it is pertinent to the situation of

Canadian subsidiaries, that there can be a North Àmerican

mandate (canada and the United States markets)--especially

for particular styles, features or sizes of products for

which there is strong regional demand (e.g. Iarge screen Tvs

in wooden cabinets). In any case, the subsidiary receives

exclusive geographical access to a MNC's product r and some R

20 Michael M. Àtkinson, "If You can't Beat Then: world
Product Mandating and Canadian Industrial- PoLicy," Duncan
Cameron and Francois Houle, eds., Canada and the New
International Ðivision of Labour (Ottawa: University of
ottawa Press, TgdFI, p.-î3T-

21 This is a broad definition of wPM. The Science Council
of Canada also refers to the concept of wPM, but mean a
subsidiary with autonomous management and R & D

facilities.
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& D, innovation, design and engineering will IikeIy foIIov¡.

It should be noted, that there are reasons why a host

country might help a subsidiary persuade its parent to give

it more activity. There are social benefits to a subsidiary

being given a wPM, or even a North Ànerican mandate in

Canada' s case. These include:

t. more opportunities for skilled empLoyment'

enhanced productivity, becausè longer production runs
can result, and lower unit costs,

3. and IocaI suppliers have
compete for cont rac t s.

better opportun i ty

As weI1, further stages of product development could result,

and new products or feãtures might be manufactured in the

country in response to ne!¡ or ant ic ipated market

opportunities.

2.2 THE CÀNÀx)IÀN COLOI,'R TV INDUSTRY

The Canadian industry22 is but one sma11 part of the much

)-arger, world, colour TV and consurner electronics industry

(please see chart 2,1), The canadian coÌour TV industry,

like so many other consumer electronics industriesr can be

22 This section summarizes information obtained from the
interviews with cornpany officials tisted in this
chapter's first footnote and in Appendix E.

¿.
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Chart 2. 1
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characterizèd as one in v¡hich product differentiation is
present, while at the same time there is much price

sensitivity in the demand across competing brands,

Product differentiation is evident in brand name and

model advertising, and in consumer recognition of individual
brand names (see section 2.1.2.1). Both the firms in the

domestic industry and those exporting to Canada, seIl many

sizes and models of colour TVs t'o the Canadian narket. The

different models incorporate various features. Some brands

have been able to build a name on such things as picture
quality, plus most companies have higher priced models which

are cable-ready, or have stereo sound, remote control, or

other advanced features. ÀLl companies have kept up with
general technological improvements so that the colour TV of

today is, without exception, of high quality, especially
relative to TVs of ten and even five years ago. Most

frequently, different brands of similar sized colour TVs

v¡iI1 be sold at somewhat different prices, where the prices

reflect the features incorporated. The importance of price

competition can be seen in the response of domestic

assemblers to changes in import colour TV prices, both in
the past and in recent years. The domestic firms wilL l-ower

price even though they will make zero profit and even make

temporary losses, in order to maintain some market share.

Given the high price sensitivity, the comparative costs

of donestic assembly and importation become significant.
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Three important costs are the transportâtion cost of

importing certain parts versus whole co).our TVs, the labour

cost, whose effective cost depends upon the exchange rate,

and the tariff duty which must be paid on imported sets.

À feature of colour TV imports is the rising percentage

from countries eligible for General Preferential Tariff
(GPT) treatment, although such has been recently permanently

withdrawn. The strength of their competitiveness is their
low prices,

There are presentfy just five companies assembling coLour

TVs in Canada: Electrohome, Hitachi (HSC) of Canada,

Matsushita Industrial Canada, RCÀ Inc. and Sanyo Industries
of Canada.23 Electrohome Limited is actually a contract

assembler.24 with the exclusion of Electrohome Limited, all
are affiliates to consumer electronic MNCs.25 From the

23 The domestic cofour TV market shares of the five Canadian
assemblers were, in 1984: RCÀ Inc. , 19 percent; Hitachi
(HSC) of Canada, I percent; Matsushita Industrial Canada,
7 percent I Sanyo Industries of Canada, 6 percent;
Electrohome Limited, 4 percent.

Please see Regional Industrial Expansion, Canada.
Trade Àssessment: International Competitiveness Profile;
õanaaiancor',st¡r¡rereG;-tronicsIndGT;7--Tsl¡--33a)l-mimeó
\ aJðcl.

Mitsubishi has purchased a Iicense to use Electrohome's
name on colour Tvs. The contract for assembly, and the
license to use the name were purchased in 1981,

Hitachi (HSC) of Canada Inc. and Matsushita Industrial
Canada Limited are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Japanese
MNCs. RCÀ is a whoJ.ly-owned subsidiary of ceneral
Electric in the United States. Sanyo Canada lnc. is
affiliated with the Sanyo Electric Corporation of Japan
through a joint ownership between the Japanese MNC and
Magnasonic Canada Inc. Other MNCS, such as Sony from

24

25
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mid-1960s to the early 1970s, there rrere many companies

involved and thousands employed in the manufacture of

complete TVs. They included subsidiaries to American and

European MNCs, Canadian-owned firms and, later, affiliates
to Japanese MNCS. In the early 1970s, there l¡ere at least

thirteen companies directly involved in colour TV

manufacturing.26 Gradually, the number reduced and then a

major shake-out occurred in association with industry

difficulties in the mid-1970s and the introduction of

government rationalization and revitalization programs

beginning in 1976 (to help the industry phase out). The

industry became comprised of the present companies. Ànother

Iarge consumer electronics MNC, Mitsusbishi , has jusL

recently completed its own facility to assemble Tvs., in

waterloo, Ontario. Mitsubishi's Canadian subsidiary,

Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada, has TVs assembled for them

by Electrohome. The contract for assembly, and the License

to use the name Electrohome were purchased in 1981. There

is also a picture tube plant owned by Mitsubishi Canada,

that provides many of the colour tubes for the industry in

Canada, and, as v¡elL there are Canadian cabinet

Japan and zenith in the United States, supply the
Canadian market through imports.

26 Please see Chapter 3. A list of these companies is
provided in Chart 3.3 (in Chapter 3). Ho\eever, in
Ontario government publication Industrv Sector Review:
Manufacturers of Household Radio and TeLevision Receivers
(Toronto: Ministry of Industry and Tourism, 1979)
reports that there have been 17 companies in the Canadian
colour TV industry. I have found infornation on 13
cornpanies.
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manufacturers and packaging rnaterial companies who provide

products to the five assembl-ers. Many Canadian subsidiaries
Lack an international marketing capability.

Almost aIl households in Canada have col-our TVs. This is
true for all income 1eve1s. For example, in 1986, 96.1

percent of households with incomes under 910r000 had TVs and

99.2 percent of those v¡ith incomes 955,000 and higher.27

Information on prices is difficutt to obtain.28 The selling
price to consumers has a variation between low and high

seasons. Lov prices occur during the end of the year, when

the producers are trying to get rid of inventory. January,

February and March make up a slow season. Come June, people

start to buy televisions for vacation needs. Near to

September, people !¡ant new colour TVs to watch the fall
sports and televi sion programming.

Àlso, the subsidiaries in Canada sel1 to intermediary or

marketing affiliates in Canada, and t.o dealers, often aLL at
different price structures. These in turn sell to the

retail stores and other dealers. Marketing is a very

inportant activity in the consumer electronics fieId. AII
the current companies in Canada either assemble for a very

good rnarketer of a good mix of consumer electronic products

Statistics Canada, I_g!gg!, Catalogue no. 11-002 (aprit
10, 1987), Þ. 3.

This makes it difficult to discuss final prices. This is
important in doing quantitative analyses (the method
developed to arrive at final prices wiIl be discussed
below in the cost-benefit analysis in Chapter 6 and
Àppendix D).

27

28
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(Iike Electrohome for Jutan International and Mitsubishi),

or else are a totally integrated company (that designs

chassis and mass produces the chassis in vrorld-scale volumes

to support product design development and world-wide

marketing) . 2e This resbricts entry by smaIler, especialJ.y

locaIly-owned companies, who might have to spend large

amounts of investment and effort from the start,
their products.3o

ReÞo r t
of the

the

to selL

Some particular colour Tv industry characteristics
enployment, nature of Canadian operations (assembly) ,

inputs, and possible future developments - r¿i11 be outlined

beLor¡.

2.2.1 EmÞlovnent LeveLs in the Colour Iv Industrv

The Tariff Board3l compil-ed employment information for

the years 1982 to 1985, This information is shown in Chart

2.2. Onl-y about 1000 persons were directly enployed in
colour TV assernbly in 1984. Àt the distributor/wholesal-er

2s These points were raised in the interview with a company
execut ive .

30 This t¡as a problem faced by El-ectrohome, too, and
resulted in this company leaving the industry except as a
contract assembler.

3r The Tariff Board,
the Re-instatement
InÞorts of Co l our
No. I60.1 (Ottawa:

to
q

Television
Supply and

Sets,
Canada

Receivinq
Services
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Char t 2.2
EmpÌoyment in Canadian Colour TV Manufacturing

( 1982 to 1985: 1Q)

1982 1983
1sr e.

1984 1985

production 639

administrat ion 275

667

300

676

324

624

total 914 967 1000 931

Source: The Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff Board
Reference No. 160.1 (Ottawa: Suppty and
Services Canada, 1985), p. 39.

level, marketing affiliates to the Canadian companies might

employ another 500 persons. This includes sales personnel

for only colour TVs, but excludes a1I persons engaged in the

retail sales level. These 500 should be unaffected by

import competition, since even if the MNCs choose to instead

export complete sets to Canada, these marketing and sales

functions wilI still be carried out in Canada.32

It is also noteworthy that
employed in the manufac ture

cabinets and cabinet parts in

picture tubes in the 20-inch

produced in Canada.

another 850 persons vere

of colour picture tubes,

1984. Currently, colour

and 26-inch size range are

32 Ibid., p. 39.
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2.2.2 Current Los Prof it Í.,evels

For 1983 and 1984r the domestic industry provided the

Tariff Board r¡ith statistics on profits and profitability

soIeIy for their colour TV manufacturing operations. In

1984, the domestic companies reported losses on their
assembly operations for small colour TVs, and averaged only

2.4 percent profit over all their colour TV operations.

The Tariff Board also noted that while the 2O-inch market

segment is a profitable one, the pèrcèption is that this
results chiefly from the higher profit margins prevailing at

the top end of the segment (where additionat features are

incorporated) . 3 3 The 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch screen

sizes, in 1984, made up over 90 percent of the total
domestic market.34 The size of the colour TV market in

units, in 1984, is shown in Chart 2.3.

tt 18.., P. 48.

34 There are very small sets, with under 10-inch screens,
some 13-inch, and a few colour TVs between 14-inches and
20-inches. There are sorne 19-inch screen colour Tvs
imported (many of these will be 20-inch in terms of
Canadian standards, which neasure the whoLe face of the
picture tube; in the United States the exposed picture
tube, onLy, is measured). They form a small part of the
market (for instance, in 1984, they amounted to 33r500
units, which is l-ess that I percent of the total market
of 422,200 units). A very few kits and combination
colour TVs (e.9. with turntable), are imported: in 1984,
combinations and kits accounted for only 1.1 percent of
total imports (Slatistics Canada, 1984, Imports by
Commodities).
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Chart 2.3
Selected Canadian Colour TV Markets

According to Screen Size
( 1984, in '000 units)

Imports Ðomestic Output
Sc reen Domest ic
Size Market GPT* nonGPT Dom. Mkt, Export

14-inch 425.5 187.7 105.2 124.6

2O-inch 65? .0 150.2 200.2 306.7

26-inch 250.7 71.8 178.9 95.1

Total-** 1399 .9 337 .9 377 .2 600.8 95. 1

Screen % of Domestic Market Met
Size Through Ðomestic Market

14-inch 29.3

2O-inch 46.7

26-inch 71 .4

Total** 42.9

Notes:

* Countries eligible for General Preferential
Tariff treatment.

** Includes all other sizes of colour TVs, as weII.

Source: Calculated from information available in
The Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff Board
Reference No. 160. 1 (Ottawa: Supply and
Services Canada, 1985) .
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2,2,3 Descriotíon of the Àssenblv Ooerationg

The operations today mainly involve the putting together

of the picture tube, cabinet and chassis, and if the tuner

is not imported as part of the chassis, the prior marrying

of a chassis, yoke and tuner. There are also other minor

details to be attended to, plus testing and packaging.

À f er¡ positions will be required for factory technicians,
and there vilL be some people called manufacturing or

industrial engineers.35 However, the designing and R & D,

which are the high technology acLivities related to colour

TV manufacturing, are done el.sewhere.

The assembly of TVs is actualfy quite a Iabour

intensive activity. s6 The majority of workers have

basically Lo!¡-skiIl jobs, aligning, connecting, and marryj.ng

parts. Àlthough, the company plants are, to a large

extent, mechanized, the mechanization found in the

Canadian plants is mainly in the conveying system:37 there

are power conveyors in plants and automated packaging

equipment. 3I

35 Interviews with Canadian colour Tv industry executives,
August 23-30, 1985.

As one executive said during the interview, unless the
industry can start to use robotics, it vrill remain labour
intensive. Given the small production l-eve1s, though, it
is highly unlikely that it wilL be f easibl-e to use robots
in Canada for the Canadian market.

This was observed during the tours of t.he Electrohomeplant and the Matsushita plant in August 1985, and from
discussion r+ith persons with these and the Sanyo
Industries Canada and RCA companies.

36
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Industry executivès report that the percentage of

technical people employed in the industry in Canada is

small.3s The general labour must have such skills as good

manual dexterity. The average number of years of seniority
in one cornpany was five years. This should be approxinately

true for the industry, as we1]. The workers may be able to

find employment elsewhere, especially l¡here assembly ski1ls

are required, and sometimes in other industrial processes.

The Tariff Boarda0 has obtained data on production costs

for colour TVs in Canada, and arrive at the figures for 1984

in Chart 2,4.41 For the 14-inch colour TV, all materials and

components are imported. For the 20-inch and 26-inch colour

The degree of mechanization and automation varies by
company. Some of the companies in Canada have been
making investments to increase efficiency along the
assembly line. The companies have been able to add
machinery to reduce by a smalI amount the labour needed,
for instance in the final assembly alignment. Packing
has been another area where investments have been
made .

As a result, the labour intensity of the work falLs.
Indeed, over the past f er¡ years, the absolute amount
of the labour factor per T\t is apparently going down
faster than the material fâctor, and the labour
factor is starting f ro¡n a much smaller base (the tariff
Board, ReÞort of The Tariff Board Reference No. 160.1).
The assembly costs, and the labour component of the
assernbly costs are not l-arge relative to the final
consumer price or even factory cost (see Chart 2.4).

A company may need a few factory techn ic ians and
repairmen (people v¡ho are college or technical
institution graduates) and a technoLogist to provide
interactive du!ies between the supplier and manufacturing
centre.

40 The Tariff Board, ReÞort of the Tariff Board Reference

38

39
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Chart 2.4
Canadian Industry Colour TVs Per Unit

Production Costs by Type of Cost
(198a in g)

Screen Size
14-inch % 20-inch % 26-inch %

Factory Labour
Materials
of r¡hich:

Canadian
Non-domest ic

Factory Overhead
Other Costs

9.40 4 19.43
200.47 88 274.94

25.81 5
436.00 89

141 .75 29
294.34 60

Itr /lE ''

14.28 3

.06
200.41

8.78
8.51

59.77
88 215.17
4 '1 0.98
4 7.65

6
88

19
69

4
2

rotal unir cosr zZt .Zg tOO S13. O0 I OO agllTZ-l OO

Source: The Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff Board
Reference No. 160.1 (Ottawa: Supply and
Services Canada, 1985), p. 43.

Tvs, the chassis are imported, but most picture tubes are

domesticaLLy provided, and in addition, f.or the 26-inch

col-our TVs, many of the wooden cabinets are supplied and

manufactured in Canada. The Canadian materials content

accounted for 28.8 percent of the fact.ory cost for the

26-inch, 19.1 percent for the 20-inch (and zero percent for
the 14-inch)42 while, when factory labour, overhead and some

other costs are included, the Canadian content rises to 40.1

Nq. 160.1, p.43.
Factory Ovèrhead \,¡as described as mainly comprised of
various administrative expenses, taxes, capital cost
allowance, heat/light and power. other Coèts varies
among firms and may include patent fees, selling
expenses, maintenance/security, and inLerest expense.

Ibid. , p. 42.

41

42
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andpercent for the 26-inch, 31.3 percenL for the 20-inch

11,8 percent for the 14-inch inputs.a3

In respect to R & D, the companies do try to undergo

process improvements to make the assembly l ines more

productive. These can be guite minor relative to the kinds

of development expenditures occurring in large, overseas

facilities. Each year, the companies in Canada study the

opportunities to improve the assembly (and potential demand,

should they need to expand on their assembly Lines).

Productivity improvements have resulted from investment

and modernization in processes. Processes have changed

over the Iast f i fteen years, not onLy because of

mechanization but because of product innovation. The higher

technology colour TVs with more channel capability and FM

sound will resuft in the need for so¡ne additional investment

43 The 1abour component in a 14 inch colour Tv is almost
the same as in a 20 inch screen colour TV, since the
parts that go into each size Tv are quite similar.
For the larger scrèen colour TVs, the picture tubes
are larger, and often large wooden cabinets are involved,
which nay increase the assembly cost. Àt present, the
amount of direct labour time per colour TV, in assembly,
is only about one person hour.

Under the present circumstances, particularly with
the lower Canadian doI1ar, there is a favourable wage
differential between the Canadian operations and the
United Statès operations (information received through
interviews with domestic companies) . However, thê few
dollars per singJ,e labour hour of assembling saved in
assembling in Canada is very small compared to the 11.3
percent duty placed on imported colour TVs. The tariff
has a much more important effect on making Canadian
assembled colour Tvs competitive !¡ith imports.
StiIl, the favourable wage differential contributes to
the competitiveness of the Canadian operations
especially \,¡ith the United States operations.
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and signal equipment. However, technoLogical advancements

in the components have also helped reduce the work

involved in assembly. For example, tuners have become

much srnalLer and, in many cases, are imported vrith the

chassis. As the labour factor has become smaller, so has

its application become simpler.

The production Iines change over between models

quite frequentLy, every few days and sometines once a day.

This is because each company assembles a nurnber of models

and sizes in one plant !¡ith only one or a few lines, In

Èhe United States, on the other hand, each plant has many

assembly lines and may produce the same line for days and

weeks on end.

2.2.4 Picture Tube P1ant and Other Colour TV Inputs

Ànother feature very important to thè Canadian industry

is that some imports are sourced in Canada. Às mentioned

earlierra4 many of the colour Tvs assembled in Canada have a

picture tube manufactured at the picture tube plant in

Midland, Ontario. Àbout 800 persons were empl-oyed in Canada

in tube production in 1984. Although picture tubes are made

for export, a significant portion are purchased by the

domestic colour Tv assemblers. So much so, in fact, that

the Tv picture tube plantrs viability is tied to the

survival of the domestic assembly industry (and this is why

aa This was
industry

section 2.2.1 on
Canada.

1n
1n

ernployment in the colour TV
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ofthe

the

tube manufacturing can be

colour TV industry).
included in the discussron

À good percentage of wooden cabinets are made in Canada.

Increased use of plastic cabinets l¡il1 reduce wooden cabinet

spin-off activity in Canada. Matsushita has a cabinet

factory integrated into their assembly plant. Both Sanyo

and Uitachi own their ov¡n wood cabinet manufacturing

companies in Canada, Electrohome makes and buys some of its
cabinets from local suppliers. In some cases, plastic and

other types of sheets are bought by the subsidiary in Canada

and given to loca1 manufacturers for some preliminary work

(e.9. bending). The finishing work is then done by the

subsidiary.

An important part of the Canadian value added for the

domestic colour Tv industry, is in the manufacture of

picture tubes and wooden cabinets and packaging material,

especially the picture tubes. Consequently, the tube plant

can be considered together t¡ith the assembly activities when

speaking about t.he industry. And, therèfore, the impact of

any changes in TV demand or cost, t¡hether caused by

government policy or other developments or trends, should

ínclude the effect on the tube operations, as well-. Àt

present, there is a tariff on Tv tubes that are imported, so

there is an advantage for assemblers to buy Canadian tubes.

A1so, picture tubes are costly to transport.
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2.2.5 Possible Future DeveloprnentE and the Colour T\t
I nduBtrv

There are many factors which could impact on the colour

Tv industry and consumer electronics in Canada. Among these

are: changes in consumer demand (in general, and by screen

size, in the case of colour TVs), falling MFN tariff rates,

innovations that reduce the transport cost of imports,

and changes in the value of the Canadian doIIar.

Market demand is both a very important and an

unpredictabl-e factor. For consumer electronic products, in
general, there is rapid growth in demand soon after the

introduction of the product, after which demand levels off.
The rapid growth occurs as many people nake their first-time
purchases. Following this, the demand is mostly comprised

of replacement demand, plus demand by new first-time buyers

(e.9. young adults), and by those seeking an upgraded or

second home product. The years , 1983-1984, for instance,

showed a large increase in unit sales of coLour Tvs.

After being in the 740,000 to 900,000 range for many

years, just getting a IittIe above 900,000 in 1981, the

units sold jumped to almost 1.3 million in 1983 and over

1.4 million in 1984. The larger sales r¡ere attributable
to consumers buying second and third colour TVs, but also

reflected the favourable impact that home computers, video

games, video cassette recorders, and special audio

equipment had on the demand for colour TVs. Now that colour
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have been purchased for these purposes, it may be that

market in Canada r¡iI1 shift somewhat downward, again.a5

Canada's participation in the Tokyo Round of MTN resulted

in a scheduLe of tariff reductions. By 1987, the MFN

rates on col-oured TVs will be reduced to about 7.0

percent . I f there are further MFN reducl ions negot iated,
this will increase the import competition faced by the

colour TV companies in Canada. The tariffs on parts

wiIl be reduced, too. Presently, companies receive

duty remission on the chassis, and can use Canadian

picture tubes.

4s while demand for colour Tvs, in general, is a changing
factor, so it is with col-our TVs of different sizes and
features. Of the three principal sizes of colour TVs
('1 4-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch screen sizes), the 20-inch
size enjoyed the largest increase in demand. Over the
period 1982 Eo 1984, unit sales of this size increased by
58.5 percent. Over haLf of this gain was captured by
inports from industrialized developing countries. The
domestic share, and that of Japan and the United States,
fell. There was also an increase in imports from such
non-GPT countries as Tait¡an, so that the non-GPT share of
the market remained the same.

The 14-inch market grew very fast, but the grot¡th took
place on a much smaller base than did the 2o-inch market,
Between 1982 and 1984, the market for 14-inch colour TVs
grew 132 percent. Much of this growth has been in
import.s from GPT countries, and while the domestic and
non-GPT shares have fallen, imports from non-GPT
countries have contributed to a major part of the rise in
GPT irnport s.

The 26-inch colour TV market grer'¡, too, over the
period 1982 to 1984, by 40 percent. Non-GPT imports rosè
marginally from 26.5 percent to 28.7 pet cent of the
market. The rest is the domestic market share. It is
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Recent years have seen innovations v¡iden the range of use

of colour TVs. Stereo Tv began to gain popularity in the

United SLates in 1985, and wilL likeJ.y become popular in

Canada in the near future. Àlso, innovations have changed

the shape and dimensions of the TV. These innovations

include the compressed picture tube and the monibor style
design. Their impact l¡i11 be to make it Iess expensive to

import J-arger complete TV sets over l-ong distances.46 This

wilL hurt the domestic assemblers which base their
operations on 20 inch colour Tvs and provide most of the

very large Tvs for the Canadian market. To the end of Àpril
of 1985, of approximately 400,000 colour TVs assembLed in

Canada, only 71,000 were consoles, 206r000 were 20 inch

sets, and 124,000 lrere smalL screen colour Tvs.

In the same way that the lowering of the value of

t.he Canadian dollar has helped reduce the cost of assembly

activities in Canada, the continuance of a lower dolIar
wiIl be helpf uJ- to the viability of assembLy in Canada.

Hol, the Canadian dollar fares in respect to the United

States dollar will be of utmost importance, although the

also in this screen size of colour TV that Canada exports
some colour TVs, to the United States. Consequently,
this is an important size of TV from the Canadian
assembly perspective.

The 26-inch market has just. been recently entered by
overseas suppliers, especially in the compact 'rnonitor
style I versions of sets.

46 Àt this time, a higher proportion of smaller colour
TVs are imported. A main reason for this is because the
freight cost on the smaller TVs is substantially less
than on larger TVs.
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some other currencies wilI
Àmerican assembly. If the

competitive against imports

wiII very easy for the MNCs

Canadian market to the

With respect to profits, the domestic assemblers have

done better in the 1981 to 1983 period. covernment programs

since 1976 have helped the domestic activities to be

competitive. The recent 1ow-priced, duty-free colour TVs

originating from South Korea and produced by large, diverse

South Korean MNCS, made rapid inroads into the Canadian

market (from zero to 25 percent between 1981 and 1984).a7

If, through further advancements or adoption of technoLogy,

transportation costs can be reduced, Tvs from other overseas

countries may becone increasingly competitive, as wei.1.

Freer trade developments can be of key importance. There

are the MTNs r¿hich can reduce tariffs among countries.
There are also the free trade negotiations bet!¡een Canada

and the United States: as MNCS nay be encouraged t.o enter

Canada or expand Canadian operations to serve the J.arger

North Àmerican market (or the MNC parent may decide to

centralize North Anerican operations so1ely in United States

Iocations). Interestingty, the ner¡est operation in Canada,

the new Mitsubishi plant intends to assemble colour Tvs in

47 This is described more fully in Chapter 4.
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Canada for part of the United States markel (as Matsushita

Industrial Canada is doing).48 However, as yet, the other

companies are prohibited by their paren! MNCs from selling

cofour TVs in the United States.

2.2.6 Industrv Vie¡r to Governmènt ÀssiBtance

A most common viewpoin! among industry executives seems

to be that there should be some protection for the industry,

notably !¡hen the industry is faced by massive imports by new

overseas producers who have the benefit of new, Iarge scale

and modern facilities in developing countries plus tariff-
free treatment under the GPT.4s It is based, too, on the

bel,ief that the domèstic operations contribute to Canada:

the subsidiaries make investments, contribute to Canadian

employment, buy some materials and parts from Canadian

sources. FinaJ-J-y, there is the bottom-line that without at

4 8 Matsushita, "Mimeograph Notes on the Industry and
Company", provided during an interview, Àugust 27, 1985
in Toronto, Ontario.

À11 production by Matsushita canada for export sale is
ordered from Panasonic in the United States, a related
rnarketing company of the Matsushita Electric Corporation
of Àmerica. Panasonic also imports colour TVs from Japan
and Korea, and purchases a large quantity of TVs from
Matsushita Industries in the United States (the United
States production dívision). Exports began in 1977 (5
years after Matsushita's entry into Canada). The
marketing divisions in Canada and the United states are
not restricted to purchase from the production divisions
in their respective countries. This is a departure from
what is true for other companies, and may be due to
different company philosophies or willingness to
coordinate exports to the United States market.

4s This was just removed permanentl-y, in the case of colour
TVs, in 1985.
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least some tariff support, the industry l¡ill- have to cease

as the domestic produced colour TVs will not be able to be

adequatefy compet i t ive with imports.

Another concern raised by one company that it is

inportant for the present colour TV industry to be supported

by the government because it promotes technological learning

at its most elementary leve1 for assembly production

r¡orkers. Thi s addresses the idea that technological

J.earning is an accumulative activity that builds on existing
activity, and that it is important for Canada to get more

engineering and electronic industrial experience. The

latter will enable Canada to absorb new technologies more

easiLy, and facilitate bhe quicker application of knowledge

into new products in Canada. so

Government monies to industry has in recent years not

been coming. However, the industry has recognized the

irnportance of the government assistance in bhe past, in the

period 1976 to 1981, when the industry vas in peril and

woul-d otherl¡ise have 1ike1y ceased.

If greater advanced technology activity was involved,
probabJ.y more companies would have also suggested the
importance of Canada supporting the present colour TV
industry.

50



2.3 SI'MMÀRY OF INDUSTRY ÀND I,ÍÀRKET CHÀRÀCTERISTICS

The market characteristics for consumer eLectronics and

colour TVs can be summarized as follows. Canada's marke!

for consumer efectronics and advanced consumer durables

products is a significant and growing one. However 
'

consumer electronic and advanced technology consumer

products change quickJ.y, nev innovations are incorporated

and new products enter the international marketplace. It is

necessary for companies to respond guickly to these

innovations and continually search for net¡ product niches.

R & D is an activity in the gLobal- industry that results

in skiIIed, relatively high-income employment. R & D is a

broad activity, including pure research and downstream

innovations such as product line modifications in design and

engineering and incorporation of new ideas that might

originate from pure research. MNcs dominate the consumer

electronics industry. Às private enterprises, their

decisions to invest, export, cease or begin activities are

motivated by the net private benefits of doing so. They

respond to advantages of doing their corporate strategy

decision-making and pure research in a cenlraI location,

usually in their home country. À major reason is to control

the dissipation of its pure research, and new innovations

technology. The technology is made available to affiliates,

but it is generally only undertaken in a centralized place.

ÀIso there is the importance in the innovative process of
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close communication and cooperation among R & D markèting,

production ând top management.

Advanced technology l¡i11 be important to Canada's future

economic activity. Research in Canada is a concern, but

companies in Canada will have to make better use of

technological breakthroughs, wherever they occur around the

r¡orLd. Canadian subsidiaries are generally restricted to

assembly or simple manufâcture and only for the domestic

rnarket, and are not allowed to compete with affiliates in

other countries' markets. Tariffs on imports help the

Canadian activity to compete !rith the imports, and provide

some incentive for the MNCs !o do activity especially like
assembly (in the case of colour fvs) in Canada,

Transportation costs in respect to Iarger items--e.9.

colour Tvs r¡ith large picture tubes and heavy wooden

cabinets--are high and a barrier to imports. Costs of

transporting are to a great èxtent based on the size or bulk

of the product. Transport costs can faIl even nore as

design changes allow smaller sized products to contain more

features and functions.

Al-so, locating activity in a market allows a MNC to keep

abreast of regulations and to bêtter ovèrsee market trends,

e.g. gauge preferences and check complaints about products.

The next two chapters focus on the history of Canadian

colour TV including the evolution of government rneasures and
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consumer electronicactions which were instrumental in
industry's development in Canada.



ChapÈer III

EÀRLY HISTORY OF THE CÀNÀDIÀN I¡V MANI,'FÀCTURING
INDUSTRY

An overview of developments lthich have taken place in the

Canadian TV manufacturing industry wiIì. now be provided.

Particular emphasis wiIl be placed on the period since 1965

!¡hen the industry firsL became engaged in colour Tv

nanufacturing. Many of the important industry and market

characteristics identified in Chapter 2 wiIl be highlighted

and evidence l¡ill- be given to the role of these factors in

the industry's development and their impact on the

effect iveness of public policies.

Two stages in the history of the Canadian colour Tv

industry will be presented to highlight shifts that have

taken place !¡ithin the Canadian industry. They reflect a

pattern of change in both the global cofour Tv industry and

the consumer electronics sector in general. The first

stage, examined in this chapter, deals with an industry

comprised of integrated firms which manufactured al-l their
parts in Canada. The second stage, to be described in

Chapter 4, begins in the mid-'1 970s when the Canadian

industry reached a crisis. The origins of these colour Tv

difficulties can be perceived soon after the industry's

start in Canada, but this basic vulnerability apparently was

-45-
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and optimism often assoc iated

3.1 THE EART.,Y YEÀRS OF CANADIAN Tv I{ÀNUFÀCTURING

The Canadian colour Tv industry started around 1965, but

black and white TV manufacturing began much earlier by

companies which would later shift into colour TV

manufacturing.

The Canadian TV industry began modestJ.y in the

mid-1940s. At that time, a very small number of black

and white TVs were produced. sl Following the first

Canadian television transmissions in 1952, in Toronto and

Montreal, the number of black and white TVs produced in

Canada rose dramatically. This is sho¡,rn in Chart 3.1. À

peak was reached in 1955, when 806,000 Tvs were manufactured

in Canada. The percent supplied by domestic producers was

typically over 90 percent, and until 1963 was always more

than 95 percent. Much of the explanation for this lies in

the existence of a company called Canadian Radio

Patentss2 and a tariff of 20 percent on Tv imports.

The Tariff Board, ReÞort þ¿ the Tariff
the Inquiry ordered þ¿ the Minister of
Radio, Television and ReIatèd P!_c.d-uçlg,(ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1965) .

rbid..

Board Relative to
Finance ReÞect ino
reference no. 123
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Chart 3.1

Àpparent Canadian Market for Tvs
.1953-1961, units

t 958 t 9ã7 t 95Et 95¡t 955

Year

V-4 Canaðían Shi pment s [\ñ Irnports

Notes: Àpparent Canadian Market is equal to Canadian
Shipments plus imports (exports have been
negligible).
TVs inc lude radio-phonograph-television, or
three-way combinations.

Source: The Tariff Board, Report by the Tariff Board
. Reference No. 123 (OtÈa$ra: Oueen's prinÈer,

1965, p. 37 ) .
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Canadian Radio Patents r¡as incorporated in 1926, formed

initially by five companies active in bhe radio

manufacturing industry in Canada. The company controlled

the S.icensing rights under which !¡ere most of the

inportant palents relating to inventions ¡vhich were

necessary for the construction of radio receiving sets

and, Iater, Tvs as well.

Canadian Radio Patents and the 20 percent tariff on

imports effectively protected the Canadian market for

Canadian producers. The tariff, of course, raised the price

of imports relative to Canadian produced TVs. Canadian

Radio Patents allowed member companies and other companies

interested in manufacturing in Canada to pay a single

royalty in order to get a license allowing them to make

use of the necessary patents. This made it easier to
manufacture radios and Tvs in Canada. On the other hand,

Canadian Radio Patents did not seII licenses to those who

r¡anted to import the radios and TVs, unless the kind or size

of ite¡n r¡as not manufactured, at least not to a significant
extent, in Canada.

These imports, r,¡hich rvere small in number, came largely
from the United States. A small proportion came from

Japan and vrestern Europe. ImporLs from the United States

and Japan are shown in Chart 3.2.
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Chart 3.2

Sources of tmports of Col.our TVs by Exporting Country
1960-1967, Unirs
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3,2 1965-70¡ îHE BEGINNING OF COI,OUR lrv PRODUCTION

In October of 1966, col-our transmission from

Canadian Tv stations first reached the screens of people's

TVs.53 In the united states, where audiences had been

exposed to colour programming earlier' colour TV sal-es

were quite good. It was anticipated by many that the

sales in Canada would rise rapidly, as well.s4 colour Tvs

were relatively expensive and regarded as a luxury good,

howeve r .

Imports, especially in black and white TVs, began to

enter rnore rapidty after '1 966. This was for three

principal reasons: the expiry of many patents' Lhe less

active role that the Canadian Radio Patents was playing for

colour Tvs (as patents expired the conpany became less

vigilent in checking v¡hat Tvs !¡ere imported, and whether

Licenses were used), and the tariff rate on Tvs was reduced

in 1965 to 15 per cent.ss Tv producers perceived the future

of Tv manufacturing would be in colour Tvs--t.he black and

whit.e market was by the early 1960s a repLacement market,

and inports were increasing. By 1966, the Tv nanufacturers

53 M. Sinclair, "Colour TV: Glorious colour wiII Burst Upon
( sone ) Canadians. . . " Financ ial Post , 60 (Àugust 27 ,
1966), pp. 1,4.

5a For instance, please see lþ!.¡!. and "Future is Bright for
Colour TV Makeis," Ej¡g¡ç-I u I re.gg, 60 (SepLember, 1966),
p.83.

55 A chronological listing
the Canadian colour TV
A.

of government measures affecting
industry is provided in Appendix
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in Canada were starting or preparing for colour Tv

production. These included Canadian Àdmiral, Canadian

General Electric, Canadian westinghouse, Clairtone

Sound, ELectrohome, FLeetwood, Philco of Canada, Philips

Canada, RCA, and Sparton of Canada.56 The entry and

departure of companies in the Canadian colour TV industry is

capsuled in Chart 3.3.s7

Although the 15 percent tariff on colour TVs stilI
provided protection to companies in Canada, certain features

began to be noticeable. The above manufacturers were quite

large in number for the size of the domestic market (under

200,000 colour Tvs per year). The MNc parents to these

companies allosed the companies to proceed with colour TV

research and design, making use of Canadian expertise from

bLack and white TV manufacturing and Canadian engineers.

Canadian facilities were as advanced as any elsewhere, but

the MNCs--mainly Àmerican and European--aIso carried out

research in their other affiliates. In its earfy years of

colour TV technology no company had firm leadership, and

companies used aIl of their international operations to make

advances. As a resuft companies in Canada could participate

56 The Tariff Board. Report þ¡ the Tariff Board Relative to
the Inquirv Ordered þ¡ the Minister of Finance ResÞectinq
&_dj_c., Television and Related E ¡ pdgçl-g., Reference No.
123; also see Ànti-dumping Tribunal, Transcript of
@.i¡g", Monochrome and Colour Tv Sets, August 9, 10 and
11, 1971 (ottawa , 1971).

57 For short descriptions of individual company experiences,
please see Àppendix B.
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in the new advances. In Canada, the tariffs were stilL
needed because the small domestic market meant ]ess output

to distribute R & Ð costs over. Per set costs in Canada

would be costly reLative to inports !¡ithout tariffs. ss

While the industry did sell about 120,000 colour TVs

in 1967, it had confidently predicted in 1966 that it could

sell 165,000.tt By 1968, manufacturers were able to make

more realistic estimates of the market's growth, and

temper any optimism they may have earlier had about

colour TV production with a realization that they

faced a slower growing market.6o

s8 ÀIso, as a result of Canadian Radio Patents, the
companies in Canada were aI1 used to the way of doing
business where, as much as possible, 'home' manufacturing
was pursued; however, this was to be increasingly tested
in upcoming years.

ss For instance, please sèe D. Bentley, "Color TV Breakout
' f or sure' , " E_@.|e.! Post, 63 (September 27 , 1969) , pp.
1r8; A. Bruchovsky, "Àt Last, Color TV Set Sa1es Set to
Start Snowballing," Ei-e.4þf. &E!_, 63 (February 22,
1969), p. 23; p. -R. -FããilTco-ror 'iv saLes Are up-- aná
Everybody (but the buyer) is BIue," Financial Post, 64
(Àugust 29, 1970), 1,4i "Industry Expects 33% Gain Over
1967 ín Color TV Salesr" Einancia.L Post, 62 (June 15,
1968 ) , p. 27 ) please also see B. Jackson, "Color TV
Prices coing Up (Yes, Up) Despite Sluggish Sales?"
Financial Post, 61 (September 23, 1967) , pp. 1 ,4; B.
Jackson, "Canadian-made Japanese TV," Financial Post, 62
(January 27, 1968'), pp. 1r5; B. Jacksoñr ioazzfe-of color
TV Sales Ignite Production Scramble," Financial Post, 62
(November 2, 1968), p. 3

60 Please see especially Bentley, "Colour TV Breakout 'forsure"'; Bruchovsky, "Àt Last, Color TV Set Sales Set to
Start SnowbalIing"; and "Industry Expects 33% Gain Over
1967 ín Color TV Sales".
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In the meantime, imports of black and !,¡hite portable TV

sets steadily captured a greater proportion of the

domestic market. Chart 3.4 displays the growth in imports

in black and white TVs, from 1964 through to 1979 when

black and white TVs stopped being produced in Canada.

with companies in Canada shifting to col-our TVs, and the

Canadian Radio Patents no longer as effective (with patents

expiring), the market became increasingly served by imports.

3.3 19]I-752 INTENSE COT.,OT'R TV IMPORT COMPETITION

The market for colour TVs, and consumer spending in
general, picked up around 1971.6 r Some figures on the

increase in TV sales at this time are presented in Chart

3.5. Sales in 1971 and 1972 !¡ere reported to be $125

million and $174.2 milIion, respectively.62 The growth in

colour TV saLes also reflects families who vrere now

purchasing colour TVs, after having postponed buying perhaps

to learn more about the individual products. À removaL of

a 15 percent excise tax on home-entertainment equipment in

61 Finance Canada, Economic Review (Ottat¡a: Supply and
Services Canada , various issues).

Please also see B. Jackson, "Color TV Sales Take Off
Àt LasL," Financial þq!, 65 (November 20, 1971), pp.
1 ,4.

62 Anti-dumping fribunal, Statement of Reasons To Findino of
t h e 4 n t i - d u m Þ i n q r r i ¡ ú n ã r-E-Tñ-q ¡Tr t;õ--. A õF- a -f 

-u 
n d ã;

Section 16 of the Ànti-dumpinq þ! (Ottawa: õc tõ5et-2Ð1918¡-



Chart 3.4
Canadian Shipments and Imports of Black

1964-1979, units
Year Canadian Sh i pment s

and White TVs

Imports %ToLaL
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197 1
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Source: Statistics Canada, Manufacturers of Household
Radio and Television Receivers, catoLogue no.
43-205 ( var ious issues).
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Statistics Canada, Imports By Commodities and
Countr ies, catalogue no. 65-007 (various
i ssues ) .

Chart 3.5
PersonaL Expenditure and TV Sales, 1972-1975

Year Personal Expenditure TV Sales
millions g % A millions $ %A

1972 62,208
1973 71,278
1974 83,388
1975 96,995

'I 5
17
16

---111-326
319
260

20

-18

Source: Statistics Canada, National Income and
Expenditure Àccounts (various issues), and
Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff Board
Reference No. 160.1 (Ottawa: Supply and
Services Canada , 1985 ) .
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July of 1971 by the federal government spurred demand for

colour TVs as vrêfl.

Even though the domestic colour TV market picked up, much

of the increase was met through increased imports. By

1970, imports had increased to a 69 percenL share of the

domestic market. The domestic manufacturers, who were aIl
trying to maintain what market share they could, were

concerned that the imports were being sold at too low

prices. The industry reported to the government that their
profits !¡ere very 1ow and falling. They filed complaints

with the government. An investigatioñ was made,6 3 and

consequently, in July of. 1971, Customs and Excise levied

provisional anti-dumping duties on several makes of Japanese

and Taiwanese Tvs. This followed by only a few months,

a similar finding of dumping by the United states against

TV imports from Japan and Taiwan.

In Canada, after provisional anti-dumping duties are

applied against particular imports, cases are referred

to the Anti-dumping Tribunal.6a Dumping duties can be

63 Detailed and lengthy descriptions of the complaints and
related discussions are available in Anti-dumping
Tribunal, @-sc r-!p!. g! EÊeÃi¡g, Monochrome and Colour TV
Sets, Àuqust 9, 10 and 1J, 7271.

64 The Ànti-durnping Tribunal has a chairman, four other
members, a secretary, and a research and support staff
and conducts public and closed hearings, personal
interviews, in-house research, statistical and financial
analysis, interviews with Canadian nanufacturers and
associations, and inspection of facilities.

Àt any time after the date of an order or a finding
nade by the Tribunal , it can review, rescind, change,
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levied on the imported product, in this case colour TVs,

after an investigation by the Tribunal determines its price

to be less than the normal value (generally the fair market

val-ue in the country of origin) and the imported product is
either causing material injury to the production of like
goods or hindering the establishment of their production in

Canada. On the basis of its investigation, the Tribunal

reported on September 21 , 197 1 a f inding of injury. 6 s An

overview of the import levels for a few years up to and

including 1972, from all sources including Japan, Taiwan

and some othèr nations, and the Canadian shipments, are

presented in Chart 3.6. It can be noted that Tv sales

increased beteeen 1970 anð 1972 by 140 percent, to 817,000

units. However, imports heLd on to over 60 percent of the

market even after the dumping decision.66

alter or vary the order or finding or may rehear any
matter, The Tribunal reports to Parliament through the
Minister of Finance.

The specific finding of the Tribunal was that dumping of
TVs having a screen síze of. 12 inches and over, from
Japan and Taiwan (not incl-uding such Tvs manufactured in
Japan by Sharp or Sony) had resulted in lost sales,
lost prof it and lost empJ-oyment to Canadian Tv
producers and had and is 1ikeIy to continue to cause'materiaf injury to Canadian producers and production in
Canada .

Honever, on October 6, 1972, the Tribunal ruling
was successfuLly appealed in the Federal Courts by the
exporting firms and the dumping duty collected was
refunded to the firms that paid it. A similar
happening occurred in the United States. Nevertheless,
an easing up in the dramatic growth rate in imports
appeared to have occurred. Chart 3.6 shows that the
import share decreased by 7 percentage points between
1970 anà 1972.

65

66
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Chart 3.6

Tv Sales in Canada, 1970-1972,
in ' 000 units

Year Made in Canada % Total lmports % Total

1972 312 38
1971 174 3s
1970 106 31

505
tatr

234

62
65
69

Source: Electronics Industries Àssociation of
Canada (data based on Statistics Canada
Reports ) , cited in:
Gordon D. Hutchison, "Has There Been Àn
Injury? The Facts are not Clear",
Financial Post (October 11, 1975).

The companies producing colour TVs in 1971 included

Canadian Admiral, Canadian General Electric, Canadian

Westinghouse, CLairtoneSound, Electrohome, Fleetwood,

Motorola Canada, Philco Ford of Canada, Philips Canada, and

RCA.67 In the next year, threè Japanese MNCS entered. Sanyo

was the first Japanese MNC, in early 1972.68 Hitachi's
Canadian operation was its first off-shore assembLy

plant.6e In May of the same year, Matsushita Electric of

67 Canadian westinghouse stopped producing cofour Tvs in
Canada in 1971. Clairtone Sound was to cease its
operations ín 1971, too, but not for reasons directly
related to its colour TV activities. Sparton apparentJ,y
ceased quickLy, in the late 1960s. See Àppendix B.

68 Through Magnasonic, of which it then owned 50 percent,
it began by assembling black and r+hite TV sets. By
1972, the firm was planning for the manufacture of
colour Tvs for both the Canadian and United States
rnarket.

6s An interesting piece is H. McIntyre, "'Typhoon Pepin'
Blows in Two Japanese Industríesr" FinanciaL P.g..gl-, 66



Canada, sell ing Panasonic electronic

opened a colour TV assembly operation.

through a purchase of another company by

Matsushita Electric of Canada plant would

Quasar colour TVs for the Canadian market.

Reduced pro!ection in the form

Èo

products, al so

Soon afterwards,

MatsushiLa, the

also be assembl-ing

of the Gene ral

Àpri1 of 1972, and was

Prefèrential Tariff (GPT) was to increase imported colour

TVs from Iesser developed countries. The GPT was

implemented as Canada's contribution to the internâtional
system of tariff preferences for developing nations.

The intent of offering preferences is to assist

developing countries to expand their exports of

manufactures, including colour Tvs, and semi-manufactures to

developed country markets. The legislation for the GPT

received RoyaI Assent in

introduced on JuIy 1, 1974.?o

The Canadian preferential rate on indus!rial products was

set at two-thirds the Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) rate of

duty or the British Preferential Tariff rate, whichever is

lower. In the early sixties, the MFN rate on TVs and TV

apparatus and parts was 15 percent, having fa1len from the

(l'tay 20, 1972), p, 40. In it is suggested that part of
the reason for their entry was to ameliorate a large
positive Japanese trade balance with Canada. ÀIso please
see B. Jackson, "Canadian-made Japanese TVr" FinanciaL
E9€!, 63 (July 17, 197 1), p. 5.

?0 This was met with displeasure by the domestic industry:
G. Ð. Hutchison, "Electronics Industry Blows Tube Over
Ner+ Tariff 8i11," Financiat Post, 68 (June 29, 1974), p.
8.
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20 percent, which existed before then. The British
Preferential Tariff rate was duty-free for TVs.

Chart 3.7 shov¡s the colour TV import figures from the

countries r,¡hich becane eligible for the GPT, for the period

1970 to 1975, the year after the cPT was inLroduced. Before

1974, E}:e figures were very low. Indeed, total imports from

the GPT countries v¡ere Less than 500 in number annually

until 1974,7 1 In 1974, they jumped to over 4000, and in

1975, to about 13,000 colour Tvs. StiII, imports from cPT

countries remained relativeÌv minute. For instance, while

the imports from the GPT countries were about I3,000,

Canadian production provided about 400,000 coÌour TVs and

other imports another 300,000 colour TVs.72

Colour TV purchases hit a record peak in 1974 of. nearly

one milLion units. Hovrever, many of these were smaller

colour TVs. À recession was setting in, following on the

heels of the energy crisis, and the domestic producers

manufactured more of the higher-price, larger colour TVs,

71 Síngapore accounted for almost aLl of the imported TVs
from the group of countries which were becoming
eligible for the GPT. Singapore already received the
British Preferential Tariff rate. Imports from thi s
country were just beginning to grow, and indeed, TV
imports from other developing countries had been very
snall from these countries. Imports continued to gror¡
fron Singapore and from other developing countries, too,
now.

?2 An expose is provided in: Industry, Trade and Cornmerce,
Canada, Import Analysis Branch, ImÞort Analvsis: TV
Receivinq EE (ottalra: 1974) .
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Chart 3.7

Col.our TV Imports, GeneraJ, preferentiaL Tariff Countries1970-1975, Unir.s
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which nere more sensitive to the recession. Moreover,

since no significant growth in any part of the market r¿as

anticipated for the near future, with the rising level of

colour TV imports, this could only mean a shrinking market

share for domesLic makers. An impact was also expected to

be feLt by the components sector, since at this time, about

50 per cenL of the components were sti1l produced by

domestic suppliers (Financial Post, June 29, 1974) .7 3

The United States provided a very large portion of the

Canadian colour TV imports. As can be noted, too, in Chart

3.8, imports of colour TVs from Japan, Singapore and Taiwan

about doubl-ed between 1972 and 1974. Inports from Japan,

Singapore and Taiwan !¡ere in those segments of the colour

TV market that were growing fastest. Domestic production

of colour TVs with screens 16 inches and larger remained in

the 63 to 68 percent range of domestic market for this size

colour TV from 1971 to 1975.

In 1974 another dumping issue arose. Canadian Admiral,

Canadian Generaf Electric, Electrohome, F1eètwood and

Philips approached the Department of National Revenue,

Customs and Excise and on November 20, 1974, an

investigation was initiated.Ta Throughout the remainder of

One producer, Philco-Ford of Canada, stopped making
colour TVs in 1974.

"Color-TV 'dumping' Probe" , Marketinq, 80 (February 24 ,1975), p. 15; "Ottawa Looks into TV Set Dumping",
Marketina, 80 (September 1, 1975), p. 9.

7Á



Chart 3.8

Major Colour Tv Exporters to Canada
1970-1974, Units
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1974 anð into the early part of. 1975, Customs and Excise
took note of the import of colour TV seLs with screen sizes
16 inches in diagonal length and longer (in Canada, the
t¡ho1e screen is measured--this differs from the practice in
the United States of measuring only the visible part of
the screen in cabinet). Originalty, the investigaLion
looked at Japan, Taiwan and the United States, but on the
eighth of May !¡as expanded to include TVs coming in from

Singapore.

The industry and the 1abour unions had in the past
requested additionaL protection, such as import
guotas and tariffs.r5 The situation became very critical in
1975. The Tv unions marched on parliament Hill and

conducted a tremendous maiL campaign directed at members

of Parliament that continued into 1977. The government

was now carrying out its second dumping inquiry. On July
14, 1975, the Trade and Industry Minister indicated to the
cabinet that the colour TV rnanufacturing industry in Canada

could not survive for more than a few more years. The

domestic pJ.ants could not compeLe against imports from much

larger, technologically advanced operations from overseas.

tu Thu industry's employment, which was 6,000 in 1973. wasfalling by hundreds quite quickly (pÍease see ¡éfo*i.This became the ropic of govérnmen-t meinoranda (pepãii^àni
of Industry, Trade and Commerce), as well us rneãiu ne*scoverage of the day.
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It vras a pervading view that without any major changes

in the industry structure and poI-icy environment, the

industry would soon disappear. T 6 Already, Electrohome's

surv j.val was becoming questionable. In addition, the

design capability of the entertainment product division
of cTE Sylvania Canada (¡'leetwood) was removed by the parent

company in the United states.77 The GTE Sylvania Canada

facility would import a greater portion of the basic

electronic assembly and perform more of an assembly

operation in Canada. RCÀ was substantially reducing the

overhead in its Canadian operations. À large concern for
the government was the significant impact on the

communities and the consumer electronics industry as a

whole, of the sudden ceasing of activities of

individual companies.t t So, on JuIy 14, while the dumping

investigation was going on, the Canadian cabinet ordered

the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce to
present an act ion plân.

77

PIease see G. Ð. Hutchison, "Canadian TV Manufacturers
4re 'Fighting for our Survival' ," Financial post, 69
(September 20, 1975), p. 2.

In Canada, the smaIl market, which when shared by the
above nentioned companies and imports, left each company
producing about 50,000 sets. This is small, compared toplants in the United States and Japan which were
producing rnuch in excess of 100r000 sets annua1Iy,
Manufacturing costs such as design and engineering
research had a smaller production to be spread over. The
domestic companies could not get the same economies of
scale as could plants and operations in other countries.
This was indicated in a number of Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce menoranda.

76

?a
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On July 31, 1975, Customs and Excise came up with

its preliminary determination: dumping was occurring, and

certain makes and models of TVs were to be charged

provisional duties of as rnuch as 20 percent. The case then

wenL to the Anti-dumping Tribunal.Ts on october 29, 1975

the Tribunal gave its report, It found that dumped colour

TVs imported from Japan, Singapore and Tai\,¡an 'had not

caused and vrere not causing material- in jury, but r.rere

1-ike1y to câuse material injury.'8o It noted that

Japanese imports increased in 1974, and r¿ould likely
continue to increase. However, the Tribunal was not able

to support the contention that the domestic industry had

been injured by the imports. Consumer resistance to

high-priced luxury goods during the recent recession, and

7 s Anti-dumping Tribunal, Findinq of the Ànti-dumÞinq
Tribunal in Inquirv no. ADT-4-75 Under Section 16 of
the Anti-dumpino @g (Ottawa: October, 29, 1975) ; and
Ànti-dumping Tribunal, Statement of Reasons (ro ¡'indinq
of the Ànti-dumpinq Tribunal- in Insuirv no. ÀDT-4-75
Under Section 16 of the Ànti-dumpinq Àct (Ottawa:
October 29, 197 5) .

In the transcript of the hearing that is available,
key topics raised at the hearing included the speed at
r,¡hich overseas companies could develop and incorporate
innovations, quality, and advantages of using mass
production techniques: Ànti-dumping Tribunal, TranscriÞt
of PubLic &ê s !.0g, TV Receivino E!.8, SeÞlember 2,
75:12, 22-24, and 26, 1975 (Ottawa: 1975).

80 Ànti-dumping Tribunal, Findinq of the Ànti-dumpinq
Tribunal in Inquiry no. ADT-4-75.

Pfease also see: c. D. Hutchison, "Ànti-dumping
TribunaL: TV Makers Will Need to Learn to Stand on Their
Or¡n Feet," El¡e¡gj_e_L B.e-g!, 69 (November 15, 1975), p. E2i
c. D. Hutchison, "Has There Been Àn Injury? The Facts
Àren't CIear," Financ j.al Post, 69 (October 11, 1975), C3)
and T. Messer, "Ànti-dumping Body Says Domestic Tv
Industry Has Not Been Hurt Yetr" Marketinq, 80 (November
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start by domestic producers in the solid-staÈe era

main reasons identified in the Tribunal's report

industry' s dif f iculties. I I

The finding of the Tribunal marked the critical moment

for the industry. The most recent entries in the Canadian

industry, the Japanese companies, packaged complete

i.mported chassis in cabinets with domesticaLly produced

picture tubes. The remaining manufacturers had to accede

to the fact that assembling imported sub-assemblies would

be the only way domestic colour Tv manufacturers

would be able to compete with TV imports and the

assembly by the other producers. s2 There were much lower

scale economies in assembly. s3 This had grave implications
for the industry. Component manufacturers rvho had served

the chass i s/assembly act i vi ty had to curta i I the i r

17-24, 1975), pp, 16,18.
8l The Tribunal came to the same finding for imports

from Singapore and Taiwan. In their cases, the
finding had not so much to do with the level of past
imports. In fact, only in 1973 were imports from Taiwan
found to reach leve1s of importance, and in the case of
Singapore, only in the first half of 1975. The crucial
consideration in their cases was the presence of two
major Japanese producers in these countries who were
Iikely Lo export Tvs from these nations.

82 B. Jackson, "Canadian Color TV Makers Say They Need Price
Increaser" Ej.-n a n c-i-e.f. Post, 70 (January 17, 1976), p. C2i
and "Why it Pays to Go Of f shore", Financial &.8!., 70(¡pril 3, 1976), p, 7.

Canadian Admiral was still committed to
manufacturing its chassis in Canada.

83 This was substantiated in interviews with experts in the
i ndust ry .
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Canadian operations or cease. As well, r'ith the end of

chassis manufacturing, the companies moved out of design.

The many engineers employed in the industry were no longer

needed.84 Only small design changes would still be done in

Canada and would be minor and mostly associated with

standards and regulatory requirements.

The Japanese companies assembling in Canada, which

incl-uded Matsushita Electric of Canada, Hitachi Sales of

Canada, and Sanyo Canada, were also inporting complete TVs

( espec iaIIy sma1l ones). The othèr manu fãc t ure r s

(ELectrohome, RCÀ, PhiJ-ips) were also feeling the pressure

to fill out their product lines through inports. The

finding by the Tribunal signalled that these other

producers would have to rely more greatly upon importing

TV sizes that they could not competitively make. The

degree to which Canadian producers were already doing this
is shown in Chart 3.9. These were almost all the small

portable or table sized colour TVs.

84 In 1973, employment in the colour TV industry was
estinated to be 6,000 (The Tariff Board, 1983, p. 7). By
1976, employment had fallen to 2,600. Àt Electrohome
alone, hundreds of engineers and research and design
people sere to lose their jobs in 1975,



Chart 3.9

Domestic Producers' CoLour TV SaIes
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3.4 coNcIJusIoN

The aim of the tariff measures on TVs until 1975 r¿as to
protect the domestic activity in Tv manufacturing. The hj.gh

tari f fs , the Canadian Radio patents, pJ.us high

transportation costs from overseas locations helped foster a

radio and black and white TV manufacturing industry in

Canada. The companies that grew during the 1950s and early
1960s did research, design and engineering. The domestic

radio and black and ¡vhite TV operations provided the
infrastructure and technology base that allowed Canada to
begin colour TV manufacturing when Canadian colour
transmi.ssion and a growing market for colour TVs began in

the mid- 1960s.

In this first stage, the Canadian industry grew, but
profits remained low and imports rose fast. Its political
economy $¡as vulnerable. The companies in Canada v¡ere

entering a more g1obal1y competitive worJ-d, and were unable

to compete in parts r,¡ith large off-shore, world-export

orientèd factories with lower labour costs. The operations
in Canada, small and directed to the domestic rnarket, could
not obtain the scale economies not¡ reaLized in the
manufacture of major sophisticated components. An

organizational change developed among the MNCs with plants
in Canada. IncreasingJ.y, they carried out the manufacture

of key parts off-shore in large plants and a shift in their
international manufacturing strategy became evident. The
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MNCs with plants in Canada began to specialize more in

product lines, making bigger colour TVs for the Canadian

market and importing smaller TVs from overseas affiliates.
They also carried out the sophisticated manufacturing stages

in overseas locations. Àssembly, which has much Lower

economies of scale than chassis and other forms of

manufacture, became the fact in Canada,

Further, it shouLd be noted that domestically-produced

colour TVs were not sufficiently differentiated from imports

to escape the effects of competitively-priced imported

col.our TVs in the Canadian market. The rapid innovation of

ner¡ features and improved technoLogy also hurt domestic

firms. They were unable to take the lead in, technology and

this meant that they did not have the consumer appeal of

Japanese imports; the domestic companies t¡ere always playing

'catch-up' in features. The distinctly Canadian company,

Electrohome, Iacked Lhe rnarketing advantages of competitors

v¡hich could reach Canadian consumers through cross-border

advertising, with promotion of their name brands across a
wide product range. This gave their competitors rnore

advertising impact with lower per unit advertising costs.



Chapter IV

CÀNÀDIÀN COI,OTJR Tv INDUSTRY FROM THE MID-19705
TO THE PRESENT

1n this chapter, government shifts in policy directed
towards the industry responses wiII be discussed. Further

developments in international colour TV manufacturing,

including the rise in imports from NICS, and the issue of

the cPT for colour TVs, will be highlighted. This second

phase of the industry is f undamentaJ-J.y defensive.

4.1 À PROGRAM TO SÀVE rHE TNDUSTRY

What seemed cLear by 1975 was that the industry could not

Iast much longer !¡ith its present structure. s 5 The

Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce held preliminary

discussions with all the companies, including key United

States and Japanese parent companies. The scenario set

out by the government in the negotiations was one of

decreasing tariff protection. s6 The MuItilatera] Trade

Hegotiation (t'ttN ) reductions would resul-t in the gradual

a5 This was indicated in Department of
Commerce memoranda of the time.

This was a matter that the industry
disapproval over. Please see
Electronics Industry Wants From the
Financial Post, 69 (March 22, 1975),
"TelI Your Tariff Tal-es Now, "(February 22, 1975), p. 1.

I ndustry, Trade and

already expressed its
C. Baxter , 'rt.¡hat

Gatt Negotiations, "
18; and S. Duncan,

Financ ial Post , 69

86
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decrease in the 15 percent tariff on TVs and parts to 7.5

percent. The goal of the negotiations was to find some vây

to extend the Iife of the industry. It \,¡a s also hoped that
this could be done without increasing the prices consumers

would have to pay for TVs, nor restricting the consumer

choice of models. I t was foreseen that large-scale

faciLities of some sort woul-d be necessary for the

industry to be maintained over a long period of time.87 Only

through scafe economies could the domestic industry be

competitive in the manufacture of components. The initial
negotiations weretherefore concerned !rith èstablishing
vrhat rras described as a'core' company: one whose

production capability would be equal to that of the

merging of several of the companies in Canada. Tlro

options were given serious consideration:88

1. The creation of a joint production facility,
core manufacturer, by two or more of
manufacturers in Canada;

a7 G. D. Hutchison, "Rationalization Possible to Save Col-or
TV Industry," Financial Post, 69 (June 7, 1975), p. E4.

International competitiveness, it was believed, could
only be achieved if it were possible to develop in
Canada, in collaboration sith one or more major and
international leaders in colour TV technology, a Canadian
I centre of excellence' : capable of produc ing
competit.ively priced colour Tvs, and adapting technology
advances for the deveJ.opment of ner¡ colour TVs and other
consumer electronic products.

It is interesting to note that around this time, the
need keep up with advancements in electronics generally
r{as being recognized: for instance, please see R.
StekIasa, "Electronic R 6, D Boost is Vitalr" Financial
PosE, 72 (September 16, 1978), p. 23.

or
the

88
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2. The transfer to Canada by a multinational firm of
its North American production of colour TVs and
parts, with possible participation by other companies
in Canada.

Both of these options required the participation

of mulLinational f i rms. OnIy through them could a

technology base of advanced R & D be attained that

r,¡ould permit up-to-date TVs and new or modern

products to be manufactured. Hot¡ever, the

multinational firms rejected the possibility of joining

forces in Canada while they remained competitors in the

rest of the world (one reason being fear of United States

anti-trust legislation, but also an unwil-1-ingness to be

involved with a competitor in a smaLl market while trying to

keep secretive and cornbative in their dealings with each

other in major markets). The second option was for a

time seen as promising, but alL the multinational

companies indicated that they had more attractive Locations

than Canada for producing for the North Àmerican

market.

Àt this point, the Ðepartnent of Industry, Trade and

Commerce came to believe that the Canadian industry could

not survive much Ionger.ss The department concluded that,

8s In negotiations with the industry, the government
pointed out that the choices for discussion included the
government taking no action, or the government
providing incentives for cost reductions to the
industry to postpone its demise. Àt least, the Latter
could provide them with more time to adjust. without any
help, it was predicted the industry would cease in tr¡o
years. It then set to work out a way it rnight help to
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after carefuf consideration of aLternãtive policies, no

policy couJ.d permanently maintain the industry in Canada.

Without sone effort the industry would cease in two years.

Hor¡ever, it was believed that a program could be devised to
proJ.ong the life of the domestic industry as much as another

five years. A more slowJ-y and orderly phase out would

f orestall the costs invoLved of a rapid decline. It $¡as

recognized that the industry's failure would eliminate about

2,400 employees directly, and 3r600 indirectly, woul.d

increase Canada's trade deficit by 9100 miLLion, and result
in the loss of approximately 910 million that the Province

of Ontario and the federal government had invested in the

tube facility in Midland, Ontario, which was dependent upon

domestic demand,s0 However, the Program !¡ould not make the

indusLry competitive in the longer term, but would only

maintain employrnent for a f ev¡ years beyond the expected date

of closure.

rationalize the activities of the companies in Canada.
À program was formulated. In November of 1976, t.he
departnent recommended a program to the cabinet,
based on its negotiations with the industry.

so There was aLso the prospect of further union unrest,
increased unemployment expenditures and welfare payments,
and retra ining programs.

sl Industry, Trade and Commerce News Release; Industry,
Trade and Cotnmerce, Canada, E@! Five-Year Plan To
À id te tev i s i on Manúf ac ture i s, JóG'É;? Ta9ñ6T,- -

Please also see: Ontario, Ministry of Industry and
Tourism, Industry Sector Review: Manufacturers of
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The cabinet announced the Program on December 31 , 1976,s1

there were three main elements. The first was a duty

remission program, the Television Set Remission Order.s2 In
brief, the scheme was designed to allow the Canadian

manufacturers to inport complete TV sets duty free.
This applied only to producers presently in the industry.
This was to help them round out their product lines
while they restructured their companies to other
activities. However, the duty rernission was contingent
on a company maintaining its production LeveÌs and Canadian

content.s3 The remission scheme was to run for a five year

period, from January 1,1977 to December 31, 198 1.

Hgusehold Radio and Teleyls:þn Receivers (Toronto:
fr ï-nisrryo¡-riã[str!-ãnarou?Tãl-rsrsf f 

-rnes";;;;-r;;i;

rvrLnrsEry or lnousEry an(1 't'ourlsm, tJ ty ) ; The sector Task
Force on the Canadian ELectronics Industry, À ReÞort(Ottawa: 1978): and G. D. Hutchison. "Ðutv Femi ss-Ton(Ottawa: 1978); and G. D. Hutchison, "ouiy
Plan May B!ighlen Color TV Outlookr" FinanciaÌ post, 70(october 16, 1976), p. 15.

s2 The duty remittance was not a simple refunding of
duty payments. The regulations basically consisted
of three interrelated sets of eligibility criteria:
manufacturing criteria; the duty remission ratio; and the
value of imported Tvs declared eligib1e. Companies
¡vhich nanufactured TVs in 1975 or 1976 v¡ere allowed
to inport, duty remitt.èd, Tvs in accordance with the
ratio of the vaLue of production of eligibì.e goods (i.e.,
TVs and other goods deemed eligible) to the value of
their sales of TVs in Canada. That is, the value of
colour TVs the companies could import duty free depended
upon the value of the individual companies, domestic
activities. It was also recognized that many of thepresent Canadian manufacturers would withdrarv earLy
from the production of Tvs in Canada, because theiiproduction and scale of Tvs were too small for the
program to be worthwhile pursuing. In any case, the
companies were to submit business plans annually and
these would form the basis for negotiations.
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The second element was the maintenance of the

prevailing MFN rate for colour TVs for the same five year

period, 1977 to .f 981, inclusive. This ¡neant that any

reduction in the MFN rate being negotiated during the Tokyo

Round of MTN !¡ouLd not be implemented till after 1981.

The prevailing rate was 15 per cent.

The third element was a measure withdrawing the GPT and

British Preferential Tari ff rate for colour Tvs with

screen sizes of 16 inches and longer. This element r¡as

originally set to be in effect for a three year period,

from February 5, 1977 Eo December 31, 1979. In Chart 4.1

the tariff rate changes associated with the Program are

summar i zed.

The companies did not aLl. react the same way to the

Progrâm. Electrohome, ehilips Electronics Industries,
Canadian Àdmiral, RCA, Hitachi (HSC) of Canada, Sanyo

Industries, and Panasonic Industries took part in the

project. Quasar, Canadian General Electric and Fleetwood

(Gtn Sylvania Canada ) decided not to participate and phased

out their TV operations in Canada and imported their TVs

from affiLiates. GTE Sylvania stopped producing sets in

Recornmendations to the Treasury Board would follow, as to
whether the individual company would be included in the
program for that yeâr.

s3 They must maintain a Canadian value added (parts, labour )
of at least 50 percent of the production cost of the
Canadian colour Tvs.
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Chart 4. 1

Tariff Schedule as of February 5, 1977 Fot

Radio and TeLevision Àpparatus and Parts Thereof:

1. Ðomesb ic colour television
rece iving sets and parts
thereof:

Most
British Favoured General United

PreferentiaL Nation General Preferential Kingdom &
Tariff* Tariff Tariff Tariff* Ireland

r'ra" t¿.c -h ac -/" tree t.a h

2. Radio and television apparatus
and parts thereof, other than the above:

Mos t
British Favoured General United

Preferential Nation General Preferential Kingdom &
Tariff* Tariff Tariff Tariff* Ireland

t-ee t¿.| -/" aJ -/" tree >J -/"

'r the British Preferential Tariff and ceneral
Preferential Tariff are temporarily withdrann on
colour TVs, with screens 16 inches and above.

Canada in 1978, and Canadian General Efectric in 1979. Even

though Philips Electronics Industries were one of the

companies which, in 1976, participated in the Program, they

decided !o phase out of TV production in 1977--but instead

of reducing its electronics efforts in Canada, it increased

its efforts in the autonotive electronics and

telecomrnunications fields. Of lhe remaining colour TV

manufacturers in Canada, only Àdmiral continued to have an
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integrated operation with parts and TV chassis

manufacturing. Ho!¡ever, high labour costs and low

production voLume were reported as reasons why Lhe company

could not continue to produce chassis on a competitive

basis, and Canadian Àdmiral soon planned the termination of

chassis production in Canada (1979), and its exit from the

industry (1982). Electrohome underwent significant
restructuring: focussing its TV production on Iarge-screen

Tvs. It phased oub production of 2o-inch colour TVs and

small-er, replacing thern with imports, Electrohome

concentrated on other consumer and industrial electronic
items. RCA produced only 20-inch colour TVs, exporting many

to the United States. e a

GOVEIRNUENT PROTECTION ÀND THE SHIFT TO COLOI'R TV
ÀssE!@Lv

À few ouÈside events helped the industry in the first
few years of the Program. First, the dollar began

depreciating quite rapidly from mid-1976, vis-a-vis the

Japanese yen. fhis is shown in Chart 4.2. In the period

from rnid-1976 Eo the end of. 1977, the dollar had fallen
about 60 percent against the rising yen. The Canadian

dollar also feII about 15 percent relative to the United

States dolLar. The faII in the Canadian dollar vis-a-vis
the United States dollar is shor¡n in Chart 4.3. This

4.2

9 4 Hov¡ever, the Program produced
whereby RCÀ imported many of
to the United States. Please

a market distortion effect,
the actual sets it exported
see Appendix B.



Chart { ' 2

Price of Japånese Yen in Canadian Currency
1976-1979
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Chart 4.3

Price of United States Dollar
1976-1979

in Canadian Cur rency
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pushed up the price of imported cornpletè TVs from these

countries, re}ative to the price of TVs made in Canada. s5

Secondly, transportation costs to Canada were rising as a

consequence of rising energy prices. These rising costs

again improved Lhe attractiveness of carrying-out Tv

activities in Canada. During these years, the Japanese

companies in Canada began planning an increase in the

volume of popui.ar-sized TVs they would assemble in Canada.

They planned on using Lhis increase in volume to repJ.ace

some of their Tv imports.

The third was the discovery that the Canadian industry
could carry on assembly activity for the time being, for its
smalL domes!ic market under the present level of protection.

Given the higher transport costs of complete TVs versus Tv

parts, plus the tariff, there were absolutè cost advantages

for cornpanies to assemble in Canada for the domestic market.

The scale economies are also low in assembly: as described

in ChapÈer 2, there are conveying mechani.sms along which

workers place and fasten parts. The per set costs

advantages of having one versus three or four assembly Iines
are not too significant.s6

StilI imports rose, and kept the domestic industry in
difficulty. Pl-ease see: D. Olerenshaw, "Cut-throatCompetition Keeps Profits Low in TV, Major Àppliance
Industries," Marketinq, 83 (January 1978), pp. 7-8.

This !¡as pointed out by the companies (Electrohone,
Àugust 26; Matsushita Industrial Canada, August 27; Sanyo
Industries, August 23:, RCÀ, August 30) in their
interviews during the summer of 1985.

95
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The TV activities of companies stabilized. Total

domestic production continued to falL, to 404r000 units in

1976 and 305,000 sets ín 1977, and then 297,800 se!s in
1978, but this output was achieved by fewer companies as

sorne completely phased out their Canadian colour TV

manufacturing activities. sT Aggregate employment by the

companies in the program dropped bett¡een 1976 and 1977 by 20

percent (but this was partially due to the Order in Council

for the program not being issued until September 1977), but

increased 7 percent betvreen 1977 anð, 1978.

In 1978, the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce

decided that certain arnendments in the Program !¡ere in

orderrss and on March 8, 1979, the government agreed to a

number of changes. These reflected the economic and other

changes that had occurred since 1976, the government's

desire to fix up weaknesses in the original rernission

scheme, and the inclusion of additional objectives. The

old Program had as objecÈives the rationalízation of

companies in the TV industry, product di.versification and

the phasing out of TV production in Canada in a gradual and

orderly fashion. The new objectives i nc luded

the continued rationalization of companies in the TV

industry, and the encouragement of manufacturers to

A description of individual company experiences around
this period of time is given in Appendix B.

Industry, Trade and Commerce, Canada, The Canadian
Electronics ¡_!C-US!¡¿ r Sector E"E-c-!_i_IC., discussion paper
(ottawa: 1978).
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restructure into products r,¡hich v¡i11 be profitable over the

long term. They aLso now included the product

rationalization of the TV tube operation in Canada,

import replacement, the maintenance of the assembly

operations plus thè export of TVs from some companies. The

development of a sub-sector of t.he industry, assembly,

that could be viable in the face of imports, !¡as of key

importance. s 9

The amount of remission for each company would be

determined in relation to the company's plans for new

investments in Canada for the production of other goods.

On an individual basis, the recommendations for remission

would be submitted by the department to the

government for determination.

TV manufacturers in Canada would also now be eligible
for remission of duty on imported chassis and components

reguired for their production, This remission would

start from January 1, 1979 and run till the original
Program ending date of December 31, 1981.

The chassis remission scheme

manufacturers still in the

duty free. There !¡ere six
Canadian Àdmiral, Electrohome,

permitted only those few

industry to import chassis,

companies sti11 in Canada:

Hitachi (HSC) of canada,

ss Industry, Trade and Commerce Nevrs Release; Industry,
Trade and Commerce, Government Five Year Plan To Àid
Televi sion Manufacturers ( reqardinq changes to thèprogram) (Maft:rallE9.l
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Panasonic Industries, RCA, and Sanyo Canada. Ho!¡ever,

Canadian Admiral- would announce its plans to terminate
production ín 1979,

À very importan!, third measure was that remission
would also now be allowed on picture tubes imported by RCÀ.

The government extended, too, the withdrawal- of the GpT

zero-tariff rate until December 31, 1981. Moreover, the
!¡ithdrawal was broadened to cover all sizes of colour TVs.

Under this ne!¡ Program, RCA reduced its colour TV

production in Canada for the United States, and instead
increased its production of coLour TVs of al] sizes for the

Canadian market. Àlso a lot more assembl.y work resulted for
Electrohome, who was approached by Jutan International and

later Mitsubishi to assembl-e colour TVs for them. This

included 14-inch and J.arger sizes of colour TVs. Sanyo

Industries, Hitachi (HSC) of Canada, and Matsushita Electric
of Canada augmented their assembly activities. With respect
to Èubes, since the Canadian manufactuers wouLd pay a tariff
on their imported tubes, they conseguently turned their
purchases to the RCA plant at Midland, Ontario.

While the government announced the amendments for the
ne!¡ Program, the Ànti-dumping Tribunal was doing a formal
review of its October 29, 1975, finding that imports from

Japan, Singapore and Taiwan t¡ere likely to cause
'material' injury to Canadian producers. The review was
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requested by Japanese importers and exporters,

representatives of exporters from Singapore and Taiwan, and

the following companies in Canada: Hitachi (HSC) of

Canada, Panasonic Industries (Matsushita Electric of

Canada) , and Sanyo Canada.l0o The Japanese affiliates nov

comprised the majority of companies operating in Canada

and a large vol.ume of Canadian output. Many of the

imports ín question came from their affiliates in Japan,

Singapore and Ta i v¡an .

From its reviewrl0l the Tribunal found no justification

for continuing with the finding that dumped imports

from these countries were like1y to cause material injury
to production in Canada. A notetrorthy observation made

in the rescission sras that the action taken under the anti-
dumping code had not much impact in lessening the

difficulty faced by the industry in respect to i.mport

competition. While the government offered the industry
greater protection under the amendments to the Program from

the developing countries, this rescission reduced stiIl
further the price at which imports from Japan, Taiwan, and

Singapore, could come into Canada. Employment dropped from

2600 in 1976 to 2200 in 1981. The import of chassis (with

components attached) continued to increase during the period

loo Electrohome argued for its
take an act ive part.

retention. RCA did not

lor Anti-dumping Tribunal, Order of the Anti-dumpinq
Tribunal in Review no.: ADT-48-75 Under Section 31 of
Ehã-ãñtT-aumþIn9 act (ottawa; 19tg).-
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since 1976. This is shown in Chart 4.4. In the five year

period from 1976 to 1981 , chassis (with components)

increased from 160,000 to 750,000.

It was during this period, that Electrohome dec ided to

assemble colour Tvs with a screen size of 20 inches, using

a TV chassis imported from Japan, rather than to import

them. 10 2 RCA increased its production for the Canadian

market, and scaled down its production of cofour TVs for
the Àmerican market. Àround 1979, Electrohome startèd to

contrac! assemble for other companies, and gradually make

its exit from marketing colour TVs. In 198.1 , Mi.tsubishi

Electric Sales Canada, one of the companies for v¡hom

Electrohome started to assemble coLour TVs in Canada, also
purchased the picture tube plant in MidJ.and, Ontario;

thereby keeping this activity going in Canada,r03

lo2 J. Gross, "Broader Picture Aids Electrohome," Financial
&.Ê.!., 74 (September 27, 1980 ), p. 19.

More about ELectrohome and its difficulties around
this time is found in P. Best, "ELectrohome's Comeback
Loses Momentum, " Ej_DeÉ.! Post , 77 (February 26, 1983) ,p. 17; P. Cook, "Electrohome Comes Back from the Brinkr"
Executive, 22 (October 1980), pp. 50-3; S. Horvitch,I'Electrohome Tightens its BeIt - Looks for a Bètter
Yearr" Financial &€!, 71 (January 8, 1977), p. 17; and
w. LiIley, "John À. Pollack: Electrohone Ltd.,"
Canadian Business 89.gþ.g, 55 (July 1982), pp. 56-7.
Ànother source is Ontario, Ministry of Industry and
Tourism, Industry Sector Review: Manufacturers of
Household Radio and Television Receivers.

t03 P1ease see Àppendix B for a description of the events
around Electrohome's exit from the industry as the sole
independent Canadian comppany in the Canadian industry,
and Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada entrance into the
domest ic i ndust ry .
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4.3 CHÀNGING POLITICÀL ECONOMY

Throughout 1981 and 1982, the

89

market. for colour TVs in

Canada, continued to improve, The forecast for the near

future was also very good, since home computers, and video

disk and games and reLated products !¡ere anticipated to
increase the demand for col-our TVs. FolLowing the peak in
sales of 1974, when over one million TVs were sold, the

market had been quite stable, slowly climbing from around

750,000 in .1 975 to 900,000 in 1981. The market took a

1ittle drop, in 1982, from the gradual rise that was

taking place during the period. In 1983 and 1984, the

number of sets sold jurnped to 1.3 mil-lion and 1.4 million,
respectively. Chart 4.5 shows the market in Canada, for
the period 1972 to 1984. The most popular size colour TV

continued to be the 20 inch TV.

On December 31 , 1981 , the colour TV renission
scheme ended, as did the MFN regime. WhiLe in the past

five years the domestic TV industry stabilized, and

cornpanies were helped to diversify into other products, TV

assembly needed continued protection. The government

decided to a1low the TV industry to continue to receive

import chassis and component parts free of duty.
Cabinet requested the Department of Industry, Trade and

Commerce to review the desirability of having a tariff
provision replace the remission scheme on chassis and

parts.
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Àlso, the GPT for colour TVs r,¡as withdrawn for another

year. Ho!¡ever, the British preferential Tariff r,¡a s re-
installed. Colour TV imports from countries such as

Malaysia and Singapore were now able to enter duty-free.10a

Since 1981, the government has had several reviews and

added time extensions to the withdrav¡al of GpT benefits
and to duty free treatment of Tv chassis and components.

During this timer05 the market had been fairly favourable.
Às mentioned, sales of TVs in Canada through to 1984 have

shown an upward movement. Canada was assembling as many

Tvs in 1981 as it had manufactured at its last peak in
1974. Production growth between 1972 and 1984 is also
shown in Chart 4.5. Às we]l, there has been a small

amount of production by the domestic industry for
export. Typically, this was less than 5000 annuaJ.1y. ro6

lo4 It was feLt that imports of colour TVs from thesenations did not pose an i¡nmediate threat to the
industry in Canada. Imports would be monitored,
hol¡ever. If problens arose, the MFN rate could be
imposed for a period of 180 days, by Order in Council.
During that time, a more permanenl measure could be
imposed.

t 05 Please see "Mixed Results But Outlook is Sound",
Executive, 24 (November 1985), p.18.

r06 pxports realJ.y began around 1977, when they reached
80,500 sets. This was also in the first yeai of the
Program, and included those from RCA nhich vrere then
imported back for domestic sale. Many of the donestic
sales of TVs assembled in Canada, continued to be in
the larger sized TVs.
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Hor¡ever, imports from GPT countries suddenly became

significant. The emergence of GPT countries in the import

figures can be seen in Chart 4.6. ÀImost alt of the GpT

imports are from South Korea. Until 1982, a major part of

the colour TV imports were imported by the Canadian

companies r¡ho received duty remissions. TV chassis and

components continued to come principa].Iy from Japan and

Taiwan.

The increase in imports from GPT countries v¡as a part of

a new phase in the internationalization taking place in the

consumer electronics industry. MNCs incJ.uding those from

Japan had a presence in NICS, but with the technology

invoLved in coLour Tv manufacluring becoming more widely

available, MNCS from NICS vrere now making colour TVs for
export. The basic models of colour TVs were, by the early
1980s, mature goods and price sensitive. MNCS, too, vrere

making more parts and mature consumer electronic products
(Tvs and radios) in overseas NICs, This was not generally

true for newer consumer electronics such as video cassette
recorders and new camcorders. These were sti1l beíng made

in centralized plants where important skiIIs and R & Ð $ere

available ( frequently in the home country of the MNCs). For

example, General Electric (and RCÀ) in the United States

stilI carried out much activity for these newer products in

the United States. Such activity, expertise and R & D did
not exist in Canada, however, and none of these ner¿er



Chart 4.6

Origin of Total Colour TV Imports by Country
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consumer electronics activity were given to Canadian-Iocated

subs idiar i es.

Imports were capturing a greater share of the

domestic market. South Korea, in particular, was

supplying a growing share of the market, In June of

1982, the Tariff Board conducted hearings on whether

the GPT should be permitted once more, and whether its re-
imposition would cause injury to the Canadian production of

colour TVs. The Tariff Board is both an independent

commission of inquiry into matters of tariff and trade and a

quasi-judicial court of appeal. It looks into and reports

on any matter in reLation to goods that, if brought into
Canada, are subject to or exempt from custom duties or

excise taxes. In its role as commission of inquiry, the

Tariff Board undertakes specific trade studies at the

request of the Finance Minister.roz In July, f olJ.owing from

its review, the board announced its finding that there was

clear evidence of a real threat of injury to domestic

producers of colour Tvs should the GPT be re-instated.iog

I O7 Tariff Board recommendations are used by the government
in changes in tariff or excise lax legislation: e.g.
The Tariff Board Has given the Genèral Preferential
Tariff issue for colour Tvs. It generally takes into
account those economic factors recognized as relevant to
determinatioin of injury such as those contained in the
GÀTT anti-dunping code and the codè on subsidies and
countervailing duties.

The Tariff Board, Relatinq to the Re-instatement of the
General Preferential Tariff on Imports of Colour
Television Egi_Lij.g S,etE, Reference No. 160 (Ottana:
Supply and Services Canada, 1982); and The Tariff Board,
Relatino to the Re-installment of the General
Preferential Tariff on Inports of Colour Television

to8
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Taking note of the board's conclusion, the government

extended the temporary withdrawal of the GPT for a further
three years, until- December 31, 1985.

The RCA picture tube pJ-ant closed down at the end of

1982,1os but was eventually re-opened by Mitsubishi
ELectric Sales Canada. A federal-provincial governnent

loan of $15 million was offered to Mitsubishi Electric SaLes

Canada to encourage it to make the step. As weII, it
received about 92.5 million in duty remission on picture

tube purchases. Ðuring the negotiations with RCÀ and

the government, Mibsubishi El-ectric Sales Canada lras

also abl-e to get a confirmation that a Canadian value

added criteria would not be introduced into the chassis

Receivinq Sets:(ottawa: 1983).
! Staff ReÞort, Reference No. 160

ros RcA' s exports of picture tubes from its Midland plant
to Europe were greatly reduced from what they once
were in the earLy part of 1981 . Hor,rever , demand
conditions in Canada and the United States also fell
off. The TV tube industry in Japan reached a level
of production capacity. It was even thought that t.he
Japanese TV conpanies in Canada might switch to
Japanese tubes sourced from their parent companies.
In the midst of aII this, RCÀ wanted to make big
capital investments in its plants in North America,
¡vhich then nurnbered three, two being in the United
States. This was in order to produce mini-back
tubes, a new kind of tube with a compressed back, so
that the ¡,¡hole tube can fit nithin a small or sleek
cabinet. The company felt it only needed tlro plants,
Midland nas the smallest, and it was losing its major
export market in Europe to tubes being produced there.
RCA decided to cease the operations of its picture tube
plant in Midland, Ontario in Ðecember 'l 982.

The plant was re-opened by Mitsubishi of Japan, who
received a combined loan of 915 million by the federal
and Ontario governments, plus duty remission (about 92.5



remlsslon fneasure.

Between 1981 and 1983, the industry did wel1. The lower

vaLue of the Canadian dollar was helping the industry.
AIso, the Canadian marke! for coLour TVs was expected to
increaser âs a consequence of the introduction of video

cassette recorders, video games, home computers and

special audio equipment into the market. With this
growing market, it appeared a better time for the
government to replace the duty remission program for
chassis by a tariff item. 110 The remission duty scheme was

cumbersome if additional companies were to be included.

Àlso, a tariff item vrould permit the government the

flexibility to introduce a Canadian value added criteria (as

part of the item) at a later date, should it decide . this
is desirable. Consequently, a special tariff item was

put in pIace, providing the opportunity for any nev

venture to start assembLy in Canada.

million). Mitsubishi proposed to invest about $25million to!¡ards modernization (government memorandum to
thê Honourable Edward C. LunIey).

I l0 There were five new companies r¿ho expressed an
interest Lo start TV assembly.

Cabinet instructed the Department of Finance, in
conjunction with the Department of Regional Industrial
Expansion, to recommend whether the TeLevision Chassis
and Components Remission Order should be replaced by a
temporary tariff item. The latter couLd result in
additional ner¡ assembly jobs and employment with parts
suppliers if new companies would enter. A tempòrary(Special) tariff item was subsequently recommended-.
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This period from 1983 to 1985 saw some dramatic impacts

upon the índustry in Canada. This included nev¡ entrants to
the domestic industry, lhe rapid rise in imports from South

Korea, and pressures on Japan to do more consumer

electronics manufacturing in other countries.

There v¡ere three entrants in Canada. Video Canada and

Pro-conic, small firms which f aii-ed within a year in
1985, r 11 and an assembly facility was opened in early 1986

in Waterloo, Ontario by Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada.lr2

Betlreen 1984 and 1985, market sales continued to climb
in Canada, Hoeever, Canadian production failed to
maintain its market share. Imports from South Korea

continued to rise rapidly, particularly in colour Tvs erith

20 inch screens.rr3 Àt the end of 1985, the withdrawal of

the GPT Ìras again reviewed by the Tariff Board.l 1a The

I t4

This information was provided by Louis Doyle, who in
1985 was a Department of Regional Industrial Expansion
Project Officer examining the colour Tv industry in
Canada.

P. Best, "Electrohome's Comeback Loses Momentumr "Financial Post, 77 (February 26, 19831 , p. 17.

The Tariff Board, Reoort of the Tariff Board Reference
No. 160.!.

By mid-1985, 25 percent of the domestic market in
TVs with 20 inch screens, and 50 percent of the inports
of these same size TVs Here suppJ.ied by South Korea.

A public hearing rras held on June 26, 1985 and
interested parties attended. Briefs were presented by
the domestic producers of colour TVs, the Electroni¿
Industries Association of Korea, the Consumers'
Àssociation of Canada, the Canadian Tire Corporation and
Sears Canada. P1ease see: Brief Presented on Behalf of
the canadian Producers of corour-EãIffiTon neZeïVino
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Tariff Board then recommended a perrnanent withdrawal of the

GPT, ! 15 which was made government policy soon after, Also

in 1985, the domestic producers--Electrohome, Hitachi (HSC)

of Canada, Matsushita Electric of Canada, RCA Inc., and

Sanyo Industries--made a joint request of a remedy under

the Special Import Measures Àct 1 16 f rorn imports of lovr-

cost colour TVs. On September 9, 1985, the government

agreed to conduct an investigation of the possibLe

dumping into Canada of colour TVs from South Korea. The

domestic industry felt that dumping vras extensive and

causing much of the industry's recent grief. Domestic

producers r¡ere operating at 50 percent or Iess,l17

Sets, May 26, !!89 (aefore the Tariff Board, Reference
160.1).

The domestic producers pointed out that South Korea
!¡as currently the only country that would benefit from a
re-instatement of the GPT, however other countries such
as Mexico are developing world class production
facilities, and reminded everyone of the finding that
Lhe Tariff Board made in 1982:

These facilities "tend to be world-scale, or nearly
world-scale at birth and are not the smal.I evolving
plants whose products require special assistance to
enter the markets of developed countries."

I 15 The reason it presented lras that a "J.onger-term
resolution of the tariff schedule ... is required, which
would assíst the stabilization of the domestic industry"
(Tariff Board, 1985 , p. 56). It was also mentioned
that this might also encourâge the Canadian industry and
suppliers to it (to consider the production of more
parts and components for colour TVs in Canada). It
seems that it v¡as also a consideration that colour Tvs
from GPT countries are made in ).arge, modern, world
production plant s .
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On November 29, 1985, the Deputy Minister of National

Revenue, Customs and Excise made a preliminary determination

of foreign dumping of colour Tvs with 10-24 inch screen

sizesrrls under the Speciat Import Measures Act, which ca¡ne

into force on December 1, 1984 and replaced and repealed the

1969 Anti-dumping Àct as anended. I 1e The Deputy Minister

became satisfied from the available information provided by

domestic companies, that there was a reasonable indication

of material injury to Canadian production. There may also

have been the hope that the threat of dumping duties might

encourage South Korean companies to invest in Canada. Gold

Star and Samsung established manufacturing plants in the

United States in 1983 when it !¡as found that South Korean

colour Tvs nere being dumped. The Canadian Import Tribunal

116 The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) anti-
dumping code, as revised ín 1979, for example, reguires
that for a finding of injury, a significant increase in
imports and price undercutting must have occurred. A
remedy under the Special- Import Measures Àct should
occur where serious injury results, f rom
substantially lower prices in t.hese imports. À1so to be
considered is the extent to which the domestic industry
can recover through the safeguard action.

Regional Industrial Expansion Canada, The Electronics
I_!llg€!!Jf: OÞÞortunit ies for Gror¡th.

rl8 NationaL Revenue Canada, Customs and Excise, Special
Import Measures Àct, Decision under the Special Import
Measures Act Respectinq Colour TeLevisions, (September
3, 1985); National Revenue Canada, Customs and Excise,
Special Import Measures Act, Statement of Reasons:
Decision Resoectinq Colour TVs (February 14, 1986);
National Revenue Canada, Customs and Excise, Special
Import Measures Àct, Statement of Reasons: Decision
Respèctina Colour lYq (February 14, 1986); Nationat
Revenue , Customs and Exc i se , Spec ial Import Measures
Àct, Infornation Document: Initiation of Investiqation
Respectinq Colour Televisions Oriqínatino in or ExÞorted
From the Republic of Korea (Septenber 3, 1985); and
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r¡as also established under the 1984 Special- rmport Measures

Àct, to replace the Anti-dumping Tribunal. 1 20 The Canadian

Import TribunaL was therefore ca1led upon to hold an inquiry

on the issue of al-leged material injury. 1 21 However, oñ

March 27, 1986, it found that dumping has not caused (nor is

causing nor is Iikely to cause) injury to the Canadian

operations. The Tribunal reported, though, that of the

imports it reviewed, 37.79 percent ¡,rere dumped' The

weighted average margin of dumping was calculated aE 4.54

percent. However, the Tribunal stated that: 1 2 2

(t)he success of the Korean product in penetrating
the Canadian market is related to factors other
than dumping. The Korean manufacturers, operating
worldscale plants and with a Iabour cost
advantage, produce the subject goods with a
signif icant competitive edge.

National Revenue,
Measures Àct,
Ðeterminat ion of
or iq inat inq in orT1eãsl- - -

Customs and Excise, Special Import
I n fornat ion Document: Preliminarv
DumÞinq Respect inq CoLour Televisions
ExÞorted From the Republic of Korea.

of the colour Tvs sold during the investigation
period leading to the preliminary determination, 69.8?
percent of the colour TVs examined h'ere found to be
dumped by margins ranging from 20 lo 22.14 percent, with
a weighted average margin of 8.22 percent.

The process usualJ.y starts with a complaint from
domestic manufacturers to the Deputy Minister of
National Revenue, customs annd Excise. National Revenue
officials wiLt start a formal investigation once they
are satisfied there is evidence of dumping (or foreign
subsidization) as weII as material injury. At that
time, exporters and importers of the goods will be
placed on notice and their transactions investigated.

As a general rule, the investigation by National
Revenue is to be completed within 90 days of its
commencement. The Deputy Minister rnust issue a
preliminary determination of durnping (or subsidization)
ór terminate the investígation. On receipt of a
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For instance, the South Korean industry produced 4.6 million

sets in 1984, mosLly for export to the United States and

Canada (68.9 percent of exports going to the United States

and 11.7 percent to Canada).123

During 1985 to 1987, the yen rose dramatically relative

to the United States, Canadian and other international

currencies. This was putting pressure on the Japanese

industry to do more activity outside of Japan ' in NlCs and

the major importing countries. Àn advantage of conducting

activity in the major importing countries is to have

expenditures and revenues in the same currency. ÀIthough

there was no significant inflow of colour TV parts

manufacture to North America (rather these tend to go to

preJ.iminary determination from the Deputy Minister, the
Canadian import Tribunal begins an investigation to
determine nhether the domestic producers suffered
material injury or retardation as a consequence.

120 The Canadian Import Tribunal is also an independent t
statutory and quãsi-judicial court of record' and Iike
the nnti:dumping Tribunal investigates whether imports
are causing material injury to Canadian industry or
hindering tñe establishment of domestic production.

r 2t Canadian Import Tribunal, þ!.qu! Television Recçivinq
Sets Oriqinãtinq in or ExÞorteq Fron the RePublig 9.1-

ls4eÀl-----@9. or the Canadia! rmPor! Tribunal .!¡riãuîrv No.:---@gS under sectign !2 9! -Èhe.speciallnipor t Measures Act: February 17-21 , 1986 (Otta$a:
1986).

I 22 canadian Import Tribunal, Q.]ptr! Television Recçivinq
Sets oriqinãtinq in or Exported f roJn S¡9 Egp!Þf-l-ç- 9f
xorea: statemenL of Rçasons !o the Findilq^gf !¡C
canadian f rnport tribunet in Inquirv No. CIT-13-85. under

-section 

42 of the Special lmpgrt Measures Àqq: Februarv
Í æ--4, 198t (ottawa: 1986).

123 The Tariff Board, Report of the Tariff Board Reference
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NICs), this outward oriented move supported North American

assembly of goods as weII as new product-1ines intensive in

R & D, capital and skill-expertise. These are necessary

before Japanese MNCs could set up central facilities for

these product-lines in North Àmerica. A problem' however,

is that because much of the sophisticated manufacturing of

consumer electronics has already J.ef t both Canada and the

United States, and the skiIIs and expertise necessary to

start new product-1ine operations are less Likely to be

found in North Amer i ca.

4.4 CÀNÀI)À 3IJNITED STÀTES FREE TRÀI)E NEGOTIATIONS

More recently, negotiations have been carried on between

Canada and the United States regarding free trade. The

impact on the Canadian industry is not clear. However 
'

given the characteristics of MNCs outlined in Chapter 2' and

the apparent advantages of the centralization of Iarge

facilities in the United St.ates by MNCS for North America

production, Canadian industry would lose in an agreement

embracing consumer eLectronics. This has been the

percept ion of the federal government based on thei r

discussions with, and knowledge of, the Canadian colour Tv

No. 160.1.

The two leading South Korean producers each produce more
colour TVs annually than the total sales in the entire
Canadian market: ðne produced 2.4 million colour Tvs in
1984. In addition, the manufacturers have the economies
of fully integrated plants, producing col-our TVs of
quite cómparable quality to those manufactured in
Canada.
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industry.124 However ' there has been concern' too' in bhe

United States that free trade might work in the Canadian

industry's favour. 1 2 s I saiah À. Litvak points out: 1 2 6

RCÀ, North American Philips Corp., and the
Commi ttee to Preserve Àmer ican Color TV are
opposed to the inclusion of color Tv in a free
tiãAe agreemen!. The u'S. industry is
characterized by Lov profits, and a decreasing
number of firmsr many of which are Japanese-owned.
The Canadian market is small and U.S. firms l¡ould
benefit very Little from free access to it. The
Canadian iñdustry consists almost entirely of
Japanese subsidiãries. It is argued that if
tariffs \,¡ere elininated, the Japanese
manufacturers r+ould rationalize North Àmerican
opèrations, with cheaper Canadian labor and
Cãnadian government subsidiaries drawing them to
Canada. In addition, duties paid on parts
imported from Japan would be refunded by !h"
Cañadian authorities when the Tvs left Canada for
the U. S.

The United States industry view does not appear to take into

account the already substantially larger size of United

States establishments which r¿ou]d override Canadian labour

and parts-duty remission advantages. The Canadian market

could more easily be met through incrementaL production by

United States operations.

Please see Regional I ndustr ial Expansion Canada, ÞC-e
Àssessment: International Compet itiveness Prof i 1e;

I ndust ry .Canadian Consumer Electronics

124

125

126

I saiah A. Litvak,
Conf l ict ing Views of
(November 1986), pp.

Ibid., pp. 48-49.

"Freer Trade With Canada: The
U. S. Business", Ð.E-i-EÊ€å Ouarterlv
44-51 .
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¿.5 COLOI'R TV INDUSTRY EXPERIENCES EI¡SEWI{ERE

It is useful to note colour Tv industry experiences in

the United States and Europe. Basically, they shadow the

experience in Canada. Imports from Asian countries,

particularly Japan and more recently from NICs, have hurt

consumer electronic businesses in the United states127 and

profits have been elusive f.ot the surviving businesses'

Increasingly, the industries in these coun!ries have become

assembly operations of Japanese MNcs. However, some MNcs

are stiII based in Europe and the United States.

zenith is the only major United States owned producer of

colour TVs, and in 1986 provided about 15 percent of the

United States market.l28 Thomson S.A. ' the French state-

owned company, just recently purchased General Electric's

consumer electronics division, which did have about 23

percent of the United States market (General Electric and

RCÀ brands), and was number one in Tvs and video cassette

l2? Please see: Ira C. Magaziner and Robert B. Reich,
Mindinq America's Business: The Decline and Bl?ç of the
Ãmãl-Ican nconomv (New voir: vintage Books ' 1983); James
e.- - laillstein, "DecIine in Àn Expanding Industry:
Japanese Competition in Color TeIevision", in John
Zyèman and Laura Tysonr .eds., American rndustrv i¡
Iñternational comÞetition. (tthaca' Nes York: cornell
UnTter=l ty Press, 1983); us congress, office of
Technology Àssessmentr International Comoetitivel¡ess in
Electronics, OTÀ-ISC-200 (washington ' D.C.: 1983); and
ÚS Department of Comnerce, !.h.e. United States çonsumer
Electionics Industrv (washington, D.C. : 1975). and
Europe.

r28 I'zenith Àfter cE's Exit, Is Last Big TV Maker in U.S.",
The WalI Street Journal (.JuLy 23, 1987), P. 6.
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recorders in the United States.l2s 1¡. Far Eastern countries

have made strong inroads. There r¡ere as many as fifteen

United States-owned producers of colour TVs in the

mid-1970s, and !¡eIf over 20 in the 1960s. As earLy as 1968,

calLs for protectionism and anti-dumping measures ¡tere

raised by colour TV producers in the United States.l30

Ðuring the 1970s recession, imports from Japan continued to

make inroads, as they had in Canada. The United States

firms eventually vent into assembly and out of business.

Today, Zenith makes some sets in its neighbouring NIC'

Mexico--although it continues to make most of its sets in

the united states.

In Europe, overseas imports have l-ed to the dor¿nfalL of

many consumer efectronic businesses. The strategy of the

tlro largest European companies is to try and attain larger

economies of scale, by picking up f ailì.ng companies. They

both believe that they must rivat their Japanese and South

Korean competitors in technology, and to afford to do so

they need to be big.r31 N.v. Philips of the Netherlands is

130

Peter Gumbel and Thomas Kamm' "Thomson Takes Risky Path
of Expanding À Business Racked by Àsian Competition" 'The wãrL stieet Journar (;uty zs, 1987), p. _6; Laura
tauaro anã oouglas R. Sease, "General- Electric to Sell
Consumer Electionics Lines To Thomson sÀ for Its Medical
Gear Eusiness, Casht' , TÞ.e. i.¡aI1 Street Journal (JuLy 23,
1987), p. 3¡ and "zenith Àfter GE's Exit' Is Last Big Tv
Maker in U.S.".

GIoria webster, "Trade and Àdjustment in Consumer
Electronics: The U.S. Color Television Industry",
Harvard University, nimeo r 1985.

Thane Peterson with Lois Therrien' Larry Armstrong and
Rose Brady, "overnight, Thomson has the Stuff to Take on

129
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already large, and Thomson S.A.'s purchase of the consumer

electronic division of General Electric pì.aces it in the

same league of Philips and the Japanese MNCS. Thomson S.A.

purchased the consumer electronic's division of Germany's

AEG AG, called Telefunken Fernsch & Radio G.m.b.H. in 1983'

and in 1987 purchased Britain's Thorn-EMI PLC. N.V. Philips

bought the German consumer electronics company Grundig ÀG

withín the last few years, as weJ.J.. Philips has several

Asian plants and has standardized its products over the

years--sti11 it is recognized that it is less profitabfe

than bhe Japanese MNCs.132 Thomson S.A. does not have much

presence in NIcs, as does Philips. It has been suggested

that Thomson S.À.'s recent purchases reflect its interest in

trying to tie consumer electronics and semiconductors, 1 3 3

perhaps to lead to ne\,¡ products and future profits' In

particular, it is J.ooking towards the 1990s, vrhen high

resolution and digital Tvs and stereos wiII replace present-

day modeIs.134 In the meantirne' Thomson S.À. has the

benefits of lucrative defense efectronics contracts and as a

s!ate-owned company the financial resources of the French

governnent.

the Titans", Business week (Àugust '1 0' 1987), pp. 36-7.

r 32 Ibid..
133 Gumbel and Kamm, "Thomson Takes Risky Path of Expanding

a Business Racked b¡r Àsian Competition".
r3a Peterson with Therrien, Armstrong and Brady, "Overnight,

Thomson has the Stuff to Take on the Titans".
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4.6 CONCLUSTON

In Chapters 3 and 4, an historical review of the

industry, with its changes in industrial development and

public policies, has been presented. Two stages in the

history of the Canadian colour Tv industry were identified:

the early years of development ând the defensive years. It

was found that the problems leading to the crisis that

introduced the defensive years can be traced to certain

industry and market characteristics present during the early

years. These include too many small firms producing only

for the domestic market, their lack of scale economies in

production, and their inability to afford the expenditures

to engage in technological innovation. In its second staget

it was found that the dynamics were generally missing

whereby firms in Canada then producing colour TVs would

carry out R & D in order to develop or switch to new

consumer electronic products to take the place of colour Tv

manufacturing. Increasingly, the MNCS carried out the

manufacture of those key parts for which technology was

becorning widely available in NICs' and in the case of

Japanese MNCs, in Iarge , automated factor ies. More

recently, the Japanèse MNCs show a willingness to carry out

more outside activity to escape the rising yen. In nelter

products such as video cassette recorders, much production

and activity stitl occurs in the United States where

dor¡nstream R & D also takes place. Canada r though, has not

attracted such activity.



The major events and changes in government policy

revie¡ved in Chapters 3 and 4. The major events in

Canadian colour TV industry's history include:

1, during the mid-1960s, the rapid entry by many firms--
Canadian-owned and American and European MNC

subs idia r i es ;

during the early '1 970s,
f rom Japanese MNCs;

in the mi d- 1970s,
difficulties:

the rapid rise of imports

? severe Canadian i ndustry

a) Canadian operations f elt
from imports which v¡ere
\ror ld-expo r t facilities
economies of scafe in key

b) Canadian companies turned
these same components,

c ) t',!NC parents to Canadian subsidiaries with research
and design in Canada centralized the research and
design out of canada; and

4. in the early 1980s, the rise in imports from Nrcs.

Government policies have changed:

from protecting the industry in the 1960s;

to tariffs reductions (from 20 percent in the early
1960s to 15 percent and t.hen to about 11 percent in
the 1970s) ;

to indust.ry intervention to slov¡ the phasing-out of
the industry in t.he late 1970s; and

finally, since 1978, to protect Canadian colour TV
assembly.

These events and shifts in governnent policy have

resulted in a Canadian industry that is today largely an
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assembly industry. Vèry littIe product or process research

or deveLopment is done in Canada, the Canadian manufacturers

are largely dependent upon technoJ.ogy transferred from

affiliates. OnJ.y a sma1l amount of adaptation goes on in

Canada, a result more of minor differènces in standards with

the United States. In recent years Canadian manufacturers

have made Iimited capital investment, That which occurred

has been for product handling equipment or maintenance.

Investment decisions are made overseas, and in view of the

smalf volume which characterizes the Canadian operations,

many plant and equipment expenditures by MNCS are directed

to the larger integrated plants in other countries (ie.

Japan, NIcs, and United States).

There are several lessons to be gained from the

examination of past developments in the colour TV industry

in Canada. First, econornies of (plant) scale in key

components in consumer electronics and colour Tvs are

significant. There are cost advantages in the production of

technically sophisticated key components in central and

Iarge-scaIe automated plants, Canadian companies that !¡ere

on the leading edge of colour TV consumer electronics before

industrial globalization have ceased operations. without

economies of sca1e, and the rising costs of perfecting new

generations of technology, the price of staying in operation

had become too high.
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R & D contribute to rapid product change in design and

features for the general category of consumer electronics

and lead to the introduction of nev, products to the

rnarketplace. with the internationalization that occurred by

the mid-1970s, the MNCS carried out their pure R & D close

to their principal manufacturing operations and downstream R

& D in their major product-line operations. They did not

fragment the R & D efforts among operations in different

countries for any product J-ine. For the Canadian colour Tv

operations in the early 1970s, the problem of insufficient

voLume hurt those Canadian plants doing R & D. Their output

was insufficient to spread the R & D costs economical]-y.

This leads to the centralization of such activities in the

United states for the American MNcs since the parents'

facilities were usually larger in any case. Nes products

also occurred in the United States since product specific-

expertise is frequently found where the products are

developed.

Marketing is an importan! aspect of consumer eÌectronics

and advanced technology consumer durables. High marketing

costs nake it difficult for smalLer companies to enter and

even to survive against the J-arger MNCs v¡hich expend much

money and effort marketing their product lines. In evidence

of this, it was described in Chapter 3 how high marketing

costs heJ.ped influence Eìectrohome to become a contract

assembler and to license its name to Mitsubishi.
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MNCs have not been amenable to sharing facilities of key

conponents with others or to agree to fragment their R & D

for a product line. The history of the colour Tv industry

in Canada described how the governmènt has not been abLe to

get companies to rationalize their North Àmerican operations

so that Canadian subsidiaries coufd produce Iines of colour

TVs on a North American mandate IeveI. Similar1y, in the

1970s the government was not able to elicit sufficient
cooperation among the MNCS to produce a common chassis in

Canada when the domestic production of this component was in

difficulty.

NICS have made a rapid emergence in colour Tv

manufacturing relying on purchased and other technoLogy that

has become widely available. Their lower labour costs plus

large aut.omated plants allow them to produce colour TVs that

are internationally cornpetitive in price. Às with colour Tv

manufacturing, these countries have economic strength for

the production of consumer electronics and advanced

technology consumer durables more generally as technological

development leads to more products. Additional NICs can be

expected to emerge, and the new products as technology will

become available to them.

Finally, policies can start out one way but then shift
over timer e.g. from temporary support to protection. In

1976, the government intervention in the colour TV industry

was to help the industry phase out. However, by 1978 the
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intervention had changed to help the industry to adjust into

assembly. A Special Tariff Item provides tariff-free access

by the industry to imported parts' while the GPT has been

permanently vithdrawn. The MFN tariff rate protects the

domestic assembly indusLry, enablinS it to remain

competitive !¡ith imported colour TVs. The government has

not negotiated further r¡ith MNCs having subsidiaries in

Canada nor designed policy measures specif icalì-y to promote

mandating or to help Canadian subsidj.aries attract R & D and

human and capital product-speci fic requirements to compete

!¡ith their affiliates in new and advanced consumer

electronics.



Chapter V

EOST-BENEFTT ÀNALYSIS

This chapter furthers the analysis of the colour Tv

industry by focussing on the costs and benef i ts of

alternative government policies' This develops an

appreciation of the impact of governmental. policy in terns

of thè nature and magnitudes of the costs and benefits. The

chapter not only furthers understanding of various poLicy

but it is also an integral part of the basic analysis

necessary for the evaluation of alternative public policies

for the industry.

This chapter uses a sinple comparative statics framework

to calculate the costs and benefits of possible governnent

initiatives associated with alternative government policies.

Às weII, the importance of certain assumptions (particularly

about the elasticity of demand) and the impact of possible

future developments upon the benefits and costs wilI be

i nve st i gated.

- ttj -



5.'l THE MODEL ÀND IiIEÀSIJREIÍENT OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

The simple comparative statics framework is shown in

Figure 5.1. There are three major assumptions behind Figure
r r.135

Imported colour TVs and domesticalLy-assembled colour
TVs are perfect substitutes.

¿- The supply schedule for inported colour TVs i s
perfectly elast ic .

3. The supply schedule for domestically-assembl-ed colour
TVs is upwardLy sloped.

Domestically-assembled col-our TVs and imported colour TVs

are not, of course, perfect substitutes. First, there is
product differentiation among colour TVs of different

brands. Second, the mix of imported cofour Tvs' screen

sizes is different from those domestically-assembled. The

imports from Soulh Korea tend to be basic colour Tvs (not so

many extras), and are small sizes. on the other hand, on

the large screen sizes, the imports appear to have more

extras (e,g. special picture tubes) so there is a positive
price differential vrith domestically-assembled colour ÎVs.

l3s The presentation in this section benefits from chapter 3
of Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Diane T. Berliner and Kimberly
Ànn El-Iiott, !!êCg Protection in the United S!elC_g.: 3 f

Case Studies (Washington: Institute for International
Economics, 1986); Charles P. Kindleberger and Peter H.
Lindert, International Economi.cs 6th edition (Homewood,
It].: R. Ð:-tr"G;-Tt8Ì-; ana ctenn p. Jenkins, "costá
and Consequences of the Nèw Protectionism," in North-
South Institute and world Bank Canada in a Develooinq
World Economv: Trade 9l Protection (Toronto: The
MacmiIlan Press, 1985).
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Holrever , import.ed coLour TVs and domesb ically-assembled

colour Tvs are stiII reasonably close substitutes, and the

assumption of perfect competition provides insights to the

nature and general magnitude of the costs and benefits. The

assumption of perfect substitutability wiJ.1 be reLaxed later
in the analysis beLow to alfol¡ for different cross-price
elasticities of demand between imports and dornestically-

a ssembl.ed colour TVs ,

Regarding the second assumption, the Canadian market is
smalI and interna!ionaI prices are important, and at the

prevailing prices in the domestic market for particular
imported TV model the suppJ.y is for all practical- purposes

perfectly elastic. An upward domestic supply schedule

inplies that the supply of domestically-assembled colour Tvs

can be increased onJ.y by bidding up marginal. costs of

assembly labour and other factors in the domestic industry.

5.1 .1 Costs and Benefits

Figure 5.1, panel (a), provides the basic dernand-suppLy

diagram of a Canadian tariff on colour Tvs. Dm is the

market demand curve, which shows the consumer demand for
colour TVs at different consumer prices.l36

136 That is, the prices facing consumers when they purchase
colour TVs. These prices wiLl reflect domestic
production costs and c.i.f. import.s, pJ.us marketing and
distribution costs. These marketing and distribution
costs can add about 45 percent to the price of a colour
TV after it leaves the domestic plantr or reaches the
border in the case of inports. Please see Àppendix D.
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If there lrere no tariff, colour TVs lrould be imported

freely at a worLd price of Pm. At this price consumers

would import Qm colour Tvs.1s7 Hov¡ever, a tariff raises the

price of colour Tvs. By raising the price to Pd,l38 the

tariff in Figure 5.1 forces some Canadian consumers to pay

an extra Pd-Pm per colour TV to get the same quantity 0e of

colour TVs they would rather have bought at Pm. This is
called the direct cash cost of the tariff, and is shown in

Panel (a) as the area 'acfd'. The area 'bcfe' is the direct
cash cost due to higher prices on purchases of imports

a1one. 1 3 e

The tariff also makes some consumers decide that a cofour

TV is not worth Pd to them, . so that total. demand drops back

from Qm to 0e. The net loss to consumers from the tariff is
the area 'cgf'. This is the consumption effect (CE) of a

tariff. They value these 0m - 0e coLour TVs by an amount

r37 When the tariff becomes zero, no more colour TVs are
made domesticalJ.y, and consumers will replace domestic
purchases with imports. This was our finding in Chapter
4. This was also the view of the industry (from
industry interviews), and government officials, too.
PIease see: Regional Industrial Expansion, Canada,
Trade Assessment: I nternat i onaL Competitiveness
Elo$-lg: Canadian Consumer Electronics Industrv.

138 Pd will equal Pm muttiplied by (1 plus the tariff rate).
r3s Since imports currently (1984) make up about half of the

domestic market, it can be approximated that the direct
cash cost of the tariff to consumers on all their
purchases of cofour TVs will equal double-that on
imports alone.

In 1984, the production value of domestically-
assembled coLour TVs was about $213,759,000 and the
c.i.f. value of inports was 9222,133,000.
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equal to the area 'c9kj', or (1/2) (pm + pd) (Qm - Qe) and

under free trade vrould have had to pay only (Pm) (Qm - Qe)

for them (the area 'fgkj'). They are worse off by the

difference between these two meãsures, vhich is shown as the

area 'caf' and measured by (1/2) (Pd - Pm) (0m - Qe).

when the tariff is ì.mposed, individual consumers v¡iI1 buy

more domestically-assenbled colour TVs. Sales of

donestically-assembled colour Tvs are shor¡n in Panel (a) by

the supply curve Sd. Through the imposition of the tariff,

sales of domestic suppliers expand up to Qd. It is at this

level of output that the marginal costs of providing these

domestically-assembled colour TVs to the market equals Pd.

Above this price, it is not profitable for domestic

companies to rai.se their output any higher. Doing so would

raise per unit costs above Pd, the price that would be

received r¡hen selling domestically-assembled colour Tvs in

competition t¡ith imported colour Tvs in the Canadian market.

À tariff brings gains for domestic producers. In Panel

(a) it is shown that the tariff wilL cLearly raise the total

sales revenues of the domestic producers. The total sale

revenues after the tariff is measured by the area 'abih'.
The part of total revenues lying below the supply curve Sd,

the area 'dbih', represents the variable costs of producing

colour TVs. The part lying above the supply curve and

within the Èotal-revenue area 'abih' represents producers'

surplus. Therefore, the tariff raises producers' surplus in
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the domestic colour TV industry only by the amount of area

'abd'. Àrea 'bed' is the production effect of a tariff (PE)

and results fron the inefficient use of resources in the

domestic colour TV assembly industry. Both the CE and PE

comprise the dead weight efficiency loss (nf,) to Canada of

having a tariff on colour TV imports.

There are other effects of the tariff on the Canadian

economy. One important benefit is the employment associated

with the domestic activity, i.e. ¡,¡ith the production of Qd

colour Tvs. Then there are also spin-off activities such as

the Tv tube operation in Midland Ontario, some cabinet

making and packaging material concerns which depend for

their existence upon the Canadian assembly operations. For

instance, a major share of the demand for the Tv tube

operation is by the Canadian colour TV assembly industry,

and the 800 jobs beJ.onging to the TV tube operation can be

thought of as a benefit of a domestic TV assèmb1y industry.

Às long as there are importsr the tariff al-so brings

revenue to the government. This revenue equals the unit
amount of the tariff times the volume of imports with the

tariff. The value of the tariff revenue (plus marketing and

distribution costs for imports resuJ.ting from the tariff),
can be shown by the area 'bcfer.140 Therefore, tariff

Marketing, retail and distribution costs
based on the value of the coLour TV. In
imports thi s wi II be after tar i f f . Às
increases the price of imports (c. i. f.
increases the marketing, retail and
charges.

are typical ly
the case of
the tariff

), it also
distribution
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revenue will be somewhat less than the area 'bcfe'.

The import colour TV market is shovn in paneL (b). The

demand curve for colour TV imports shows the amount by which

Canadian demand for colour TVs exceeds domestic supply at

every price. It can therefore be derived by subtracting the

domestic supply curve from the domestic demand curve for

colour Tvs at each price (horizontally), since imports equal

demand minus domestic supplies. This a1lows us to shovr the

areas 'bed' and 'cgf' from Panel- (a) as area 'rngr' in Panel

(b).r41 The areas 'bed' and 'cgf' can be understood as gains

from international trade and speciaJ.ization that are Iost
because of the tariff on colour TVs. Since 'bed' and 'cgf'
represent CE and PE respectively, and CE plus PE equals EL,

the area 'mgr' measures EL, and can be calculated as

(1/2)(Pd-pm)(em-0m').

The data used in this analysis are described in Àppendix

D. The data include: colour TV prices for both

domestically-assembled colour TVs and colour TV imports; the

quantity of imported and domestically-assembled colour TVs

sold; and estimates of demand and supply price elasticities.
Little is knordn about the demand and supply price

elasticities. Hufbauer et al. r42 use the value of 2.0 for

142

Since area 'bed' and 'cafr have the same t.arif f height
and relate, respectively, to the net shift from imporLs
to domestic supply and the total decLine in demand, area
'bed' and 'cAf is a triangle with the amount Pd - Pm as
its height and the total reduction in imports, Qm - Q'm
as its base, as is 'mgr' in Panel (b).

Hufbauer et al., Bþ. Protection in the United sjE4æ.q",
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the United SLates price eJ.asticity of domestic supply. Like

the Canadian industry, the United States industry also

assembles colour Tvs, although the facilities are much

J-arger.143 without any Canadian estimates, this value of 2.0

wilL be assumed for Canada's price elasticity of supply.

A range of price demand elasticities have been found for

col.our TVs. Fortunelaa estimated an elasticity of Canadian

demand for colour TVs of -1 .02. For the United States,

Hufbauer et aI. I a5 estimated that the price elasticity of

demand in the United States for col-our TV imports is -1,5.
However, Morici and Megnala6 estimated that the price

elasticity of demand in the United States for colour Tv

imports is -2.8. In Àppendíx D, the Canadian price

elasticity of demand for col-our Tv imports is estimated at

-0.61, while the price elasticity of Canadian demand for

p, 223,

l 4 3 Ba ran son ,
ComÞetitiveness in the
and Hufbauer et aI. ,
States.

The Canadian company executives who were interviewed
for this present study were unanimous in pointing out
that facilities in the United States are much larger,
many having ten production lines while the largest
Canadian facility has but four and the others one or
tÞ¡o.

144 J. NeilI Fortune, "Measurement of Tariff ELasticitiesr"
Applied Econom:ics., 3 (1971): 19-34.

14s Hufbauer et al., Trade Protection in the United States.
146 Peter Morici and Laura L. Megna, US Economic Policies

Affectinq Industrial LËade.: å ouantitative Assessment,
Report no. 200 (washington: National Planning
Association).

of Japan' s International
Consumer Electronics I ndust rv ;

Trade Protection in the United
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domestic colour TVs is -0.63. In this cost-benefit
analysis, we l¡i11 examine the middle value of aLl these

values for the price elasticity of Canadian demand for
coLour TVs of -l .5. However, we will also look at the

situation when the own-price elasticity of demand is -0.5
and -3.0; this will cover the range of values found in the

above previous Canadian and United States studies.

5.2 1984 COSTS ÀND BENEFTTS

Às shov¡n in Chart 5.1, the value of the consumption

effect, and the efficiency loss associated with the tariff,
vary directly with the size of the price elasticity of

demand. The consumption effect varies between 976,000 and

$458,000, and the efficiency loss varies between $3.5

nillion and $3.9 million, as the market demand price

elasticity moves from -0.5 to -3.0. The consumption effect
is also dependent on the price elasticity of supply of

domestic colour TVs. The small-er this supply price

eLasticity, the l-arger the consurnption effect (but the

smaller the production effect). That is, for a given market

demand price function, the more inelastic the domestic

supply the greater must be the change in imports in response

to a change in the market price and the resulting change in

domestic demand for colour TVs. Employment, tariff revenue,

direct cash cost off tariff, production effect of tariff,
producers' surplus and additional distributing and marketing

revenue do not depend on the market demand price elasLicity.
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To summarize the main findings: consumers pay a high

cost for the tariff support. In 1984, they paid

approximately $38 million in direct cash costs on purchases

of imports alone, and the direct cash cosl on gÀ! colour TVs

was $76 miIIion, about double the direct costs on purchases

of imports. They lost approximately 90.08 to 90.46 million
in welfare--depending on t.he size of the price elasticity of

demand--from not being able to purchase as many colour Tvs

as they would otherwise (the consumption effect).

The federal government gained tariff revenue of

approximately 925 million at the expense of consumers. As

weI1, marketing agents, retailers and distributors would

have charged about an additional $13 million on imporLed

colour Tvs sold in Canada.

It was found that Canadian Tv assemblers gained

approximateJ.y $30 miLlion in producers' surplus at the

expense of the Canadian consumer, At the same time, there

was a r¡aste of economic resources (the production effect of

the tariff) through their use in this industry rather than

having been enployed in other sectors of the Canadian

economy. The production effect of the tariff amounted to

approximately g3.a million in 1984.

À measure of the efficiency loss (production effect
consumption effect) resulting from the tariff for
Canadian colour Tv industry in 1984 can be found to

and

the

be
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approximateLy $3.5 to $3.9 miIlion. production ãnd

consurnption effects accounted for 88 to 98 percent and 2 to
12 percent, resectively (depending on the etasticity of

demand for colour TVs), On the other hand, the benefit of

the tariff amounted to only 1850 jobs.

Holrever, the efficiency loss as calculated above might

underestimate the actuaf cost of the tariff to Canada. This

underestimation arises from the foreign-ownership of the

industry and the extent to which the profits earned by the

foreign-owned firms are expatriated. In Figure 5.1 , the

producers' surplus represents an additionaL return created

by the tariff to all fixed factors of production, including
the foreign-owned factors. There is a problem in including

this additional cost in the calculation of the cost-benefit
effects of the tariff. Any atternpt to measure the cost of

expatriated earnings should also take into account the

benefits arising from foreign investment l aT (u.g. tax

revenue on investment profits and more general benefits).
Unfortunately, data for these benefits are not accessibl.e

and inclusion of the additional cost would lead to biased

cost-benefit caLculation because of the absence of the

offsetting benefits. Despite this deficiency, the model is
useful for comparing and contrasting the costs and benefits
associated with different trade policy scenarios.

ra7 Foreign investment benefits, especially with respect
advanced technology activity, will be discussed
Chapters 6 and 7.

to
in



Effíeiency toss Per Job

With an employment benefit of

per job saved would faI1 in

depending upon the size of the

The costs to consumers would be

saved. The gain in producers'

be about $16,434.
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1850, the efficiency Ioss

the $1 ,893 to $2,105 range

price elasticity of demand.

$41,560 to ç41 ,766 per job

surplus per job saved would

These costs can be compared to those found in the study

by Hufbauer et aI. r 48 for the United states in 1982.

Àccording to their estimates, the tariff (15 percent)

produc ed :

an increase of 1r000 production jobs at a consumers'
cost of $420r900 per job saved; and

2. a gain
saved.

They est imate

to their domestic producers of 99000 per job

an efficiency loss of g7 rni11ion.

Tf the price elasticity of Canadian domestic supply is
1.0, instead of. 2.0, the consumer costs will be the same.

However, the estinate of the production efficiency loss is
much lower: it falLs to approximately 91.7 mill-ion in 1984.

Consequently, the total efficiency loss (CS and PE) would be

âbout $1 .8 million to $2.2 mill-ion depending on the

eJ.asticity of demand for colour Tvs ($1.95 million when the

elasticity of demand equals -l .5) . This means that the

I a I Hufbauer et a1. ,pp. 14-1s.
Trade Protection in the United States,
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efficiency Ioss per job saved would be 9970 to g1176 (and

$1052 when the elasticity of demand is -1.5). The gain in
producers' surplus would nov¡ be about 932 million r or

$17,363 per job saved.

5.3 POSSIBLE FUruRE DEVETOPMENTS AND GOVERNMENT
INITIATTVES

These cosls and benefits are subject to change as the

demand and supply for colour TVs changes over tine. This

section examines briefly the consequence of possible changes

for costs and benefits, and government policies howard the

colour TV i ndust ry ,

The colour TV market is now mainly a replacement market,
(plus first-time purchases by mostly young adults), hor¡ever

innovations (stereo sound) and styling (sIeek cabinets and

modular look) and nen uses (for home computers, video games

and video cassette recorers) have resulted in new demands.

Àfter purchases for these reasons occur the demand might go

down again, and reflect mostly replacement purchases, or

else new features and innovations could again spark ne!¡

demands. It wiLl be easier for the domestic companies to
hold onto their level of production if overaLl demand

increases. On the other hand, with a shrinking market and

import competition, it wiIl become very difficult for the

domestic companies t.o maintain production levels.
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To examine possible future developments in denand size

with respect to colour TVs, the costs and benefits
associated !¡ith government actions in suppor! of the

industry are estimated for various market scenarios. These

scenarios are summarized in Chart 5.2. It is assumed that

the incidence of purchases between imports and domestically-

assembled colour TVs remains the same, so that ¡¿e can focus

only on the total demand for colour TVs. This may not be

quite so realistic, especially since the recent growth in

de¡nand for 14-inch and 20-inch colour TVs have been

accornodated by increased irnports. To minim.ize the effect of

this problem on our results, the costs and benefits are also

estimated assuming a changing mix in market demand.

The main feature evident in Chart 5.2 is that empLoymenÈ

and the producers' surplus both gro!¡ as narket size and the

demand for dornestically-assembled colour TVs increases.

Employment increases from 1,586 to 2,115 as market size

increases from 1.2 miLlion to 1.6 million. These are pro-

rated in Chart 5.2 to the l-evel of output existing in 1984.

As well, the direct cash cost to consurners increase from

932.9 million to 943.9 million (as do tariff revenues and

the amount going to marketing agents, retailers and

distributors). The efficiency Loss remains the same in

absolute terms ($3.7 milLion), though efficiency loss per

job saved drops. This is important because if the market

would expand from its current size in 1984 of 1,399,900 to
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1,500,000, the efficiency loss r,¡ill fall from g1981 per job

saved to $1849, and to $1733 should the market grow to
1,600,000 (for a price elasticity of demand of -1.5).

If the market shrinks, then the opposite will occur: thè

efficiency loss per job saved wiIl increase, while

employmènt, the consumer cash costs and producers' surplus

wiIl all decrease. Thè consumer cash costs per job (about

$21,000) and the producers' surplus per job (about $16,000)

remain constant over the different market sizes because

changes in import levels and the demand for domestically-
assembled colour TVs are assumed to change in proportion to
the market size.

5.3.1 Denand Chanoes þ Screen Size of Colour TV

If tastes and the demând for individual screen sizes

change, then the total quantity dernanded of domestically-
assembled colour TVs will also change. Folloving the recent

trends in demand by each of the three major screen sizes, we

consider the following possibilities of changes in the

output mix:

The denand for the 14-inch and 20-inch colour TVs
continue to rise so that they capture a 30 and 60
percenl value share of the market, respectively;

the demand for 14-inch colour TVs rises much faster
so that it capture a 35 percent market share, leaving
2o-inch sets with a 45 percent share and 26-inch
colour TVs with a 20 percent share;

1.

2.



2 and the demand for the
percent of the market
sets capture 18 and
respectively.
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26-inch colour TVs captures 37
and the 14-inch and 20-inch
45 percent of the market,

Chart 5.3 summarizes the output mix for 1984 and for the

above three scenarios. The share of employment associated

¡,¡ith each of these sizes is assumed to depend on the number

of each size assembled, the sum of these equal to the 1850

associated !¡ith the domestic industry. The domestic shares

in 1984 were about 22 percent for the 14-inch, 33 percent

for the 26-inch colour Tvs, and 45 percent for the 2O-inch

colour TVs.

Chart 5.3

Percentage of Canadian CoLour TV Market*

Three Scenarios Ac tua I
( 1984 )

Mix 'l Mix 2 Mix 3 Mi x 4

14-inch screen: 30 35 18 22

2O-inch screen: 60 45 45 45

26-inch screen: 10 20 37 33

* the purchase incidence between imports and
domestically-assembled colour TVs remains
the same.

The costs and benefiLs associated with each of these

mârkèt scenarios are shown in Chart 5.4. The most
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favourable case in respect to the ratio of the efficiency
loss to the employment generated is Mix 3, which is the one

in which the demand for 26-inch sets increases. This is
because much of this submarket is provided domestically.

The efficiency loss costs per job are $l,931. Mix 3 also

creates 1r898 jobs, as conpared with the current actual

employment , 1850.

The value of imports will be highest under Mix 3. It can

be seen that tariff revenue and the direct cash costs to
tariff are also highest. In Mix 3, it is expected that the

26-inch submarket will- contribute more employment than will-

the 2O-inch TVs. Chart 5.5 shows lhe contribution of each

screen-size submarket by mix scenario. Of the four

scenarios ¡ only in the 26-inch submarket does Mix 3

contribute more jobs than the other mixes. À movement

toward smaller colour Tvs, as demonstrated in Mix 2, will
result in higher employment, but also higher efficiency loss

per job.

Since imports comprise a much larger share of the smaller

screen sub-markets, a shift in demand to smäIler colour TVs,

for instance to Mix 1 or Mix 2, could have an impact on the

domestic industry. Employment is much lower for Mi.x 1 and

Mix 2: 1685 and 1693, respectively. However, so too will
the consumer costs be smalLer because smaller sets are less

costLy and the absolute impact of the ad valorem tariff is
less. The highest direct consumer cash costs are associated
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Chart 5.5

Costs and Benefits by Colour rv Market
Demand Mix By Screen Size(in g'000)

I ¡-Incb !u!¡orL.t I

Dcrnànd Èf fic i rncy Trrifl-iìï'-,noz.ntolliî1,"r Eli' Revènr¡e

(Di!cct)
cÀsh Cost Àdditíonàl

On tñport6 to Di6tributing
Contunêra ¡l'lÀrtêt¡ng

Rèvènuê

l{ir 1

xix 2

Hir 3

xix I

337

392

202

241

567

776

a00

a89

t,572

5,318

2, ?{0

3,351

6,995

8,r37

4,192

5 ,121

2,123

2,819

1,a52

1,776

20-lDcb fu!¡¡rllt I

DeÞånô
xix EfiPlolr¡ncnt

( no. of uorlcr3)

(Di rect )
câsh colt Àôdition!l

larif! On ttlportr ro Dirtributing
neucnue coniu¡ncrg ¡ x¡ rLêÈ ing

Rcvcnuc

Efficièncy
f,ossr
(EL )

lli¡ 1

t{i¡ 2

I'li¡ 3

lai ¡ I

1,1f5

83?

83?

83?

2,211

1 ,658

1 ,658

1 ,658

15,f{3

11 ,337

1 f ,35?

1 f ,357

23,169

17,376

't1 ,37 6

11 ,316

I,026
6,019

6,019

6,019

26-ltch rub¡rl!È r

D€ßând !f f ic ícncY Târifl
Hir EñÞloyñènt LorÊr Rcvênuc

(no. ôf iorhcr¡ ) (EL)

(Dir.ct)
cÀsh cost Àddition¡l

On IDports to Di 3tributing
conEurèr! ! t{årtct¡n9

Rcvenue

¡{ir 1 232

Hi¡ 2 a6{

xir 3 859

Xi¡ { 166

Notes:

a50 3,l{B

920 6,295

1t702 11 ,655

1,s',r8 10,393

t,816 1,668

9,6 31 3, 335

17,832 6 
'171

15,901 5, 508

def ined in Chart 6.3.

colour Tvs is -1.5.
each domeslic

Colour TV Demand Mixes are as

* Price elasticity of demand forPrice elasticity of supply for
col.our TV screen size is-2.0.
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r¡ith Mix 3: just on imports alone they were 939.4 nillion
rvhich is about g1 million more than Mix 4, and much higher

than Mixes l and 2 ($35.1 and 935.0 million, respectively).
Total revenue wiII also increase as a result of a larger
narket demand.

5.3.2 Technoloqical Chanoe, Transportation Coats, Exchanqe
Rates

Technological change, transportation costs and exchange

rates l¡il1 have an impact on relati.ve prices. To consider

technological change, attention can be focussed on the

26-inch colour TVs. Às was iLlustrated in Chart 2.3, it is
on the larger sets that the domestic companies make their
returns, The recent introduction of the compressed picture

tube, and the monitor style colour TV has reduced

transportation costs, especially for larger screen sized

colour TVs. This makes imports of 20-inch and larger screen

sets more competitive. Most 26-inch colour TVs (87 percent

by unit) are imported from the United States. It can be

noted that the price of i.mported coLour TVs fron the United

States may also drop from these technological innovations

and lower transportation costs,

As pointed out earlier in this Chapter, the import own-

pri.ce elasticity of demand wiIl likely be larger than that

for colour TVs in general, because when relative prices

change, TVs from this subgroup nay be substituted for TVs

from other subgroups.
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It can be anticipated that part of the demand for

overseas 26-inch colour TVs will be met soon from exports

from NIC countries. These will also be likely Iess

expensive in the same way that present GPT (South Korean)

colour TVs are J.ess expensive than those from Japan and

Canada and other countries.

It is unlikely that the 14-inch and 26-inch sets are

close substitutes. Àlthough, it is likely that 20-inch

colour Tvs can be a price substitute to both 1 -inch and

26-inch colour TVs. The great.er the substitutability among

the sets the higher the efficiency loss costs per saved job.

For lower cross-price elasticities, the tariff revenue is
al-so higher, so and the burden on consumers be greater.

I,lhen changes in the exchange rate with the Japanese yen

occur, changes in both the price of imports and through

imported parts (affecting the price of domesticalJ.y-

assembled colour TVs) occur. As was displayed in Chart 2.4,

imported rnaterials accounted for 88, 68.7 and 59.9 percent

of the production cost of 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-i.nch

domesticaLly-assembled colour TVs, respectively, For most

of the domestic companies, these would all be imported from

Japan. RCÀ carries out its rnajor colour TV activities
outside of Japan. If other costs (such as distribution and

marketing) are based on thesè costs, for each 10 percent

fall in the Japanese yen, the price of a domestic colour TV

will fall 8.8, 6.9 and 6.0 percent respectively for these



three same sizes of colour TVs. For price changes from a

percent rise in the value of the yen, the reverse will

true,

The same lrill be true for changes in Canada's exchange

rate vlith the United Stales, although the effects wiIl be

small-er. Both countries import parts, but an important

variabl.e cost wilI be labour r¡hich depends upon wage

levels,las Information on hon wages in the two countries

compare is not availabLe, but the Canadian colour TV

industry executives r¡ho were interviewed did indicate that

the wages wouJ.d be similar, perhaps less in Canada.150

Exchange rate changes will tikely have only a marginal

effect upon relative wage rates.
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10

be

149 Regional Industrial Expansion Canada, !he. Electronics
!n-d.ge.!¡¿: Opportunities for Grol¡th, reports that in
1984, in the consumer electronic and electrical products
industry, salaried employees earned an average of $15.50per hour rvhile non-salaried enployees earned an average
of $9.50 per hour. It must be noted that in the colour
TV industry, most people are i.n assembly, and may be
paid Less than these figures which involve skilled
persons doing technical vork in the broader electronic
and elecLrical. products i ndust ry .

These were the industry interviews that took place
during Àugust 23 to 30, 1985 with: Luigi Romanelli,
Assistant to the Vice-President (Sanyo Industries
Canada ) , C. E. Kreutzwe i ser , Manager and Jay Cor¡an ,
Contract Àssembly (Electrohome Limited), Tom Fischer,
Accounting Manager (t"tatsushita Industrial Canada
Limited), and Peter J. Scheibling, Controller and Jim
McKay, P1ant Manager (RCA Inc.).

Isaiah Litvak also mentions the United States colour
TV industryrs argument that Canadian labour is cheaper,
in Isaiah Litvak, "Freer Trade With Canada: The
Conflicting Views of U.S. Business", Business ouarterlv
(November 1986), p. 49.

150



5.3.3 Government I nit iat ives

This section addresses directly
initiatives incJ.uding the reduction in

freer trade with the United States, as

withdrawal of the GPT for colour TVs,

138

possible gove rnment

MFN tariff rates and

well as lhe permanent

Results pertaining to the re-introduction of the GPT for
colour Tvs is given in Chart 5.6. Canadian assembly

operations are under incredible import competition mainly by

imports from GPT eligible countries. The import demand is

divided into those from GPT and non-GPT colour Tvs. The

impact of a faII in cPT prices on overall inport prices

depends upon colour Tvs' cross-price elasticities of demand.

The cPT will reduce domestic assembly and employment in

Canada to betr¡een 164 1 and 1798, depending upon the cross-

elaslicity of demand r,¡ith respect to price. Àssuming a

cross-elasticity of demand of 1.0 and a demand elasticity
for colour TVs of -1 .5, the efficiency loss cost per

employment wilL decrease from around 91r944 to $1r508 when

the cPT is removed. This means that the GPT will- actually
reduce the costs associated with supporting the industry.

However, the higher the cross-elasticity of demand the

larger wiII be the effect on employment, and the higher the

efficiency Ioss per job saved. with an i.mport

domestically-assembled cross-elasticity of denand of 2.0,

the efficiency J.oss per job saved increases to $1604.
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The tariff rate is scheduled to drop to 7.0 percent by

1987. The costs and benefits associated r¡ith this is
presented in Chart 5.7. This is also done for a range of

demand elastici!ies and cross-elasticities of demandr âs

shown in the chart.

T!¡o patterns can be observed. For Iower cross-price

elasticities, the employment leveLs can be better

maintained. And, for higher demand elasticities for
imported colour Tvs, the efficiency Ioss is Iarger.

Consequently, the nost favourable circumstances for Canada,

are low (absolute) cross-elasticities of denand and import

demand elasticities. For an import demand elasticity of

-2.0 and an import - domestically-assembled cross-elasticity
of demand of 0.5, the efficiency loss per employee is only

$800 (consumer direct cash cost on imports is $14r206),

When the import demand price elasticity rises to -3.0, it
becomes $1,200, and when the cross-elasticity of de¡nand also

rises to -2.0, it becomes $1,280 (and for the latter, the

direct consumer cash cost on imports alone per job wiII be

$15,734). Of course, a high import demand elasticity means

that domestic consumers have much to gain by lower import

prices. The low import demand elasticity can be thought to

be favourable in the sense that there is less reason to
reduce the tariffs on imports.

The annual costs

colour TVs occur with

benefits, should free trade in

United States, is shown in Chart

and

the
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CharÈ 5.7

Costs and Benefits ånd a Most-Favoured-Nat ion
Tariff Rate of 7 .0%

(in $'000)

EIÊlticity of !Þtnrnd for tñportcd colour Tvr i¡ -2'0¡

Iñport- (Di rêc t )

Dotnèltic Ca3h colt 
^dditioñllCro!!-Elrrtlcity Efficiency Tsri!f on^titpo!t3 to Di!tributing

-';;';;;¡;- 'Eìproyt.nt -- iã¡¡ Revcnue contu¡nêr! & xrrl'ting
(no' ãf iorkcr¡) (Ef') Rêvêñuê

0.5

1.0

2,0

1,812

1t77a

1 ,598

1,t50

I ,t50
't,{50

16 ,82t
I 6, 824

16, 82{

25,7t1

25 ,7 41

25 ,7 11

8,9r7

8,917

8,917

Elrsticitt of Dêrlônd lor tnportê¿l CoLour TlrÊ is -3,0¡

t ñìport- (Dircct )
Dornèst ic Câsh Cost Àdditionâl

Cro!!-El!!ticitt ¿fficirncy Tarift On thports Èo Distributing
of Dln¡ndr ErnploynênÈ Lo3s Rêvenuê Conguñêrg & NÀrketing(no, of rorher¡) (El) Rêvcnue

0.5

1.0

2.0

1,812

1,77a

f ,698

2 ,175

2,175

2,173

17 t162

11 t 162

17 t462

26,717

26,717

26,111

9,255

9,255

9 ,255

Notes:

r Cross-elasticity of demand betYeen dornestically-
assembled ånd inport colour TVs for an average pr¡ce

"¡ãng. in inportè resulÈing from a tariff reduction'
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5.8 for a range of import dernand elasticities and import -
domesticaLly-assembledcross elasticitiesof demand. The

costs and empfoyment benefibs are higher in this chart than

in Chart 5.7. For instance, for a -0.5 import demand

elasticity and a 2.0 cross-elasticity of demand betr,reen

imports and domestically-assembled col.our Tvs, the

efficiency Ioss is 92.5 miJ.J.ion and employment is 1,815, for
an efficiency J.oss per job of about g1,355. For an import

demand elasticity of -2.5 and a cross-elasticity of demand

of 2.0, the efficiency loss per employee is only g1,899.

The direct cash cost on imports to consumers will now be

about $24 mi1lion, and if the costs for domesticaì.1y-

assembled colour TVs are the same, the direct cash cost per

job wiJ.1 be 913,347.

5.3.3.'1 Ner Rationalization of Àctivities in North Àmerica

If a free trade arrangemènt is negotiated with the United

States, it is guite likely that any centralization of
present North Àmerican colour TV facilities would favour the

United States. Holrever, there has been concern on both

sides of the Canadian - United States border as to whose

colour TV industry wiLl benefit.lsi If there is no

centralization, it not clear how the MNCs will coordinate

This wiIl be discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.5.
Please see: Isaiah À. Litvak, "Freer Trade With Canada:
The Conflicting Views of the U.S. Business", pÞ. 48-491'
and Regional Industrial Expansion Canada, þþ.Assesçment: International Competitiveness profile;
Canadian Consumer Electronics Industry (SIC 3.3-C_).
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their North Àmerican activities on both sides of the border.

Some Canadian subsidiaries Eel¿ be allowed to supplement or
complement, in some screen sizes, the United States' market;

or the North American market can be divided a Iittle
differentLy (with Canadian-Iocated plants shipping more to
the northeast United States). The United States market for
cofour TVs is about ten times that for Canada, and if the

Canadian facilities can be used just to help fiIl some of
the replacement market, Canadian activity and employment can

be sufficiently expanded to reduce the above calculated
consumer costs pg! employed Derson.

The costs are high, but they are not so out of Line so

that if empJ.oyment could be increased by 50 percent the per

employed person costs approach the approximate average wage

income of the workers. In 1984, the consumers cash costs
(section 5.3) were just over g40r000 per employed person,

and the efficiency loss was $2,000 per employed person.

Àbout 920,000 per employee is due to direct cash costs on

imported colour TVs, much of which is offset by the
government getting tariff revenue (and marketing agents and

distributors about 913 miIJ.ion in total).152 with the higher
employment, the consumer cash costs on domestic colour TVs

per employed person would drop close to the average assembLy

wages in 1985 (about $15,000) .

is2 5"" Chart 5.1.
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5.4 coNcLusloN

This chapter has provided an estimate of the costs and

benefits associated with different policy directions, using

a simpJ.e comparative statics f ramer,¡ork. The importance of

certain assumptions (particularly about the elasticity of.

demand) and the impact of possible future developments upon

the benefits and costs were also investigated.

However, on the basis of the historical analysis in

Chapter 4, it appears that free trade will in aI1 likelihood
Iead to the cessation of the colour TV industry in Canada.

Tariff protection imposes a vêry high cost (consumer cos!s

and efficiency loss) when compared to the modest number of

assembly workers and induced additional employment in spin-

offs activities. The consumer costs amounted to over

$40r000 for each person employed in the colour TV industry.
However, about haLf of this was due to higher purchase costs

on imported colour TVs, which is balanced by tariff revenue

and additional revenues to marketing agents and

distributers. The consumption effect of protection were

calculated to be less than $300 per employed person.

However, the efficiency loss was estimated to equaL g2000

per employed person.

Possible future developments such as lower transport

costs and technological change would appear to increase the

relative costs to benefits of protecting Iocal assembLy.
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Exchange rates wi1I, of course, hurt Canada if the Canadian

dollar rises against the yen, or against the United States

dollar. Fina11y, it merits repeating that if a North

Àmerican rationalization of industry, perhaps as a result of

a freer trade arrangement betlreen Canada and the United

States, could increase employment by 50 percent, the per

employment costs of tariff protection--after tariff revenues

and additional revenues to marketing agents and distributors
due to higher import colour TV prices are deducted--would

approach the approximate average vrage income of the assembly

workers ($15,000 in 1985).



Chapter VI

ÀLTERNÀTIVE POI,ICY DIRECTIONS ÀND EVÀLUÀTTVE
CR]TERIÀ

The first part of this chapter provides a brief
examination of the Iiterature on the problems facing
Canadian manufacturing and appropriate policy responses.

Current governnent programs wiIl then be criticaLly
examined. Three broad poticy directions for advanced

technology consumer electronics and consumer durables wiIl
be identified and criteria for the evaluation of the poJ.icy

alternatives l¡iIL be offered.

6.1 REVIEW OF THE TITERÀTI'RE

This review is directed at Literature concerned with
appropriate Canadian public policy for the economic

development of Canadian manufacturing industries. It v¡i11

contribute to the perspective needed for the establishment
of policy alternatives in this thesis.

It has been long recognized that Canadian operations need

to attain sufficient voLume of output to have unit costs
which are internationally competitive. Literature which

emphasizes this takes a free trade position. The following
statement by English is ilÌustrative:
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Among the problems of Canadian manufacturing
industries, one of the most important is the
difficulty of attaining a sufficient voLume of
output to reduce unit costs to levels which are
competitive int.ernationally.,.Since in most other
respects (specialized and effective use of capital
eguipment and related technoJ.ogy ) Canadian
manufacturing resembles Àmerican, many Canadians
have become convinced that the principal handicap
to the achievement of a strong competitive
position lies in the barriers to economies of
large-scaIe production. 1 5 3

English's r,¡ork was published a year before companies in

Canada went into colour TV production; it foreshadowed

difficulties which were to be experienced by the domestic

coLour TV industry. Another classic Canadian study is by

Eastman and Stykolt, I 54 whose principal conclusion al-so

emphasizes that the size of a plant's market is an important

determinant of its size and of its relative costs. Eastman

and Stykolt attach much blame to tariffs and a policy that
alIows many companies to enter a small markèt producing

snall runs of several types or kinds of products. They also

rs3 Edward EngIish, Industrial Structure in eanadal s
Internatioña1cómpetlEf îepo-ãitiõñ-lÏõlTlearf canadian-'
Trade Connittee, 1964), p. ix. Please also see Harry G.
Johnson, !Þg g-anadian Ouandrv, (Toronto: McGraw-Hi11,
1963), 126-28.

tsa ¡1. ç. Eastman and S. Stykolt, The Tariff and Competition
in Canada (Toronto: The Macrnillan Press, 1967).

The contribution by EngIish, and by Eastman and
Stykolt, are part of a Canadian tradition to analyse
international trade and trade problems by using an
industrlal organization framework and perspective. The
small domestic market resul-ts in the international
narket and international compeLition being very
important to understanding industial and trade problems.
There has been, consequently, a great amount of Canadian
input to the development of this approach (much of the
work does not rely on rigour, but on an intuitive use of
ideas and concepts).
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emphasize the beneficial aspects of freer trade which is
expected to lead to specialization and production for
export. The Economic Council of Canada r ss supports this
view,156 as do others including R. J. and paul wonnacott,

who articulated it in a series of publications.t5T

In contrast to English, and Eastment and StykoJ.t who

believe that domestic competition policies should be

addressed, R. J. Wonnacott poines out that a government

policy to increase industrial scale and efficiency through

encouragement of mergers or cartelization of the relatively
small Canadian market cannot be expected to succeed in
raising Canadian efficiency unless it results in increased

Canadian exports and international i nt e rdependence . He

recognizes many probJ.ems to Canadian industry but emphasizes

trade barriers and goes on to argue that the best way to
increase Canadian exports is by encouraging freer trade.

r55

156

Economic Council of Canada, Lookinq Oulward, a New Tradestrateoy f or canada (ottawa:-Inf or.mã-tion cánãaã, tg75I.
Please also . see, for a government view: Senate,
Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Canada's Freé
Tradg Relations r.'ith the uniÈed States, voil---3Jõr tãñT
Supply and Services Canada , 1982).

These ínclude: Paul and R. J. Wonnacott, "Free Trade
Between the United States and Canada: Fifteen years
Laterr" Cqlradian PubIic Policv I (Special Supplement)(October 1982) ) R. J. wonnacott, "Àn AnaLysis of Some
Recent Developments in Trade Theory and policyr" Reportprepared fpr the lnstitute for Research ón puLIic
Policy, Ottawa: 1984; R. J. Wonnacott, Canada's Trade
Qptions (ottawa: Economic CounciL of Cañaããl-i S75) ; R.
J. Wonnacott, "Industrial Strategy: À Canadian
Substitute for Trade Liberalization?" Canadian Journalof Economics 8,4 (November 1975); and R. -J. and pãuI
Wonnacott, Flee Trêdq Between the United States and
Canada (Cambridge: Harvard University;-1337);-
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Benefits wiIl result from greater specialization and more

efficiency through longer production runs.158 If Canadian

firms can gain freer access to export markets, then they can

expand production, and benefit from economies of scale and

rational-ized production methods.

This 'freer trade' Iiterature visual-izes the coexistence

of Canadian industries with similar industries in other

countries and the export of Canadian output to those

countries, especially to the larger eastern American market

where transportation costs of exports are minimized. When

international irnpediments as tariffs are reduced or removed,

product differentiation and comparative costs increase in

importance. More recently, Harris and Coxlse and the Royal

158 Please see Christopher Green, Canadian Industrial
orqanization and Policv, 2nd ediÉi.on-ltoror¡to:--- ¡aõcraw-
Hi 11 Ryerson Limited, 1985).

l5s Richard G. Harris !¡ith David Cox, Trade, Industrial
PoIicy and Canadian Manufacturinq (Toronto: Ontario
Economic CounciI, 1984).

Please also see Richard G. Harris, I!dS., Industrial
Policv and International Cornpetition, volune I3, in the
series of studies commissioned as part of the research
program of the Royal Commission on the Economic Union
and Ðevelopment Prospects for Canada (university of
Toronto Press, 1985) .

Harris and Cox, using 1976 data, attempt to provide
empirica). evidence that Canadian manufacturing would
gain through scale efficiency when the tariff is
reduced. UntiI recently, most studies estinated a smalI
effect. Harris and Cox assume unit costs of production
that are sensitive to plant scale and specialization,
and est imate that i f tari f fs were removed, then
increased competitive pressures would stirnuLate large
increases in production of Canadian manufactures tha!
the country would then specialize in. As costs fall,
the price competitiveness of Canadian goods would
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Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects

for Canadar60 gave great importance to industrial
rationalization and the benefits that would result from

f reer trade.

The RoyaI commission's ReÞort proposes free trade with

the United States, with zero tariffs and detailed codes of

conduct.r6r Support of free trade by the Royal Commission

appears to reflect less the virtues of an unfettered narket

than the promotion of acceptance of neoclassical views of

the economy.162 À principat proposition from this report is
that Canadian policy needs to be more market oriented.

Letting the market play a major role becomes the strategy,
itself. Às with the Economic Council of Canadal63 report

160

increase, allowing them to be exported to other markets.
Their findings are very dependent upon these assumptions
and relationships.

RoyaI Commission on the Economic Union and Ðevelopment
Prospects for Canada, ReÞort (Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Services, 1985 ) .

The ReÞort also recommends:

1. that Canada continue t.o support the muLtilateraL
system of trade and payments as the mainstay of
Canada ' s foreign economic policy;

2. that import poJ-icy should be based on a
recognition of its costs to consumers and the
costs of delaying adjustment;

3. and the proviso is added that export promotion
should be pursued aggressiveJ.y with greater
reliance of private sector mechanisms.

Please see the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and

Development Prospects, &pg¡l_, Part Iv, p. 418.
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and the R. J. and Paul wonnacott articles, the Roya].

Commission's basic argument is that there are substantial
benefits for Canada in reducing its protectionism, and

seeking freer trade with its neighbours.

There are weaknesses in this literature, For instance,

it does not treat the concern that Canadian subsidiaries
wilI not establish specialized operations that export or

that the parent companies wiII serve the Canadian market

from operations elsewhere. In Chapter 2, it was identified
how many of the consumer electronics MNCS r,¡ith operations in
Canada, already have much J.arger operations in the United

States,

Other Literature support.s an interventionist role for
government.l6a Bourgau1tr l65 Brilton and Gilmourr166 and

162 Richard Simeon, a seminar given at Harvard University,
September 1985.

r63 Economic Council of Canada, Lookinq Out!¡ard.
l6a Since freer trade negotiations have started between

Canada and the United States, there have been a number
of more recent publícations on both the virtues of freer
trade and the dangèrs.

r 6 s Pierre Bourgault, Innovation and the Structure of
Canadian J-!-dS.!.Ð¿, special study no. 23 (Ottawa:
Science Council of Canada, 1972).

I66 John N. H. Britton and Jarnes M. GiLmour, L&. Weakest
U¡!: ! Technoloqical PersÞective 9¡. Cãnaãian
Industrial Underdevel,opment, background st.udy nõ. 13(Ottawa: Sciènce Council óf Canada, 1978).

167 Glen wiLLiams, N.9L for Export: Toward a political
4conomv of Canada's Àrrested Industrialization,
TTõ-r o n t. o : -l,rc c 1 ã 1 lã;Aãn d s t e r,¡ a r t, 1 9 I il-'
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Wi11iams167 have contributed to this Literature. r 68 In

common with the l¡riters who support free trade this Iine of

thought recognizes thât Canada has a modest domestic rnarket

and refLect the belief that Canadian-based operations need

to supplement their production for the domestic market with
exports. Ho!¡ever, these writers address the relationship
betr,¡een subsidiaries and their parent operations.t6s Their

ideas are frequently associated v¡ith Canadian nationaLism

and economic sovereignty. Moreover, they often advocate an

industrial policy that does not rely on the market place to
determine the course of industriesrTo or to determine how

fast adjustment should be allowed to take pJ-ace.171

16e Also, there is the book: Ðaniel Drache and Duncan
Cameron, eds. , The Other Macdonald ReÞort: The
Consensus gn Canada's Future that the Macdonald
Commission Left Out, (Toronto: Lorimer, 1985) .

Bourgault's report and that by Britton and Gilmour's
were both written for the Science Council of Canada, a
federal government advisory body. Since the 1970s, this
Council reLeased several reports relating to the ¡reak
exporting performance of Canadian manufacturing, the
above two receiving the nost attention.
A critical assessment of the views found in Britton and
Gil-mour (1978) is found in: D. J. Daly, "Weak Links in
'The Weakest , Canadian Publie PoIicv, (1979), pp.
307-17; and Kristian S. Palda, The Science Council's
weakest Link: A Critique of the Science eõuna ilE
Technocratic Industrial Strateqv for Canada (vancouvér:
The Fraser Institute, 1979).

16s Bourgault examined Canada's advanced technology sectors
and points out that because the parent is large, and has
access to the same technology, economies of scale and
efficiency mean that it is unprofitable to the MNC to
have the subsidiary export when the parent can. Britton
and Gilmour stressed that foreign ownership resulted in
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À J.eading characteristic of this literature is that it
proposes the need for more than traditional- policy
instruments for Canadian public policy. For example,

Britton and GiLmour, perhaps the most explicit in their
policy recommendations, recommend sorne tariff protection for
mosl industries until an advanced technology capability is
achieved,lT 2 but also propose the use of different
incentives and penalties to encourage and/or coerce the

private sector (Canadian-owned or controlled firms) to
achieve greater 'technological sovereignty' at home.

Steps cou).d i nc lude :

A reorganization of existing industrial sectors to
create newly rationalized and specialized firms withproduction ef f iciencies,

170

domestic branch plants which depended upon imports of
foreign technology, machinery and components. please
see: Bourgault, Innovation aDd the Structure of
Canêdian Industrv, p.-36; anA B;fïro;;nd-õTlmõE rtre
weakest Link, pp. 92, 110.

There have been several Canadian books written onindustrial policy in recent years. PIease see: Michael
81iss, The Evolution of Industrial policies in Canada:
Àn Historicâ1. Survev, discussion papei no. 218 (Ottar,¡a:
Economic Council of Canada, 1982); p. C. Davenport and
P. C. Green, l{. S. Milne, R. Saunders and w. Watson,
Indus!rial PoIicy in Ontario and Ouebec (Toronto:
Ontario Economic Council, 1982); and nichard O. French,
Ho!¡.Ottafe,-Deçiqes: Planninq and Industrial policv-
Makino 1968-1980 (ottawa: Canadîãn---¡nEtTturã---fõf
Economic PoI icy, 1980).

Àctual-1y adjustment assistance will pLay a key role in
heJ.ping make any movement to freer trade acceplabJ.e, and
this is recognized generally in the economic LiteraÉure:
one form might be to make graduaL the adjustment
procesS.

The topic of adjustment assistance is closely related to
discussions of declining industries. please see: Glenn
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2. Formation of 'core' Canadian-controlIed, technoJ.ogy
independent firms to take the role of leaders, and

3. Seleclion of strategies to move core firms into
promising future produc!s.

By and large these vJere considered in the rationalization
programs for the Canadian coLour TV industry.

Britton and GiLmour aLso recommend:

4. Promotion of small manufacturers to service the
' core' compan i es ,

5. World trading consortias, and

6. Stricter regulation of foreign investment and
technoJ.ogy imports.

Britton and GilmourlT3 argue that any move to freer trade

should be opposed untiL other policies have improved

Canadian industry's compeLitiveness. They also suggest that
the governnent's industrial policy shouLd favour

manufactured goods which incorporate Canadian technology in
procurement. They further recommend that the government

provide risk capital to users of domestic technology at
preferent iaL rates.

17 2

173

P. Jenkins and John Evans, Worker Adiustment policies:
Àn ÀIternative to Protectionism (Ottawa: The North-
so-orEñ-ÏãG t i t ut e, -1 9õTf,-- nõy--ã. Ma r r hew s, r ndusr r i a 1viqbilitv in ? Free Trade Economv: 4 proãra¡n of
Àdiustment Policies for Canada (Toronto: private
Planning Àssociation of Canada , 1971); Ronald S.
Saunders, Àid to workers in Declininq Industries
( r o r o n t o : on r a r i o Ec o n om-Iã c o üãc i Il----i3t-Z' ) ; 

--[l u s-TE'ã
works by R. J. and Paul wonnacott and the Economic
CounciL of Canada r è.g. Lookinq Outward.

Britton and GiImour, The Weakest !!g!, Chapter 7.

rbid..
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This interven!ionist fiterature has a number of problems.

For instance, civil servants nay not be able to successfully

identify r¡inners. WatsonrTa articulates this concern weIl:

he emphasizes that market forces are better than alternative
forms of organization for the efficient allocation of

resources. He acknowledges that there are market

imperfections, but states that public policy should be used

only when it is possible to address thesê.

Regarding the issue of helping domestically-owned

companies versus foreign enterprises, ReichlT s points out

that in the case of the Unitèd Stâtes, that it is wrong to

give a national orientation to new policies for advanced

technologies. His views also appear to be applicable to

Canada. Reich describes how R & D in the world follows the

'principle of Techno-Globalism' where corporations, as weII

as academic conmunities, draw on talent internationally.
À1so modern technol-ogy, through data banks, blueprints,
information and designs, can flow quickJ.y across national

boundaries. It is more important to develop a workforce

Hith expertise for technological innovative ability in one's

country. This means some way must be found to attract
product-spec i f ic skills to one's country. Technological

learning is a certain kind of knowledge founded in shared

experience. It is not necessary that the country only help

i74 I.l. watson, À E¡j.¡gl on the Economics of
PoIicv (Toronto: ontario Economic Council,

17s Reich, "The Rise of Techno-Nationa1ism".

lndustrial-^=-:-ì-t>é3 ) .
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or assist dornes! ically-owned companies, but by helping even

foreign companies to do more R & D in one's country,
technological ability and expertise will increase, allowing
new ideas and activity, perhaps domestically-owned, !o
occ ur .

More recently, there appears to be the development of a

third group of literature on public policy. It takes a

somelrhat middl-e approach. It includes work by Saunders,lT6

Harris,l77 and the Science Council of Canada.t?8 Much of.

this literature focusses on the MNC, and an important part
of it is concerned with internationat special agrèements

between governnents and MNCs. Saunders r¡ou1d like a policy
plan that helps the country move towards freer trade
provided there are appropriate safeguards regarding activity
Ievels by MNCs in Canada. He suggests that MNCS be reguired
to guarantee that their Canadian content value-added (e.g.

labour and parts) v¡i11 at least match that of pre-free trade
Levels. The governmènt must also carefully screen proposals

for new foreign direct investment and future participation
of MNCS in the Canadian economy, so as to secure WpMs for
Canadian subsidiaries. Àlso, the Science Council of

t 7 6 Ronald S. Saunders, "Continentalism and Economic
Nationalism in the Manufacturing Sector: Seeking Middle
9!9u!9, " Canadian Pub1ic þUSL B (ocrober 1992) ,463-80.

r7? Harris, Trade, Industrial poLicv and International
ComÞetition.

l7I Science Council of Canada, Canadian IndustriaL
Dçvelopment : Ug. Pol icv Di rect ions, Repo-t 37-(Otta!¡a :
1984), p. 35.
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MuIt inat ionals and I ndustr ial
$lgêleg¡f : The Role of World Product Mandates falls into
this literature. This report proposes that the government

encourage subsidiaries in Canada to seek WPMs from their
parents outside Canada (in order to lower unit costs,

improve domestic capabilities and exploit long-Lerm export

opportunities). The government must pick areas or

industries and choose subsidiaries to assist, negotiating

with the parent MNC to have the Canadian subsidiary carry
out production, R & D and marketing. Morèver, in a 1984

report,rso the Science Council of Canada recommends that the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association should offer advice and

assistance to Ieading executives of foreign subsidiaries to
help them present the case to their parent MNC for building
a slrong export-oriented subsidiary in Canada, and in

situations the government can seek the substitution of

direct foreign investment for imports, using whatever

incentives and J.everage it has available.

The 1984 Science Council report also emphasizes the role

of government assistance in the gro!¡th of smal1 but dynamic

Canadian high-technology firms. There is the problem that a

trade deal with other countries might not allow subsidies

and restrict the making of special agreements by Canada with

17s Science Council of Canada, UuLtinationaLs and Industrial
S!¡e-!Ê91¿: The Rol-e of Wor1d Product Mandates (ottawa:
1980 ) .

r8o Science Council of Canada (1984), Canadian Industrial
Developmentr Some PoIicv Directions, Report 37 (Ottawa:
1984), p, 35.
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MNCs. Outright financial assistance might especially be

prohibited, Harrisrrs l too, suggests a technological policy

designed to help smalL and medium-sized (domestic) firms in

high-technology industries increase their R & D activities
in Canada. He stresses thè need in any case for free trade,

and does not overl-ook MNCS and a role for government to help

make Canadian subsidiaries attractive for MNC investment.ls2

He also suggests selective assisÈance by the government for

certain businesses it considers dynamic. The purpose is to
gain more R & D, purchasing, and enployment (in research,

management and other high-income jobs) for Canada.l83

There are weaknesses to

Atkinsonr l s4 raises many of

wPMs. He emphasizes that
activities to subsidiaries

this third line of thought.

these problems with respect to

since the assignment of MNC

is an internal process,I Is

Harris, T!-eC.e., Industrial PoIicv and International
Competition.

182 On this point, pJ.ease aLso see Andre BLais, "The Debate
on Canadian Industrial Po1icy," in Àndre BIais, research
coordinator, Industrial P.c-Ugl¿, Volume 44 in the series
of studies commissioned as part of the research program
of the RoyaI Commission on the Econonic Union and
Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1985).

r83 The importance of these activities is also reported in
Isaiah À. Litvak and Christopher J. Maule and R. D.
Robinson, P.uêf- !-g!gÀ!!l¿: Canadian 

= 
U.S-. Business

Àrranqements (Toronto: McGra\,¡-Hiì.L Company of Canada
Limired, 1971).

Àtkinson, "If You Can't Beat Them: world Product
Mandating and Canadian Industrial Policy".

This is consistent with the views of Àlan Rugman, cited
in our discussion in Chapter regarding strategic
decision-making and centralization of R & D. E.g.

t85
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governments wiIl require "a broad knowledge and a potent set

of policy instruments if it is to have any direct inpact on

the decisions of parent (MNcs). " Atkinson asks a

fundamental guestion v¡hether the government should encourage

such subsidiary activity as wPMs at alt. He focusses on

three probLems:

the government's need to be familiar ¡¡ith global
operat ions;

the future of these production and other subsidiary
assignments remains a prerogative of the parent MNCS;
and

the Canadian subsidiaries might become increasingJ.y
dependent on the government to maintain Levels of
assistance and preferential policies that a1low them
to defend or continue to receive mandates.l86

Litvak, Maule and Robinsonr 87 note other probLems in a

MNC presence in Canada, including dependency on foreign

decisions for future investnent and expansion, and potêntial
problems for Canadian trade unions (the parent has

substantial bargaining pover if it can switch production

between countries). Litvak, Maule and Robinson also mention

that the monetary and fiscal powers of the country can be

reduced when much of the economy is foreign owned. r I I

Rugman and DougIas, "The Strategic Managenent of
Multinationals and World Product Mandating". Please
also see: AIan M. Rugman, Inside the MuLtinationals:
The Economics of Internal Markets (Nevr York: Columbia
University Press, 1981 ) .

r86 Àtkinson, "If You can't Beat Them: I,torld product
Mandating and Canadian Industrial PoIicy", pp. 143-44.

18? Litvak and Maule and Robinson, DuaI Lovalty.
I I I The companies access to the retained earnings of

3.
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Moreover, Litvak and Maulelss explain how Canada may !¡ant to

include terms in an agreement to require MNCs to manufacture

a certain number of products and volume of output in Canada,

to limit the use of extraterritorial employment¡ ârìd to

Iimit lhe transfer of inventions for the purpose of

manufac!uring outside of Canada without permission.

Rugman and Douglas draw attention to another problem

insomuch as the majority of MNCs do not readily grant

production and R & D activities, and wPMs to their

subsidiaries in Canada. rso To overcome this problem the

ontario Àdvisory committeel el (made up of executives f rorn

important companies in Canada) stress a tax and incentive

system that will make Canada internationally attrâctive in

order to enhance subsidiaries' abilities to v¡in nandates

from their parent MNCS.

189

affiLiates and parent MNCSr access to funds can weaken
domestic monetary pol icy measures , and through
manipulation of transfer prices the companies might be
able !o evade taxes.

Isaiah À. Litvak and Christopher J. MauLe, "Sma1l-Medium
Sized Canadian Firms and Their International Business
and R & D Activities," Technological Innovation Studies
Program, Research Report No. 94 (Ottawa: Regional
Industrial Expansion, Office of Industrial Innovation,
1984).

Rugman and Douglas, I'The Strategic Management of
Multinationals and WorId Product Mandating". PIease
also see Àlan M. Rugman, "Research and Development by
Multinational and Ðomestic Firms in Canada, " Canadian
Public Poticv 7 (1981), pp, 604-16. See Chapter 2, p.
16-7 .

Ontario, Ontario Advisory Committee, !he. ReÞort of the
Àdvisory Committee (Toronto: 1980), pp. 8-12.

190
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Fina1ly, another general weakness in this literature
would be the reliance on the government's ability to pick

winners and to spot niches vhere a Canadian subsidiary or

domestically-owned company might be successful at entering.
Àlso in order to articulate policy objectives and do case-

by-case anaJ.ysis to discover product Iines r¡hich appear most

compatible with subsidiaries will require high search costs

and expensive negotiating.

This review of three major lines of thought in the

Iiterature shows that eâch offers a different understanding

of what should become Canadian publ ic poI icy. The

Iiterature supporting free trade emphasizes above al-1 else

the need for Canadian operations to attain sufficient voLume

of output to achieve unit costs which are competitive

inter.nationally. The I i terature supporting an

interventionist roLe for government advocates the need for
tariff protection at Least until advanced production

capabilities are achieved, and the use of incentives and

penalt ies to encourage and/or coerce Canadian-owned or

controlled firms to achieve greater production and to
advance technoLogically. The third Iiterature argues that
an appropriale Canadian public policy for the econornic

development of Canadian manufacturing industries must focus

on the MNC and special agreements bet!¡een the governnent and

MNCS. It supports a policy plan thab moves the country

tolrards freer trade, but provides government intervention on
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assistance is to sa f egua rd

rna ke Canadian subsidiar ies
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object of the

in Canada and to

MNC investment.

di f ferent poLicy

be examined in

6.2 CT'RRENT GOVEIRNMENT PROGRÀMS

Current government programs provide important additional
perspective for t.he discussion of alternative policy
measures. Import policies, industrial policies and, then, R

& D policies will be outlined.

Canada's main instrument of import policy is the tariff.
It is not the only instrument. As was shown in Chapter 3,

supplementary measures such as anti-dumping duties and the

withdrawal of the GPT have been resorted to in the past.

Holrever, these measures are added onto the initial tariff,
and only apply in specific circumstances. Nonlariff
barriers are not important r,¡ithin the North Àmerican market

for consumer electronics. There are only minor differences
in standards and these have a little impact on where

products are made because product adaptation to the other

countryr s standards can easily be made. 1s 2

I s 2 However , beLween North Amer ica (NTSC standards ) and
Europe (PÀL/SECÀM), there are major differences in
standards which means that coLour TVs made for one
market can not easiLy be adapted for the other market.
Therefore, in colour TVs, there are reaIIy t¡,¡o different
markets served by separate factories, which makes any
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Canada does not have a well developed or formulated

industrial policy as have Japan or France. Canada does

provide financial and technical aid: financial aid can be

direct (i.e. grants, 1oans, and guarantees) or indirect
(i.e. tax advantages or through government purchases). The

government's principal support for industry comes through a

system of tax incentives.ls3 within the federal government,

lhe Ðepartment of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE) vas

responsible for providing programs and services to industry.
It has just recently been replaced, as the government

underwent a major restructuring of responsibilities. The

government created two economic development agencies: the

Àtlantic Canada Opportunities Agency on June 6, 1987 and the

Western Diversification Office on August 5, 1987. The

government also created a ner,¡ Ðepartment of Industry,
Technology and Science. It still remains to be seen which

policies develop and programs emerge. At the tine of this
writing, no spending plans or programs in connection with

this restructuring has been announced.ls¿

exporting of colour TVs between the two impossible.

Canada offers investment tax credits which reduce the
after tax cost of R & D and, as well, the purchase of
new manufacturing equipment. Particularly for high
technology equipment, accelerated depreciation provides
a source of assistance. Firms, generally, which are
expanding or nodernizing existing plants and companíes
¡shich are establishing new facilities can also seek
assistance.

The regional developrnent agencies wiII be in charge of
funding co-ordinating and efforts of other departments,
and have as main purposes the development of their
regions. The ner¡ industry department will pick up
science and technology activities, focussing on advanced

fs4
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However, the present Conservative government set out its
philosophy of economic management in its en Àqenda for

Economic Renev¡al (1984)rs5 and in the federal budget of May

1985. 1 e 6 Both of these can be seen as statements of

intentions: setting out principLes and priorities. The

government is not bound by these principles, but they do

describe presènt purposes that nevr policies might be

compared against for consistency. The privat.e sector is
encouraged to go more its own way.lsT Budget cuts reduced

monies available as direct grants, and one major emphasis of

governrnent activities is to do investment prospecting,

developing and presenting memoranda of understanding betv¡een

the government and industries and companies. By investment

prospecting is meant that the government is active in

investrnent promotion, for instance through investment and

trade ties. For example, there have in recent years been

high profile trips by department and other government

officials to South Korea and Japan. They were intended to

encourage such developments as joint ventures, licensing

tèchnology and hor¿ to help Canada develop and keep
competitive.

rss Finance Canada, An Àoenda for Economic Renewal (Ottawa:
1984).

1s 6 Finance Canada, Þgdg.g! Papers: Securinq Economic
Renewal (Ottawa: 1985 ) ; and Finance Canada , Þ.
Manaqement Initiatives: IÂ!!.!g.L Results from the Task
Force on Proqram Review (tøay) (Ottawa: 1985).

Please also see: Finance Canada, Àn Àqenda for Economic
@.L: Princ iples and Proqress (Ottawa: 1986 ) .

1 s 7 Finance Canada, E!dg-g! bpg-Þ.: Securinq Economic
Renewal .
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agreements, joint R & D, and two !,¡ay investment. Ðuring the

South Korean brip, it was announced that Hyundai would

invest 9200 million in a passenger car assembly plant in

Canada; Toyota confirmed a decision to build a plant during

the Japanese visit. Some other car assembly announcements

f ollor¡ed, Memoranda of understanding establish frameworks

for some co-operative action based upon a long-term link for

discussions with individual companies and associations.

ExampLes of the latter have been the Canadian Sporting Goods

Àssociation and Canadian Council of Furniture Manufacturers.

A memorandum of understanding has also been signed with the

Canadian aerospace industry. The colour TV assembly

industry has not been part of the memoranda of

understanding, and no special programs have been developed

to help the índustry (as had occurred in the past).

The government has a vari.ety of policies intended to

assist product and process development in Canada. These

include the provision of scientific and technical

information, tax incentives (n C O invesLment tax credit,
tax allowance, and other measures), grants, and procurement

fron the private sector (e.g. encouraging purchases of

innovation and inventive output). In recent years, these

policies have been modified and intensified. 1s I

ls I Jeffrey I . Bernstein, "Research and Developmènt,
Patents, and Grant and Tax Policies in Canada," in
Donald G. McFetridge, research coordinator,
Technoloqical Chanqe in Canadian I_@.!.Ð1, VoIume 3 in
the series of studies commissioned as part of lhe
research program of the Royal Commission on the Economic
Union and Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto:
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The federaL government has a number of grant programs

intended to decrease the unit cost of a specific type of R &

Ð investment program. rse A most important program is the

Industrial and Regional Development Program, which was

administered through DRIE2oo ( it is uncertain whether the

program may change under the neh' Department of Industry,
Technology ancl Science). The program included grants for
firms of specific size or for specific types of R & D

investment projects. They must be applied for and approved

by the federal government. The product and process

development must be undertaken in Canada: there is an

emphasis on those innovalions with commercial application.
DRIE aLso provided grants, loans and technical assistance to
manufacturing firms adversely affected by structural change

199

Universi!y of Toronto Press, 1985), pp. '1 -41.
Another kind of policy is the public sector production
of innovation and inventive oulput.

The Industrial Research Àssistance Program encourages
production activities based on the physical and
biological sciences and engineering; Defence Industry
Productivity Program, which encourages R & Ð investment
into product and process development in the defence
industries; and there is the I ndus t ry/Labora tory
Projects, to promote the transfer of resuLts for federal
laboratories in order to develop product and process
innovations.

This program replaces the Enterprise Development Program
among others, that were also administered by DRIE. The
Industrial and Regional Development Program promotes
industrial development through the support of private
sector initiatives with particular emphasis on projects,
industries and technoLogies with the greatest potential
for econo¡nic return, sustained growth and international
competitiveness. The support can take a variety of
forns including feasibilíty studies, project and process
innovation, new plant establishment, modernization or
expansion of existing plant facilities and marketing. A

200
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(e.g. from imports) under this Program. Its assistance has

been aimed at and used for stimulating economic activity,

creating jobs in slow-growth regions and promoting

technology development. In the 1980s, the colour Tv

industry in Canada benefitted from assistance under the

Industrial and Regional DeveJ-opment Program and the replaced

Enterprise Development Program, andRegional Development

Incentives Program (since withdrawn). The assistance helped

to partially offset costs in purchases of equipment and

plant modernizations.

With respect to tax incentives, there have been nany

government provisions introduced to protnote R & D capital
investment. Bernstein2ol summarizes provisions introduced

over the last decade:

current and capital R & D expenditures can be
deducted in the year they were incurred or in any
year thereafter.
Current and capital R & D expenditures in the current
year are eligible for a tax credit.
Current and capital R & D expenditures in the current
year in excess of the averagè of the three preceding
years âre eligible for a 50 percent tax allowance.
Deductibl-e R & D expenditures are reduced by the
amount of the allor¡ance.

few of the TV conpanies were able to benefit from these
programs: for instance, when Matsushita expanded in the
early 1980s, and by Matsushita and others in making
improvements to their assembly operations.

Bernstein, "Research and Ðevelopment, Patents, and Grant
and Tax Policies in Canada", in McFetridge 

'Technoloqical Chanqe in Canadian l-4.¡]sg!!.y., pp. 30-1.

2.

5.

20I
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The federal budget of 1983 introduced many of the current
rates. Àny tax allowance based on incremental R & D

expenditures have been eliminated, the tax credit rate for
companies eligible for the small business corporate income

tax rate is now 35 percent, 30 percent f.or companies

operating in the Gaspe and the Àtlantic provinces, and 20

percent for all other companies. Also, for the tax credit a

three-year carry-back period r¡as introduced and the carry-
forward period increased to seven years.

a $90 million federal grant program to provide money to
private companies, specifically for microelectronics was

announced April 25, 1987. The money, however, has been

garnered from other federal projects. Most of the grants

wiIl be provided through a nee, office, which was within
ÐRIE, and may be transferred to the Department of Industry,
Technology and Science. Companies working alone, or

alongside university researchers or with foreign companies

will be abLe to benefit.

Comment should also be made on certain other areas of
public policy. DRIE had no specific industrial adjustment

assistance programs to help industries in difficulty because

of import competition. There were special DRIE programs to
help firms in the following specific industry sectors:2o2

20 2 Regional Industrial Expansion Canada, Canada's
Industrial Adiustment to Trade Policy Chanqe and
External Shocks, study prepared for the Royal Commission
on the Economic Union and Devel-opment Prospects fot
Canada, Research Symposium (Ottawa: 1984).
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textiles and clothing, leather and footwear, automotive

parts, shipbuilding, and pulp and paper. These or similar
programs wiLL probably continue under the nev¡ Ðepartment of

I ndustry , Technology and Sc ience. Employment and

Immigration Canada (EIC), which is responsible for programs

to help make the Canadian labour market function more

efficiently, can provide training and temÞorary income

protection to workers who lose employment in Canadian

industry. EIC has no special labour market programs for
workers affected by import competition. So far, since the

mid-1970s, there has been no special industry assistance

offered for the Canadian consumer electronics industry.

Regarding trade policies, the government is committed to
giving priority !o strengthening the multilateral trade

system. In September, 1985, the government proposed and has

since entered negotiations tonards a bilateral trade

agreement !¡ith the United States. Canada also has GPT rates

for many goods imporLed from developing countries, although

these were taken off colour TVs. Canada r¡ould like to

mainLain an image in favour of international development.

6.3 IdÀiIOR POLICY ÀITERNÀTIVES

Three general and alternative policy directions come out

of the literature revier,¡ for the colour Tv industry and

consurner electronics sector. They are:



Protection,

Free trade, and

Free trade with
industry basis.

i ntervent i on on case by case

Protection is the policy direction that is presen!ly

employed in the Canadian consumer electronics industry.
Protection can include small changes in the tariff rates,
but basicaLly some level designed to provide a safety margin

of support for domestic activiLies is present. As evidenced

in Chapter 3, on the history of the colour TV industry,
protection of the domestic market has led to branch plants,

so this might also be called the branch pLant option. A key

concern is the consumer costs, since tariffs increase prices

r,¡hich are born by consumers,

The second policy direction, free trade, requires the

domestic economy to adjust to international competition and

market forces. Àctually, under this policy direction
different kinds of free trade might be pursued. One is
general free trade: to this end, a graduaL and reciprocal
decline in MFN tariff rates vrould be sought. Ànother policy
pursuit is free trade betwèen Canada and the United States.

In both cases, the government relies on the ¡narket process

to guide how companies in Canada adjust and whether MNCs

will produce in Canada for the international, North Àmerican

or even domestic markets (or not at all). Reciprocal tariff
reductions, of course, not only extend the range of

t.

J.
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manufactured producLs which firms in Canada can profitably
export, but will aLso increase the degree of import

compet i t ion for domestic producers.

A third policy poJ.icy direction is for the government to
pursue freer trade accompanied by intervention measures

aimed at firms and MNCs in specific industries.
Intervention might include negotiation and the use of
leverage with foreign and domestic companies and domestic

subsidiaries, perhaps including various incentives such as

tax breaks, subsidies and preferential loans. Therefore,
instead of relying only upon the marketplace to signal how

industries should adjust, the government would be involved
in special intervention measures to aid companies'

adjustment and/or expansion. Àdditional freer trade access

can be offered to a MNC on particular product(s), contingent
on the MNC carrying on additional activity in Canada (e.g,if
regional freèr trade with the United Stätes is pursued, then

additional freer trade on impor!s of a MNCS overseas

products can still- be given, subject to the MNC's commitment

to carry on more activity in Canada).

Regarding possible advantages for locating in Canada, it
might be noted they have not by themselves been sufficient
to attract much Canadian consumer eLectronic investment.

The advantages include:

1. Access to the Canadian narket. Hor¡ever, in mostproducts, including consumer electronics, the
Canadian market is much smaller than the United



States rna r ket ; although thè
consumer electronic s narket is
market in its own right.
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dome s t ic Canadian
sti11 a significant

¿. Access to the Canadian workforce. Canada has a
highly educated and skilted workforce (aLbeit not in
consumer electronics nor in technological commerciaJ.
innovation), The workforce has becóme increasingly
urbanized, and is ethnicalty diverse.

Àn industrial infrastructure, and fine educational
and research facil-ities. Canada's relatively
inexpensive educationaL system also includes ã
diverse system of non-university institutions
comprised of Comrnunity Colleges, technical and trade
schools.

À stable political life and modern amenities to make
relocat ion easier for any foreign workers and
executives who may have to accompany foreign
investment i nto Canada .

Canadian businesses pay relatively inexpensive rates
for energy. Office, factory and commercial space is
reasonably pr iced and readi ly avai lable. Most
communities also have industrial parks specifically
designed to meet various business needs, ãnd land iË
relatively inexpensive to that in many countries.

4.

E

lf. freer trade occurs between Canada and the United

States, tr,ro points become particularly important:

6. Canada's transportation and communications systems
are well deveJ-oped, and provide easy access to the
United States and international ¡narkels.

7. Proximity to the Iarge United St.ates market.

Of course, Iocations in the United States will be even

closer to the United States market.
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6.4 CRITERIÀ FOR DECIDING BEfi{EEN POIJICIES

The following criteria are established for the comparison

of public policy alternatives for consumer elec!ronics in

terms of the Canadian public interest. Although provincial
and lower leveLs of government can play a role, the major

mandaLe and 'machinery' (of government departments, national
boards and agencies, and programs) for developing and

implementing consumer electronics policy Iie with the

federal government.

For many items in this criteria Iist, it is important to
remember that many different interested parties might be

affected: consumers, workers (production workers,

engineers, researchers), the government and the Canadian

subsidiary and/or MNC parent. while it is important to try
and keep a general perspective on how the ¡vhol-e night be

affected by policy, it is also essentiaf to show how

different groups or parties might be affected.

The following is a 1i st of criteria:

1. Employment creation (with emphasis on advanced-skiIls
and high-income employment ) ,

2. I nvestment ,

3. R & D and technological innovation,
4. Consumer pr ices,

5. Eguity (no undue burdens on particular groups),

6. Regional and federal-provincial considerations (e.g.
hos benefits are allocated and the regional añdprovincial incidence of costs),



7. Balance of trade (and services),

8. covernmènt budgetary position,

9. Consistency with other policies.

À pol icy that promotes the c reat i on of employment

opportunities is a key criteria. Advanced-skilIs and high-

income ernployment wiIJ. be more desirable than low-skilL
employment.

Investnent is important, because it results in economic

activity and creates employment. Activities involving
manufacturing and R & D and technological innovation are

especially attractive because they will result in advanced-

skills and high-income employment, provide interesting jobs

and exposure by Canada's skiLled and educated 203 to the

process of innovation.

There are policies and results that the governrnent would

Like to avoid. Policies with burdens that fall on a few, or

which hurt poorer rnembers of society are not considered

desirable as are policies which raise consumer prices. The

fact that provinces and regions of the country may be

affected differently is an important consideration. If alL

the benefits accrue lo one or two provinces but the burden

of a policy is felt by all provinces, the inequity of these

costs and benefits could lead to regional, poLitical
difficulties. when financial assistance is involved, it

2o3 This will be important if
activilies at risk in developed
lower labour costs.

NICs continue to put
countries through their
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matters ehere the benefits occur--since aII provinces may

contribute to taxes, but only the workers and spin-off
activities in a single region may benefit from the rerlards

of any resultant company investment.

Canada is running a balance of trade deficit in
manufactures, and trade in consumer electronics is
particularly one-sided. While haLf of the Canadian coLour

TV rnarket is provided through inports (increasingly from

NICs, even with the GPT removed), only a small fraction of
total Canadian output is exported. The more activity done

in Canada, and the more Canada can export, the better for
Canada's trade balance. If a MNC does more R & D in Canada,

there may initially .be higher service deficits in consumer

electronics (e.g. license fees and royalties on new

technology ) .

How the treasury is affectèd can be important,
particularly during the present times of budget restraints,
when there are many competing claims on government

expenditures. Tariff revenues bring money t.o the Canadian

treasury. However, subsidies and financial assistance

impose a cost on the government.

À poJ.icy nust be viewed with respect t.o consistency lrith
other policies already in place, so that its individual
effect r¡i11 not unnecessariLy detract fron other policies or

some broader purposes or goaì.s. As an example, a policy
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which provides industry protection from other countries but

invites retaliation by them would confLict with a

government's intent to promote more IiberaL trade. Canada

is a signatory !o the GÀTT, and because it is very dependent

on trade, Canada should try to avoid behaviour that might

appear to undermine lhe principles of cÀTT and the

international trading sys!em. Canada was aLso a primary

participant in launching the Uruguay Round of MTNS, which

began in October 1986. Other countries responses to a

policy must aLso always be considered r,¡hen caì.cuJ.ating the

effect or implications of a policy.

6.4.1 L,,initations of These Criteria

There are aLso other considerations that need recognition
in the i.mplementation of public policy. They might include
(a) an investigation of how both federal and provincial
government decisions are made, (b) the need for cooperation

in areas where provinces wish to exercise greater influence
over decisions made by the federal government, (c) the need

for the formulation of common objectives and policy
strategiès by leve1s of government for bringing in new

manufacturing and R & D, and (d) the mandates and

responsibilities of individual departments, boards and

agencies, and levels of governments shoul-d be important

considerations, when comparing policy alternatives. Their

roles as players and their relationships with one another in
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respect to different policies wilI determine the

èffectiveness of some policies. Coordination of these

departments, boards and agencies in the area of consumer

electronics can be difficult: the Department of Finance

presently has responsibility over many policy aspects

including countervailing duties Iegislation, customs tariff
rates, duty remissions, and customs valuation safeguards.

Rèvenue Canada, Customs and Excise administers the Customs

Tariff, countervailing duties regulations and safeguards and

assesses tariffs and investigates complaints from other

countries. However, External Affairs and the Department of

Industry, Technology and Science, and the regional

development agencies wil-1 need to be consulted in

negotiâtions with the United States or other countries on

tariff and custom matters. External- Affairs looks after the

promotion of exports and trade relations with other

countries.

DRIE administered the duty remission orders, and provided

advice to other departments about Canada's induslry
competitiveness. It is not yet clear how the new Department

of Industry, Technology and Science, and the regional

development agencies, wiJ-J. administer programs and

coordinate efforts; but they will like1y be key participant.s

in administering any possible new programs for the consumer

electronics sector--particularly the Department of Industry,
Technology and Sc ience since the consumer electronics
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industry is presently strongest in OnLario and Quebec. The

Canadian Import Tribunal and The Tariff Board are also

important pJ.ayers. The Tariff Board is charged with

responsibiLity for economic inquiries into trade and

commercial policy issues; deterrnination of injury to

Canadian producers caused by imports under the GPT, and

deciding on appeals on certain administrative decisions made

by Revenue Canada, Customs and Excise. The Canadian Import

Tribunal inquires into whebher dumping causes or threatens

'material injury' or hurts production in Canada.

Although these players are all individually important, it
wiLl not be possible to give them their due consideration in

this study. Neither wiII it be possible to deal r¡ith
political questions, and hoÌ¡ the rnake-up of government and

poJ.icy agendas affect decision-making. Sti11, the merits

and weaknesses of policy alternatives can be perceived by

focussing on the criteria identified above.

6.5 CONCLUSTON

Literature on policy directions and problems facing

Canadian manufacturing were reviewed. In this Literature,
different views and lines of thought are present, with

implications for the appropriate Canadian policy response.

Three major policy directions to the Canadian government for
the economic development of Canadian manufacturing

índustries were identified: 'free trade', 'protection', and

'free trade l¡ith industry intervention'.
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Chapter VII
DISCUSSION OF POLICY ÀLTERNÀTIVES

In this chapter, findings in terms of the industrial
institutional realities, historical experience, and cost-
benefit analysis are brought to a focus. problems

associated r¡ith each of three alternative policy directions
for Canadian consumer electronics and advanced technology

consumer durables rnanufacturing wiIl be identified, and the

individual merits and weaknesses of these policy directions
wilI be evaluated with respect to the criteria previously
e stabl i shed .

7.1 REVIEW OF FINDINGS

In t.he institutional exaninat j.on, the Canadian colour TV

industry vras placed in the perspective of the g1oba1

consumer electronics sector and the domestic market for
consumer electronics and advanced technology consumer

durables. Il was found that the Canadian colour TV industry
is a smalL part of a larger, world consumer electronics
sector dominated by MNCS. These MNCs are proficient in pure

research and technological innovation and their R & D is
centralized where principal product manufacturing occurs.

The MNCs assign products or product development R & D to

- 181 -
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facilities which have or are attaining the skills and

capital most suitable for the production of nev¡ products.

Facilities are emerging in NICs on the basis of country-
specific advantages. It was aLso found that MNCS must

continuaLly seek to develop capital and skill expertise for
nev goods production and innovation, Another factor in
favour of the MNCS is that they can afford the expenditures

necessary to market consumer electronic products. The MNCS

have world-wide marketing systens and can spread marketing

costs over many products.

The historical review of the colour TV industry was done

in two stages. First, in the early years, the Canadian

colour Tv industry !¡as a high technology industry with
everything from research and design to the manufacture of

all parts and components done in Canada. Ho!¡ever, from the

outset, the industry suffered certain problems. Onè problem

v¡as Lhe presence of too many domestically-J.ocated firms
produc ing only for the small domestic market and unable,

because of parent-subsidiary relationships, to export.
Consequently, they erere unabLe to achieve scale economies,

nor afford the R & D to take the lead in technological
innovation, while facing high unit marketing costs. The

second stage began in the nid-1970s when the Canadian

industry came into crisis. This period was marked by the

increasing internationalization of the global industry.
Canadian cornpanies turned to overseas suppliers of
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components, the MNC parents of Canadian subsidiaries
centralized their research and design out of Canada, and al,l
companies Iimited their Canadian activity to final assembly.

The M\ìCs also achieved scale economies by producing key,

sophisticated components inlarge centralized facilities
usually in their home countries or in NICS. More and more

production occurred in low-wage countries and nev companies

were established in NICs to do col-our TV manufacturing.

Rapid changes in product features and innovations made R

& D expenditures important and the smalL scale of Canadian

output did not make such expenditures feasibLe. Canadian

activity wouLd at Least have to tap initially into the

pipeline of existing MNC research. However, even though

Canada has skilLed and educated workers, they are not in the

consumer electronics sector. Moreover, consumer eLectronics
technologicaL innovation and adaptation involve a learning
process. The knowledge and ability build on one another

through exposure to ideas and experience. With respect to
Canadian-owned operations, specifically Electrohome, it was

noted that the rival MNCS' goods were v¡eIl known world-wide,
and their brand-names are associated with quality and

consumer appeal. ÀIthough the brand-name 'Electrohome' sas

successfully promoted, and had captured a Canadian market

share, the narket.ing costs required were too 1arge, and the

company began to contract assenble. Electrohome was the

last fuII-fledged Canadian-o¡yned cornpany, and its demise as
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also brought to an end the

ventures in advanced c on sumè r

in Canada.

In the cost-benefit anaJ.ysis, it was found that the costs

of protection ôre very high. Consumer costs due to the

tariff policy in 1984 were calculated to be over g40,000 per

person employed through the colour TV industry (or about 975

million in total). There was also estimated to be an

efficiency loss equal to 92,000 per empJ.oyed person. It was

ascertained that if employment could be increased by about

50 percent as a result of a North Àmerican rationalization
of the industryr p€F employment consumer costs of tariff
protection wouLd approach the average wage income of
assembly llorkers ($15,000 in 1985).

ÀLTERNÀTIVE POLICY DIRECTIONS FOR CONSI,'ÌIER ELECTRONICS

Three policy aLternatives have been identified for the

econornic development of Canadian manufacturing: protection,
free trade, and free trade with government i.ntervention.
Criteria for their evaluation were established, In tight of
these findings, the following sections examine criticalty
the three alternative policies.

7,2
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7.2"1 Protect ion

This policy direction has not been successful in

encouraging consumer electronic activity in Canada. The

safety margin provided by present tariffs has resulted in

little consumer el,ectronics activity occurring in Canada.

More specif icaIJ-y, the consumer electronics industry is
limited to coLour Tv assembly operations and a few

operations in stereo equipment (mostly in loudspeakers and

high fidelity turntables) and micro-wave ovens. Moreover,

based on evidence from the cost-benefit study of the colour
Tv industry, the costs of protecting existing activity
appear very high with respect to both consumer costs and the

inefficient use of Canadian resources. The approximately

1850 assembly and other jobs associated \,rith the colour TVs

in Canada, while significant, are guite rnodest compared to
the consumer losses. These equalled about 976 million or

over $40,000 per job. Only about 940 million of this ¡viII
be offset by tariff revenue.

A principal problem with this policy is that the Canadian

market is too sma11 by itself to attract significant
investment by MNCs. This problem has been long standing and

has been well recognized in the Iiterature on Canadian

industrialization. Moreover, this policy direction cannot

address the fact that. in most cases the Canadian

subsidiaries are not allowed to compete with affiliates in

other countries, a fact that restricts the Canadian
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subsidiaries' activity to the domestic market. The problems

of sma11 and inefficient-scaIe production runs prevent the

viability of sophisticated manufacturing in Canada and only

allow Local assembly of an item costly to transport (e.g.

colour TVs). At the same time, because the domestic cofour

TV assembly industry is oriented mainly to the domesLic

narket, it cannot survive vrithout the tariff since it cannot

attain a level of economic efficiency comparable !o that
found overseas in Lor¡-cost producing countries. It is
important, too, to note that as low wage countries become

more proficient and innovations make the product easier to
transport, even costly to transport items such as colour TVs

wiIl become threatened by imports. By protecting these, the

government falls into a 'technology trap' . Ànother

important problem is that this policy afternative is
inappropriate for attracting investment and R & D. Even

innovation and development of a downstream product line only

occurs where the MNCS carry out their major manufacluring of

their product lines and parts (which are presently at1 done

outside of Canada). This underscores the fact that if
Canada is to receive investment and downstrean R & D,

Canadian faciLities will have to become major compãny

facilities for product Iines or key parts. À Canadian

protectionist policy cannot address this and, as a result,
r¡i11 not result in any significant consumer electronics
industry research, engineering or skil)-ed-production

empLoyment in Canada.
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Another major probLem of protection is that it does not

address the question of how to help the Canadian

subsidiaries compete with affitiates in order to win

additional activity. À recenh trend in policy thinking is
concerned with the help that the Canadian government might

give subsidiaries to obtain greater manufacturing mandates.

In order to help the Canadian subsidiaries compete l¡ith
their MNC affiliates, the government wouLd have to hetp them

obtain the skil1s or capital most suitable for the

production of newer product lines so the MNCs might assign

new products or product develoÞment to them. Tariff
protection provides Canadian colour TV subsidiaries with
some advantage in doing assembly work, but does not help the

Canadian subsidiaries in competing with other MNC facilities
for further manufacturing.

Eval.uation of a policy of protection in terms of the

criteria established in the preceding chapter gives

systematic confirmation to the negative judgement.

I n terms of employment the po]. icy has 1ed to the

empl-oyment of a rnodest number of people in the production of
colour TVs, micro-wave ovens, and stereo equipment.

However, the ernployment does not involve advanced-skiJ-Ls,

nor does it provide high-incorne opportunities. Furthermore,

this policy wiIl no! Iikely bring in more investment nor

create more employrnent because no product development is
taking place. The existing facilities are already under

severe pressure from import competition.
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Regarding R & D and technological innovation, the

subsidiaries and other firms in Canada are not doing more

than minimal R & D; there is a tittle process research. R &

D, design and innovation wouLd probably continue to be done

outside Canada !¡ith a protectionist policy in place.

Further, the welfare costs to consumers through high

prices were found to be high relative to the employnent

benefits. In the sense that coLour TVs are a basic

household commodity (most every Canadian household now has

one or more colour TVs) the policy is regressive by imposíng

an approximately equal dollar burden on poorer groups, thus

hurting consumers who r¡i11 like1y value the Loss in welfare
more .

With respect to regional and federal-provincial
considerations, the enployment benefits are concentrated in
towns in Ontario (Kitchener-Waterloo, prescott and Midland)

and in Toronto and Montreal. However, consumers in all
provinces nust share the burden of higher consumer costs.
À1I consumers are paying for the nodest number of consumer

electronic jobs in areas of Canada in which employment is
not as severe a problem. Ontario and the Montreal area of

Quebec have enjoyed ¡nuch empLoyment growth whiLe areas both

to the èast and west have not fared as well.

Domestic assembly has a small effect on the balance of

trade, because the parts that are assembled are principally
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imported, i.e. assembly operations have a low value added

content. Picture tubes are the major colour TV item made in

Canada (and many tube pãrts are imported too). If it r,¡ere

not for the piclure tubes, the effect of protection on the

baLance of trade would not only be small but be negJ.igible.

This policy direction v¡i11 provide revenue !o the

Treasury (from custon tariff duties), but the tariff
revenues are derived from higher prices paid by consumers.

With respect to consistency with other policies,
certainly additional protection (higher tariffs) is untikely
and inconsistent with Canada's current international
obligations under the cÀTT. À policy of maintaining present

Levels is not consistent w'ith the present Conservative

government's stated interest in freer trade, nor of allowing
the marketplace a greater role in aLlocating resources.

To sum upr there is little merit but many weaknesses

associated with protection. Moreover, the nerits may be

short-term; the Canadian colour TV industry's future is not

secure. Protection of a specific product does not promote

dynamic change within the industry and will- not lead to the

kind of activities that will result in technological
innovation nor advanced-skilL enployment.
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7.2.2 Free frade

This policy alternative addresses the need for Canadian

manufacturers to obtain a larger market so they may achieve

economies of scale and be competitive internationally. It
incLudes free trade, either on a regional (United States -
Canada) or multil-ateral (reductions in MFN tariff rates)
basis. In the North American consumer eLectronics market,

tariffs are the main trade barrier.

Serious questions were raised earlier in this thesis
about the impact that comprehensive free trade would have on

the Canadian consumer electronics industry. The Literature
that espouses trade Iiberalization for its contribution to
prosperity and economic development in Canada, also accepts

the fact that there will be industries which ¡ri1I be winners

and losers. Indeed, a najor weakness of this policy with
respect to consumer electronics industries is that there is
no assurance that new companies wiIl make investments in
Canada. Based on interviews with govern¡nent officials and

experts in the industry, it was found that the colour TV

industry would likeJ.y cease under MFN free trade and even

under free trade with the United States, There are already
large facilities in the United States which the MNCs wiLl
Like1y favour for their North American production. On the
other hand, it should be notèd that there has been concern

in the United States that free trade might work in favour of
the Canadian TV industry. However, it is argued that the
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findings from intervievs with Canadian government officiaLs
and Canadian industry would be the more accurate portrayal

of hor¿ free trade wilI impact the North American industry.

Whether this policy encourages consumer electronics and

advanced technoJ.ogy consumer durables manufacturing in

Canada depends greatly on the location policies of the MNCS.

Removal of the tariff, whether on a MFN basis or on a

regional one (with the United States), wiJ-1 make it less

expensive for MNCS to supply the Canadian market through

export of complete products and provide greater

disincentives for MNCs to invest in any kind of

manufacturing activity in Canada, including assernbly.

Granted that a consumer electronics industry which results
in more skilled work is desirable, this policy direction
does not address the question as !o how Canada can enhance

its attractiveness for MNC investnent nor how MNCS can be

encouraged to do R & D in Canada, Therefore, it suffers too

from the same criticism discussed above under a policy of
protect.ion.

It is nor¡ appropriate to examine free trade in terms of a

reduction in MFN rates and, them, in terms of free regional
(United States - Canada) trade. Removal of MFN tariffs r,¡iLI

not renedy the problem of consumer electronics production

overseas are already at more competitive prices. Since

transportation costs for nost other consumer eLectronic

products are less than that for colour TVs, Èhere will be
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even more incentive for MNCs to export items, including
colour TVs, to Canada. Furthermore, once their technology

becomes availabLe to NICs, new product lines r+i11 be

manufactured in these countries. Complete products can be

exported from the NICsr â! prices very competitive !¡ith
those of assembled North American consumer electronics. The

promise of robotics is stilL many years a¡,¡ay. However, the

bigger danger to the Canadian consumer electronics industry
would seem to be that MNCS will- serve the Canadian market

from large plants already est.ablished in the United States.

The United States facilities are already much larger, and

the United States market is much more important to the MNCS.

If the MNCS fulIy centralize their North American

facilities, United Statès Locations wiIl 1-ikely be favoured.

Not only is this useful in terms of corporate control, but it
is aLso beneficial- for the MNCs to be seen as good corporate

citizens and a provider of employment opportunities within
the United Slates. These benefits of investment wiLl be

Iost if it takes place in Canada. Further, American poJ.icy-

makers and legislators might bring pressure against overseas

production and this might have a broader impact which would

be unfavourable to production in Canada.

Even a movement t.o free trade with the United States,

while holding tariffs constant on overseas imports, will
probably not benefit Canada. Às just stated, if a MNC

decides to make or assemble products in North Àmerica, it
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wiIl 1ikely favour the larger United States facilities to
provide for the North American market. For Canada to
attract, through the existing companies, consumer electronic
investment in new product Iines, on a North American mandate

based on guaranteed access to the United States, it will be

necessary to command the confidence of the MNCS. This wilL

be very dif f icul-t on the strategic political good-wiIL

grounds alone apart from restrictions in favour of United

States locations based on corporate economic po!¡er

cons i derat i on s.

In summary, it would seem that free trade, either on a

MFN or on a regionaL basis, is unlikely to result in more

consumer electronic MNC nanufacturing activity in Canada.

This poJ.icy does not improve the ability of Canadian

subsidiaries to compete with other MNC subsidiaries or

pronote more investment in Canada.

Àn evaluation of free trade in terms of the criteria
established raises further questions about this policy.
Free trade will almost certainly lose the modest, Iower-

skill employment provided by the colour TV industry and also

opportunities for the Canadian r¡orkforce to participate,
even at a rudirnentary level in other parts of the consumer

electronics act.ivity. toss of the colour TV industry would

elininate about 1r850 jobs.
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Under free trade no significant new consumer electronics
investment in Canada by MNCs is anticipated. Moreover, this
policy wilI not result in the consumer electronics MNCs

doing more R & D and technological innovation in Canada.

Free trade is beneficial to consumers because it results
in l-ower prices. In this respect it is superior to
protection which leads to both significant consumer weLfare

and economic efficiency costs. Consumer benefits wouLd be

spread across Canada with beneficial regional effects. The

irnpact of free trade through lower prices is also favourable

in terms of income distribution as both poorer and richer
househol-ds ol¡n consumer eLectronics products.

With respec! to regional and federaJ--provincial

considerations, cessation of the colour Tv industry could

have serious negative implications. Ontario and Quebec,

where the existing colour TV facilities are located, are

powerful provinces which might try to infLuence the federal
governnent to not proceed !¡ith free trade. Protection of

communities where production is located would be at the cost

of consumers across Canada.

The direct impact of free trade on Canada's balance of

trade would be unfavourable. This effect would $rorsen

Canada's unfavourabl-e trade balances with countries such as

Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong where consumer

electronics products are produced for export. The lower
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prices available to Canadian consumers wouLd strengthen

demand and exacerbate the !rade balance problem.

Removal of tariffs wou1d, of course, decrease government

rèvenue. Àssistance which might have to be provided to

workers r,¡ho losl jobs as a resuft of the closure of consumer

electronic facilities in Canada wouLd put further pressure

on the government budqet.

Free trade, however, is part of a broad policy position
shich lets markets play a strategic role in resource

allocation and wouLd promote a more liberalized trading
wor1d.

To conclude, free trade in this industriaL fiefd woul-d

help consumers, and contribute to a market economy and trade

Iiberalization. Its direct effects on employrnent,

investnent and Canada's balance of trade are unfavourable.

Regional effects are mixed in character.

7.2.3 Free Trade Plus Interventíon

F'ree trade plus intervention lies betv¡een the first two

policy alternatives. Much of this policy's effectiveness
will depend on whether any âgreement for MNC participation
in Canada can be successfully negotiated and this depends on

the kind of intervention or assistance proposed. Àn

agreement wiIl only be possible if both Canada and the MNCs

benefit from it. Mutual guarantees are necessary. For this
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indust r ial needs and which

address, b) the kinds of

might be required to entice

c) the impì.ications of any

government prograns.
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be briefly explored: a) the

benefits Canada should try to

ass i stance and/or pressure which

MNCs to operate in Canada, and

agreement for current federal

This policy recognizes that freer trade is necessary for
Canadian-located operations to attain economies of scaIe,

efficient resource use, Iower costs, and lower prices to
consumers, but it also uses tariff barriers and domestic

assistance to provide incentives for MNCs to invest in
Canadian plants. lt therefore addresses two major problems

of protection, the inability to expand the small domestic

market and high consumer costs, as wel-l as the weakness of

free trade in attracting and retaining MNC investment in

Canada.

The historical analysis of the colour TV industry pointed

out the need for econornies of scale i f any ma jor
rnanufacturing invoJ-ving more than assembly is to occur, and

t,he promise of free trade for the achievement of scale-
economies. Consumer electronics and advanced tèchnology

consumer durables mostly come fron overseas. Therefore,

freer trade !rith the United States with retention of tariffs
on overseas' products would fit this policy. Regional free

trade stiIl permits an external tariff whose full or partia).

withdrawal on consumer goods or parts can be used by Canada
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to encourage consumer electronics MNCS to set up facilities
in Canada. In irnplementing this policy the government will
need to recognize the dynamics of lhe consumer electronics
sector. Àny agreements wiLl need to be flexible in terms of
product line and not be restricted to a single product

which, in time, the NICs r,¡ill be abte to produce at lo¡,rer

prices. The government must address the fact that as a

result of R & D, new products are constantly being

introduced to the marketplace and shouLd capitalize on this
fact. At the same tine it will need to recognize that the

technology can be diffused to NICs with their 1ow-wage

advantage. With low transportation costs the competitive

strength of the NICs becomes even sbronger.

More specifically, federal government assistance would

need to be committed so that Canada can develop pl-ant-

specific advantages, including intel-l-ectual and physical

capital, thaL do not exist in other subsidiaries. The MNCS

must then be induced to respond quickJ.y to the prospect of

advantages to be gained in Canadian locations for the

production of newer products. À1so, the Canadian operation

might be able to capitalize on this comparative advantage

within the MNC and successfully compete against other

affiliates, including those in the United Stales, for
corporate production and marketing rights in North Àmerica.

The MNCs r¡ould stil-l make strategic business decisions such

as the choice of product lines to pursue and the timing of
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entry into net¡ product lines and out of old product lines.
Canada wouLd rely on the comparative advantage of the

facility nithin the MNC for present and future activity.2o4
Àssistance might be in the form of loan guarantees and

grants but t¡ould not be tied to a producE or activity and

would thus provide flexibility in the reallocation of

resources and product Iines l¡ithin Canada.

The governmenL could also give duty-free access to
imported parts to be used in the MNC's Canadian subsidiary's
activities.20s Again, the scope could be broader than a

single product 1ine. Given the industry characteristics of

frequent innovation in products, protection of a product

line wiII Iikely be uneconomic and ineffective.

In respect to present government progrâms and activities,
DRIE did seem to have the analytical capacity to undertake

the kinds of negotiations envisaged in this poLicy

alternative. Now their anaJ.ytical capacity is distribuLed
among the Department of Industry, Technology and Science and

the regional development agencies. This further limits the

efficiency of public servants in the deveLopment, screening

204 This has not been done in the past: the government has
not provided assistance to help MNCS' subsidiaries to
move out of existing products, with the proviso they can
count on similar support in future. The colour TV duty
remission prograrn Ì,ras f or a set period of time, and had
a strong emphasis on the product tine of colour TVs,
which by the mid-1970s was not new technology.

20s The duty renission on colour Tv parts was in a similarpolicy direction, but it was faulty in its fornulation
inasmuch as it related only to a product.
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and evaLuation of proposal-s for industrial development.

Conpetition among these institutional components could

weaken Canada's position vis-a-vis MNCs.

In any event, a ner,¡ grant mechnanism may have !o be

developed under which consistent, flexible, Iong-tern
support can be provided. R & D grants and tax incentives
are already available, but the Industrial and Regional

Development program wouJ.d have to be augmented so it could
provide for the fulI range of industrial innovation
processes, not just init.ial R & D.

CostIy new assistance fneasures invol-ving Ioan guarantees

and grants would need to be developed to allor¿ the

subsidiaries to purchase knowledge and capital for the new

product-spec i f ic cases. Grants would have to be

controllable but consistent with a ccmmitment by the
government to help finance on a long-term basis the

development of resources and expertise by the subsidiary for
ne!¡ ventures.

A successfuJ. agreement sil-L induce and alLo¡v a MNC's

subsidiary to continually turn its attention to newer

products. The government might therefore be called upon to
facilitate the withdrawal of certain resources f ro¡n the

industry, e.g. specific ernployment skills. Empl-oyment

adjustment assistance could be provided through Employment

and Immigration Canada for retraining and helping those
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people let go from the industry. In conjunction with the

Department of Industry, Technology and Science and the

regional devel-opment agencies, External affairs Canada might

also need to become more active in faciLitating foreign
sales and lechnology transfers.

Since this poLicy involves industriat intervention, it
suf fers from problems which have been art iculated
previously, Civil servants may not be able successfully to

identify vinners and, aIso, they may have difficulties
designing and winning effective agreenents with MNCs for
Canadian subsidiaries.

SpecificaIIy, it will be difficult for government

officials lo weigh such social benefits as high-ski11

employment and workforce involvement in advanced technology

production, the uncertainty regarding both future
developments and future industry decisions regarding

different products and activities, and then compare these to
the costs of any assistance. Moreover, given that there are

different consumer electronics MNCs and different forms of

assistance that can be extended, there are potentially many

options $¡ithin this poJ.icy direction that can be pursued.

It would appear to take considerable experience and special

expertise to recognize the most promising agreements to
quickly and comprehensively screen proposals, and criticatly
compare them at a detail leveL. These abiLities wiII take

time, effort, and departmental coordination to devel-op.
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Other responsibilities of government departments, and budget

constraints which affect time, preparation costs, and the

taLent availability, are additionat factors which r¿iI1

irnpact civiJ. servants' abilities to pursue agreements with
MNCS.

Success for this policy will, depend upon freer trade vrith

the United States in consumer eLectronics for easier access

to the United Slates market. Such an agreement is difficult
to negoliate, even on an industry basis. Further a Canada -
United States trade agreement may impose restrictions on the

kinds of assistance that Canada can offer to industry.

It should also be recognized that Canada tacks

significant country-specifj.c advantages for consumer

electronics activity to locate in Canada such as those found

in low-wage NICs. With respect to firm-specific advant,ages

(Canadian subsidiaries versus MNC af f il-iates), without
government help, expertise will not develop to give

subsidiaries in Canada a comparative advantage l¡ithin the

corporations. There is, of course, the problem that the

Canadian subsidiariesmight become increasingly dependent

upon the government to maintain levels of assistance and

preferential policies thãt allow them to carry out activity
in Canada.

Another problem is that of appropriate safeguards to
guarantee that MNCS carry out activity in Canada and that
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government policy r,¡i11 have continuity. For instance, each

side will J.ikely require some commitments before arriving at
a formal agreement: the government, if it is providing

significant assistance, wilJ. probably need to elicit a

guarantee from MNCs that they ç¡iI1 undertake a certain
amount or kind of activiLy in Canada. The MNCS would

require assurances about present and future assistance and

protec t ion.

It is realistic to note that the government may be

reluctant to cornmit itself to providing sufficient present

and future funds for an agreement to be made. Any program

would become a target for political attention and debate.

The assistance is a cost to Canada, and the necèssary

assistance must be compared against benefits: e.g.
employment, opportunities for the workforce in manufacturing

or R & D, and potential spin-offs.

Further, the consumer el-ectronic MNCs may not be willing
to give up any of their R & D life1ine, including dor,¡nstream

R & D. ALso, if the Japanese or other MNCS decide to do

further consumer electronics nanufacturing in North Àmerica,

and if they choose Canada as opposed to the Uni.ted States,

it triII Iikely be because the assistance offered in Canada

will be better. However, the United States may compete for
the investment, or the Japanese MNCs may still prefer to
make 'off-shore' investments, e.g. in 1ow-wage NICs.

Similarly, MNCs from the NICs, Iike South Korea, stilJ. have

their o¡rn Iow-labour cost advantages to exploit.
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I t has not been addressed how labour and unions r,¡il_l

respond, if the Canadian subsidiaries do become active in
moving into new products. The government might have to
develop special retraining and adjusLment assistance
programs to help groups affected by future product line
changes by MNCS' subsidiaries in Canada.

Finally, a number of premises made about MNC behaviour in
response to policy actions should be noted. For example,

there is the hypothesis that, if MNCS are given assistance
for making capital and expertise purchases for new products,

the MNC might undertake more manufacturing in Canada.

Second, if the Canadian subsidiary could make capital and

technology purchases, on a continuing basis, then the

Canadian subsidiary would always have appropriate product-

specific expertise in Canada. Third, on the basis of this
capital and human expertise, it was then presumed that
Canada would have greater opportunities for attracting
higher-income and downstream R & D employrnent. The

dovrnstrean R & D could involve design and innovation for
product design changes and additional features for the
product line. However, further manufacturing and downstream

R & D cannot be guaranteed, and much will depend on

successfully negotiated special arrangements, future
developrnents and the future decisions of the MNCS.

The MNCs need to be concerned about changes in
government, and government legislation and programs. This
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includes Unitèd Stâbes' J.egisIation. Even if a freer trade

agreement couLd be negotiabed !¡ith the Uníted States, there

is the problem of future United States countervailing duties
unless they become part of the agreement. AJ.so, the United

States has a tendancy to resort to contingency protection,

to modify its trade Laws and to make ne!¡ interpretations of

older rules which could stilL dissuade businesses from

making investments in Canada.

On the other hand it will be difficult for a MNC to
guarantee that it will carry out a certain amount of

activity in a specific country. Such guarantees are not

part of the usuaL factors that MNCS consider in their
internal strategy-making. They Iike to focus on market

conditions, growth, risks, and transaction (and

coordination) costs. These guarantees complicate MNCsr

decision-¡naking and add to their risks.

An individual MNC may not want agreements to be signed

between Canada l¡ith other MNCs. It wil-l not want to see a

compebitor receive an advantage. To be sure, the Canadian

government will want to make âgreements with those MNCS lrho

can contribute the most to Canada. Since MNCS wi II
recognize that Canada would not want to risk alienating some

MNCs by assisting others, the MNCs might play a 'special
dea).' game, bidding with others; so others have to commit

more, or so they may demand similar concessions from the

government. ln turn, the MNCs have to spend time and effort
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at this exercise, whose returns witl be hard to measure.

Politicking could occur, in which case it becomes more

difficult for the government to objectively choose the best

deal.

Then, when a MNC makes an agreement l¡ith the government,

there is the additional trepidation as to whãt might happen

if new product developments do not satisfactorily occur.

Even if according to the 'agreement' the MNC can be absolved

f rorn bIame, elements of the government and opposing

poLitical groups might expect the MNC !o return part of the

assistance it receives. Negative publicity in itself could

hurt the MNC's market sales for imported and domestically-
made product lines. Àlso, the question arises as to what

perogatives are open to the MNC should the benefits of

ass j.stance not dèvelop as predicted.

On the âssumption that agreements are feasible, what

advantages and disadvantages are to be expected if this
pol icy is adopted?

This policy option offers prospects for investment, and

if more major manufacturing occurs, there r,¡ill be a chance

for downstream R & D. Downstream R & D can be expected for
product refinements, and product and process innovations.

The hope remains that products may subsequently be developed

by the subsidiary (because the innovations are applicable to
new products), and also thal new production mandates may be
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given to the subsidiary because appropriate and val.uable

expertise is developing or already located in the

subsidiary. Àlso, there may be some spin-offs as thè

affiliate seeks Iocal- suppliers for some inputs and

subcontracts some parts. The subsidiaries could also act as

'incubators' for some nev, innovations and knowledge.

Canadian firms may be abLe to further develop the do!¡nstream

technology, perhaps with the subsidiary jointty sharing in
the opportunities.

If the policy can be implemented and major manufacturing

and downstrearn R & D occur, there will be prospects for
higher-income, skilled empJ.oyment. People may have to be

brought in from outside the country should the subsidiary
seek peopJ.e with product-specific expertise, but Canadian

engineers, technologist.s, technicians and researchers will
likeJ.y be hired. Canadian production vrorkers would be

exposed to more sophisticated consumer eLectronics

manufacturing and a pool of workers with knowledge of
advanced consumer electronics manufacturing techniques may,

in time, allow new Canadian-owned companies to start making

parts for the subsidiary or new or related products.

This policy is subject to risks of empì.oynent instability
because of a higher sensitivity to the international
econonic climate and, a1so, because MNCS are to continually
seek new products for manufacture. If the companies do

succeed in moving into new product areas, this could mean
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the reLease of some workers with skilLs no longer needed and

the retraining or hiring of others. This could present

significant social costs over time and these employment

costs must be included when weighing Lhe total benefits and

costs of this policy. Hov¡ever, the cessation of the

consumer el-ectronics industry will impose higher employment

costs as all the emp].oyment associated l¡ith the industry
would be lost. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that
if the MNC is successful in moving into new product lines,
and undertakes a stream of activity over t,he long-run, then

employment levels may be kept up over the long-run, èven

though product-specif ic skil1-requirements may change.

With respect to consumer prices, if the MNC is given

special access to the Canadian market, its goods should

become available at Iower prices. This r,¡i11 benefit
consumers. Hor¡ever, the prices nay not be as low as under

unconditionaL free trade. There are equity questions and

concerns. It is difficult to predict which products will be

affected, or who will be recipients of benefits. Generally

speaking, however, the freer trade part of this option can

be expected to benefit consumers.

There is the possibility of great difficuLties in the

areas of regional and federal-provinciaJ. relations. Many of

the direct and visible benefits of assisting a MNC wiIl
occur in one region or province. Other regions and

provinces nay indicate their dissention. Essentially, this
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HilL make it difficuLt for the government to negotiate r¡ith
the MNCs. Consumer electronics have traditionally Located

in Ontario and Montreal. The general perception might be

that tax payers will be paying to support industry in areas

where unemployment is not presently as severe a problem as

elsewhere.

i f this policy direction is successful in attracting
investment and activity, it should have a positive effect on

Canada's balance of trade even though royalties and license
payments might be higher if a Canadian subsidiary purchases

product-specific capital and research from elsewhere. There

wi. 11 be a financial cost to the Canadian governnent when

providing such assistance as loans, loan guarantees, and

matching or other grants. As weL]-, tariff revenue could be

less.

This policy reguires much government involvement both in
negotiating with MNCs and in providing assistance. However,

the government already has substantial involvement. This

policy would al.ter the nature of this activity.

The policy introduces a hazard in international
relations. Àny trade agrèement with the United States

allowing access by MNCs in Canada to the United States

market may impose restrictions on what kinds of assistance

Canada can provide. Às well, Canada is a signatory to GATT,

and dependent upon trade and needs to avoid behaviour that
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themight appear to undermine the principle of GÀTT and

i nternat i onal trading systen.

If successful , this poi.icy v¡ould aIlovr Canadian companies

to compete in international markets. In encouraging

adjustment into other products, there may be more dynamic

efficiency among resources used for consumer electronics
than there is t¡ith the protection of single product Iines
such as coLour TVs.

In concLusion, this poJ.icy has merits, incl-uding
prospects of increasing not only Canada's share of MNC

activity, but also activity involving R & D. The prospects

are difficult to estimate, and attaining the above merits
depend on certain premises, It is not a simple policy
option and can vary considerably in scope and form.

7.3 ÀN ÀPPROPRIÀTE POI.¡ICY DIRECTION

Problems have been identified with aII three poticy
alternatives. yet each has merits. In light of this study,
the policy direction of free trade with government

intervention appears the most promising. protection has

serious weaknesses. It protects a small number of jobs,

many of which are in low-ski11 assembly, but results in
guite high costs to consumers and an economic efficiency
loss. In addition to its high costs, protêction does not

address the need for a larger market for Canadian output nor
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does it address problems associated with modern industrial
realities in the form of market domination by large MNCs.

These MNCs will not be encouraged by tariff protection to

move skiLled and high-income activity and employment to

Canada. Àlso, protection will not, over time, be able to
save the domestic industry from increasingly competitive

consumer electronic products from NICs.

Free trade avoids the consumer and efficiency costs of

protection, but this policy r¡i11 likely result in the

eLimination of present industrial activity and jobs. Free

trade removes the United States tariff impediment to the

achievement of scale economies by Canadian plants but this
will not be sufficient to encourage MNCS to remain or locate
in Canada--a major handicap. In existing product lines, the

MNCs already have Iarger facilities elsewhere, including in
the United States, where production for the Canadian market

could be more competitively produced. In ne!¡ product Iines,
Canada does not possess country-specific advantages that
could result in new activity. Canadian strengths, for
instance closeness to the North Àmerican market, and an

educated workforce, are also held by the United States which

as a larger market would probably attract any future
activity earmarked for North Àmerica. AIso, free trade

offers no advantages to the Canadian subsidiary competing

with other affiliates for ne¡,¡ activity.
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The policy direction of free trade r¿ith industry
intervention offers benefits to consumers and, aLso,

provides hope to the consumer electronics industry in Canada

through investment and the long-term workforce involvement

in the manufacture of nore advanced technology products. It
has promise, too, for industrial progressiveness through

design and technologicaJ. adaptation research, It al_so has

flexibility to provide economic efficiency. However, the

necessary agreements bet!¡een the government and MNCs make

this policy somevrhat conpLex and will require skilI and

efficiency in government negotiations. For this policy
alternative regional free trade is preferred to MFN free

trade. This choice allows Canadian goods to be sold in the

United States while Canada still maintains tariffs on

overseas imports for leverage in negotiat.ing t¡ith MNCs to
encourage them to carry out activity in Canada. In general,

this policy alternative appears the best to meet the

realities of modern industrial institutionalization and Èhe

requirements of industrialization dynamic s.



Chåpter VIII
CONCT,USION

Thi s study has examined the economics of consumer

electronics with speciaL reference to the coÌour TV industry

in Canada. Based on this examination an anaJ.ysis of

Canadian public pol-icy in this industry has been conducted

and an evaluation of alternative pubJ.ic policies has been

provided.

8.1 SI,MMÀRY OF FINDINGS

A review of the Canadian colour TV industry placed it in

the perspective of the global consumer electronics sector.
It was discovered that the Canadian colour TV industry is
only a small part of a much larger, world consumer

electronics sector dominated by MNCS. Further, a study of

the global consumer electronics sector revealed that
centralization of R & Ð close to the MNC's major facilities
is a strategic consideration of MNCS and that the rapid

introduction of new products through innovation resuLts in
the MNCsr continual search for capital and expertise.

In the historical review of thè colour TV industry, two

stages were found. First, in the early years, the Canadian

colour TV industry was a high technology industry with
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everything from research and design to the manufacture of

al1 parts and components done in Canada. From the outset,

the industry suffered certain problems. A major problem was

that many domestically-located firms produced only for the

small domest ic rnarket , and Here unable to export .

Consequently, they could not achieve scale economies, nor

afford the R & D in order to take the lead in technoJ.ogicaS.

innovation, while facing high unit marketing costs. The

second stage began in the mid-1970s when the Canadian

industry entered a period of crisis. This period was marked

by the increasing internationalization of the global

industry. Canadian companies turned to overseas suppliers

of components, MNC parents of Canadian subsidiaries
centralized lheir research and design out of Canada, and all
companies restricted manufacture in Canada to final
assembly. More and more production occurred in low-wage

countries and new companies in NICs began colour TV

nanufacturing. Rapid changes in product features and

innovations also made R & D expenditures important, and the

small scal-e in Canada did not permit such expenditures

Limited to Canadian production. However, transportation

costs of l-arge items and product fragility did make local

assembly prac t ical .

From a cost-benefit analysis it was found lhat t.he costs

of protection were very high. The consumer costs of the

1984 tariff policy were calculated to be over $40,000 per
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person employed in the colour TV industry. About hatf of

this is balanced by tariff revenue and additional revenues

to marketing agents and distributors from higher import

colour TV prices. There lras also estinated to be an

economic efficiency loss equal to 92r000 per employed person

(or about g3.7 million--given the 1984 employment level of
1,850). It was ascertained that if employment could be

increased by about 50 percent as a result of a North

Àmerican rationalization of the industry (Canada - United

States free trade) ¡ pêr employment consumer costs of tariff
protect ion would approach the approximate average wage

income of assembly workers ($15,000 in 1985).

From a sel.ective literature on the problems facing

Canadian manufacturing (and policy responses to these

problems), three main policy alternatives wêre delineated:
protection, free trade, and free trade lrith government

intervention. Criteria were established for evaluating
policy outcomes in order to evaluate the merits and

weaknesses of the alternative poJ-icy directions.

In the evaLuation of the policy aLternatives the current
policy direction of protection was found defective. It
imposes high costs on consumers in the form of higher
purchase prices and results in an econonic efficiency loss,
while contributing only modest leveLs of assembly activity.
While a global or a North American market is critical for
developing viable consumer eLectronics nanufacturing, free
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trade would likely result in the elimination of the consumer

electronics industry in Canada.

The third option, free trade with industry intervention,
best meets the present realities of this type of advanced

technology industry. However, it relies on the ability of

the government to strike special agreements with MNCS, for
the mânufacLure of new products. It is important to pursue

free trade, but the Canadian government must also pursue

policies that wilI foster the app)-ication of new

manufacturing, and manufacturing technol-ogies, otherwise

Canadian colour TV and consumer electronics manufacturing

wiLL be washed away by the tide of competition. On the

basis of a comparison of problems of these individual policy
directions and their merits and weaknesses, this third
alternative offers more prospective benefits.

8.2 LIMITÀITIONS OF THIS S1IIUDY

Although the colour TV industry is the single, most

important Canadian consumer electronics industry, its study

cannot replace a full study of all Canadian consumer

electronic industries. IdealIy, it r¡ould have been

preferable to have been able to also study other products

such as stereo equipment and microwave ovens. The economics

of the production of video câssette recorders, conpact disk
players and electric bread ovens would have been helpful for
fully understanding public policy for ner,¿ advanced
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wastechnology consumer electronics.
too Iarge for this thesis.

Such an undertaking

The institutional analysis could not describe in detail
how the MNCS involved in Canada make their R & Ð decisions,

and their current R & D activities, pricing and production

and competitive strategies. The need for confidentiality by

companies did not permit the industry experts interviewed

from providing this information. AIso further and more

detailed information about particular firms would have been

useful for learning rnore about which types of firms are most

vulnerable to the problems studied in this research, and

more information about the impact of imports and Canadian

policy on individual corporate operationsr e.9. product

upgrading, diversification and Canadian investment. A

greater knowledge of differences in Èhe product mix produced

by individual. companies, and their ability to respond to the

import pressures and government policy would be insightful
for understanding lhe effectiveness and suitabiLity of

policies from the perspecLive of different firms.

In the historical analysis, the mandates and

responsibilities of individual federal government

departments, national boards and agencies and other levels
of government could not be undertaken, for reasons of time.

However, their study could have added to the explanati.on of

hor¡ and why certain past policies were made. By researching

and analysing these policy players and their relationships,
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other factors may have been illuminated of relevance to

Canadian public policy, and why certain decisions are more

likely to be made. Also, a fuller study of the historical
development and public policy experiences of the colour TV

industry in other countr ies could not be undertaken ,

although such would have been useful especially to see how

other countries responded to the internationatization of the

industry, and for insight into the success by developing

countries in attracting consumer eÌectronics activity.

Price data with regards to colour TV features and styling
lrere unavailable, as was information on the prices and

quantiby of colour TVs assembled or imported by individual
firms, In the interviews, industry experts could not

disclose such information, needed for a fuIIer understanding

of dynamics and cost-benefit anal.ysis and Canadian

industr iaI adj ustment. For instance r âs developing

countries pick up a larger share of the bottom of the line
segment in the different screen size markets, Canadian

assembly may be restricted to higher priced models, for
r¡hich there is a snalLer market. Imports fron Japan may be

similarly deflected to the higher priced models, but as

imports from NICs become more sophisticated this segment of

the donestic industry r,¡i11 come under pressure too.

These data limitations also restricted the cost-benefit
analysis to straight line price elasticities. If time

series, and prices of colour Tvs by features and brand name
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were avaiLabLe, then further study of price sensitivity
could have been undertaken. The impact of income changes

upon the price elasticities, and how demand and preference

changes affect elasticities would have allowed a better
understanding of hor+ future demand and preference changes

might affect the Canadian indus!ry.

Àn important topic in aII discussions of industrial
adjustment and trade is adjustnent assistance. It is a

weakness of t.his study that this was not undertaken. How

long it might take workers having particular skills
associated v¡ith Tv assembly, and ability to learn new

skiLls r or for ne¡,¡ consumer electronics activities to
attract Canadian hiqh technology workers are important

questions for understanding the magnitude of adjustment

costs and assistance which might be needed.

It should also be recognized that any case study of an

industry has the limibations of partial- analysis.
Obviously, considerations of industrial development and

public policy need to be coordinated with economic studies

¡rhich have a broader economic scope but lack the specific
insights to be gained from the study of specific industries.
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8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FTXN'RE RESEÀRCH

Individual studies of other consumèr electronic items and

industr i es might be undertaken. This incLudes ãn

examination of spin-off activities, the nature of any

political economy constraints that may face these

industries, and how present high-technology innovations can

develop inlo consumer or business items that can soon fall
to the pressures of lower-priced imported manufactured goods

and eventually be made elsewhere. The significance of

changing transportation costs, labour costs or overall
production costs can be examined as can the importance of

t.arif f s and other trade barriers. The income effects, or

dynamic effects, that might occur because of free trade

should also be looked into.

Individual government departments, national boards and

agencies and provincial governments should be studied so as

to discover their relationships with one another as players

in respect to poJ.icy development. These players include:

Finance; External Àffairs; Department of Industry,
Technology and Scíence; Revenue Canada (Cus!oms and Excise);

Employnent and Irnmigration Canada; the Tariff Board and

Canadian Import Tribunal. In respect to western Canada and

the Àt1ant ic provinces, the two regional development

agencies, the Western Diversification Office and the

Àtlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, would also be

involved. It is also important to study the Cabinet and the

policy direction it has given these departmenÈs and boards.
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The development of consumer electronics in developing

countries and the presence of MNCs in these countries

deserve study. The study can include reasons for the

success of the industry in these countries, as well as the

impact of Canadian (and North Àmerican) policy on foreign

exporters and their and MNC responses. The issue of the GPT

r,¡iI1 likely become ever more important in other product

lines in the future. As wel-L, the lower priced imports from

the GPT countries might dispJ-ace or impact on imports from

the non-GPT coun!ries, affecting Canada's trade relations
Ì¡i th these count r i es.

It is noteworthy that while the cPT has been permanently

¡,¡ithdrawn, the British Preferential Tariff for colour TVs

has not, and the MNCS already have plants in thèse NICS,

making colour Tvs for Europe and some parts like remote

controls and some extremely smaIl TVs for Canada and North

Àmerica. It may not be long that colour TVs and more

consumer electronics and advanced technology consumer

durables from Lhese countries wiII be exported to Canada,

and the British Preferential Tariff ¡,¡i11 need to be

r¡ithdra¡vn, from colour TVs and/or other items.

The magnitude of adjustment costs and the need for
assistance can be accurately appraised. It was found t.hat

the kind of jobs involved in colour TV assembly is mostly

low-skiLI labour. I f additional demographic information

could be obtained about the persons, the importance of their
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incomes for their families, together with the information

about how long it might take persons of these skills to find
new jobs in their communities, the worker and community

âdjustment costs in Kitchener-waterloo, Mid3.and, Prescott,

Toronto and Montreal could be better understood.

Finally, free trade with government intervention is not a

simple alternative. Since only specific government and MNC

considerations, and features ryhich will have to be included

in any successful agreement, were explored above further
study of the nature and implications of special agreements

is in order.



Appendix À

CHRONOLOGY OF GOVERNMENT MEÀSI'RES

The Early Years of Colour TV: 1965-1976

Measures or
actions: high tariffs of 15% on imported

complete sets and parts

PoL icv Measures

Measures or
actions:

f or Àdiustment: EI_S_

(from Jan. 1,1977 to Dec. 31, 1981)
duty remission program (a1lowing some
free inport of colour TVs)

postponement of MTN reductions

temporary !¡ i thdrar¡a I of General
Preferential Tarif f and British
Preferential Tariff treatment
on col-our Tvs

Protect ion of Assembly | L9J_9_

Measures or
actions: a nev¡ duty remission program on

chassis and chassis parts begins

continued postponement of MTN
tariff reductions

temporary withdrawal of General
Preferential Tariff treatment is
extended to a1I sizes of inported
coLour Tvs

duty remission on picture tubes
imported by tube plant in Canada
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Since 1978

Measures or
actions: 1981: duty remission program for

complete colour TV import s
ends

program for duty remission on chassis
and chassis parts is extended

1982. withdrawal of GeneraL preferential-
Tariff is further extended for a
period to expi re
December 31, 1985

1983: Special Tariff ttem for free inport of
chassis and chassis part.s (to replace
duty remission program for chassis and
chassis parts)

1985: the General. Preferential Tariff is
permanently w i thdrawn



Àppendi¡. B

INDIVIDUÀTJ CO}IPÀNY EXPERIENCES

Additional information about company experiences
are presented here to heJ.p descr ibe industry
developments and adjustment from the perspective of
individual firms. In the first section, early company
experiences are briefly described.

This is followed by a description of company events
since 1976, in section 8.2. First, infor¡nation on
those early entrants Hho stayed past 1976 ís provided.
Then infornation about the more recent Japanese MNC
entrants is described.

The information sas obtained from interviews with
industry executives and government officials,
newspaper articles, and government documents. Company
executives and government officials interviewed should
be absolved of any responsibility for errors of
interprehation of fact.

8.1 TI{E EÀRLY YEÀRS

The TV industry in Canada became significantly engaged in

colour TV nanufacturing by 1965. ÀIthough, coLour TV

transmissions from the United States could reach some

markets in Canada during the early 1960s, colour TV

transmissions from Canadian TV stations just began in
October 1966. Fleetwood2o6 started producing smal1 numbers

206 ¡n Chapler 3, Chart
colour TV i ndus t ry--and
Canada (since 1965)--is

3.3, cornpanies
the years they
presented.
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of colour TVs in Canada in 1956. Electrohome began

producing colour TVs in 1965 (El-ectrohome had a Iarge

Electronics Division which produced a variety of electronic
products). By 1966, Canadian Admirat, Canadian Generaj,

Electric, Canadian Westinghouse, Clairtone Sound, philco of

Canada, Philips Canada, RCÀ, and Sparton of Canada were also

starting or preparing for col-our TV production in Canada.

They designed, manufactured, and marketed coLour TVs.

Electrohome alone had 120 engineers who designed TVs and

1000 persons building them. The company designed and

manufactured its own circuitry and boards. CLairtone Sound

was turning out colour TVs in their Stellaton plant in

Atlant ic Canada by Àugust 1966 , and as in the other
companies, all its design and deveJ.opment work took place in
Canada, RCÀ's manufacturing facility \,ras in prescott,

Ontario, but the engineering and administration was carried
out at the head office in Montreal. Black and white TVs and

audio products were also made in Montreal. RCA produced

numerous consumer electronics and other products.

Since '1 969, cTE Sylvania Canada has held most of

Fleetwood's corporate shares. ehilips started marketing

coLour TVs in 1971, also using a Canadian conceived and

engineered chassis. Clairtone Sound ceased operations in
1971, due to financial difficulties not directly related to
its colour TV activities. Canadian Wêstinghouse stopped

produc ing after 1971 , However , Motorola was produc ing

colour TVs by this time.
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Belween 1971 and 1974 a shift was occurring, whereby the

companies in Canada stopped designing and manufacturing aIl
their parts and instead began to procure some of their
chassis, complete, from l-ow-cost countries oversèas. For

instance, Electrohome started importing chassis from the

Japan victor Company (JVC), and the other companies in
Canada from their overseas corporate affiliates. The

chassis could not be built as inexpensively in Canada, and

in order to remain competitive, all the producers had to
import chassis. By 1974, Electrohome made the decision to
no longer design its own chassis. The engineers r¿ere laid
off. The company both inported smatler colour Tvs and

complete chassis for larger models, For these J.arger sized

colour TVs, Electrohome would continue to make the cabinet

or buy it 1ocaIly, and purchase picture tubes from the RCÀ

tube plant in Canada. This change in activity patterns lras

also seen in the other companies. The scale of operations

in Canada became vastly different: not only did the

companies no J.onger reguire engineers, but they also
required less production workers because they were no longer

manufacturing chassis. Employment at Electrohome feIl to
around 200 to 300. Àt that time, Electrohome lried to get

into new business and product (comrnercial and industrial)
areas to offset the loss in colour TV work. For example,

the company went into monochrome and colour monitors.

Between 1973 and 1980 the company would design a skeleton

monitor (chassis) and develop this commercial trade into a

substantial business.
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Hitachi (HSC) of Canada, Sanyo Industries, and panasonic

Industries Canada began assembling colour TVs in Canada in

1972. Actually, Sanyo Industries began producing black and

white TVs in 1969 as a result of a joint venture agrèement

betv¡een Sanyo El-ectric Co. Ltd. and Sanyo Electric Trading

Co. (both of Japan) and Magnasonic Canada Inc.. Magnasonic

handled the marketing and saLes of Sanyo products in Canada,

until January 1, 1983, when Sanyo Canada was established to
market in Canada. Ouasar took over Motorola of Canada in
1974. Àlso, Matsushita of Japan, the parent company to
Panasonic Industries in Canada, purchased the Consumer

Products Division of Motorola Corporation of the United

States as well as its Canadian operations, which were then

manufacturing colour Tvs under the Ouasar name. philco-Ford

of Canada stopped making colour TVs in 1974. By 1975, GTE

Sylvania owned Fleetwood. The design capability of thè

entertainment. product division of GTE SyJ.vania Canada

(f'Ieetwood) was removed by the parent company in the United

States and a greater port ion of the basic electronic
assembLy was imported. In ÀpriI 1975, Hitachi moved its
operations from St. Laurent to Point Cfaire, euebec. Àlso

in 1975, Belbois Ltd. was estabLished by Hitachi as an

affiliated conpany to produce Tv cabinets ând cabinets for
other audio, high-f idel i ty products.
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8.2 rHE PERIOD SINCE 1976

8.2.1 Ouaaar

The federal government programs to assist the colour TV

industry came into effect in 1976. euasar did not

participate in the Duty Remissions Program. Ouasar began to
phase out its TV production and to import colour TVs from

its United States affiliate in Chicago ( it ¡ras not untiL
1979 t.hat Quasar completely phased out its TV operations in
Canada).

In addition to Quasar, Canadian General Electric and

Fleetwood (Ctp Sylvania Canada ) also chose not to
participate under the Program due to reported lechnology and

restructuring reasons (their MNC parents wanted to
consoLidate research and production) and instead started
phasing out their TV activities in Canada. cTE Sylvania
(nleet¡,¡ood) stopped producing colour TVs in 1978 and

Canadian General Electr ic ceased in 1979 . guasar and

Fleelwood were both subsidiaries of United States MNCS, and

their United States paren! affiliates continued the North

Àmerican consumer electronics production in the United

States. Seven companies did participate in the program.

They were: Electrohome, Philips El.ectronics Industries,
Canadian Admiral, RCÀ, Hitachi (HSC) of Canada, Sanyo

I ndustr ies and Panasonic Industries.



8.2.2 Philios Electronic6 I ndustr ieB

PhiJ.ips Electronics Industries initially participated in

the Duty Remissions Program, but decided to phase out of TV

production in 1977, PhiJ.ips Electronics concentrated on

product areas for which it could produce for the world

market. This involved getting the corporate mandate for
certain products. Philips El.ectronics increased its
efforts in the automotive eLectronics and telecommunications

fields. Of note was a joint venture it formed r¡ith MICOM

in the word processing f ieJ.d.

8.2.3 CanadÍan Àdmi ra1

The experience of Canadian Admiral v¡as somewhat unique.

Over 1977 and 1978, only Canadian Àdmiral continued to have

an integrated operation, with parts and TV rnanufacturing,

including the whole chassis, in Canada. The intention of

its United States parent to close down its TV

production in the United States may have given Canadian

Àdmiral hope that it could acquire its parent's

autornated assembling equipment at minimal cost. Canadian

Admiral already had, as well, the corporation's world

mandate for microwave ovens, and was diversified from this
standpoint. The Àdmiral MNC's R & D and manufacturing for
microwave ovens was centred l¡ith Canadian Admiral. However,

high labour costs and low production volume did not allow

Canadian Àdmiral to continue to produce colour TV chassis on
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a conpetitive basis in Canada, and consequently terminated

the chassis production and f inal.ly ceased alL its colour Tv

operations in Canada around 1981,

8.2.4 Electrohome

Under the CoIour Television Set Remission order,
Electrohome procured increasingly more of its parts off-
shore while reducing the amount of manufacturing carried on

in Canada. At the start of the Ðuty Remissions program,

Elèctrohome lras on the border of bankruptcy. The federal
government insured the company's bank debt, while lhe

cornpany underwent changes in management structure and

policy.

Àfter the restructuring, Electrohome focussed its
Canadian TV production on large-screen TVs. In 1977,

Electrohome phased out the production of colour TVs with
screen sizes of 20 inches and less, replacing them with
imports of cornplete colour TVs from Japan. ELectrohome

concentrât.ed more on other consumer and industrial
electronic products which it could export. This included

products such as projection TV systerns, display monitors

and video games. New product development was given

greater emphasis. The company was trying to diversify
from the Tv operations so that it would not be so

dependent on consumer product Lines.
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As a consequence of the government I s Television Chassis

and ComÞonents Remission order, much there was much assembly

vrork at Electrohome, but no engineering. The Electrohome

name was a successful- brand in the Canadian market, nurtured

by the marketing peopLe in the company, but at considerable

expense. About this time, Electrohome Ìras approached

by Jutan International, an importer and distributor of

consumer electronic products from Toronto, to assemble

colour TVs for them, under the Duty Remissions Program.

Jutan International couLd not assemble TVs under the Duty

Remissions Program, since the Program was restricted to
existing producers--to avoid further fragmentation of the

marke!. In turn, Electrohome would benefit by making a

small profit on the assembly. Consequently, this
arrangement was a good one, for both companies.

Then, in 1981, ELectrohome was asked by Mitsubishi
Electric Sa]es Canada to assemble colour TVs. Àn agreement

was reached that woul-d result in Electrohome producing

colour TVs for them, under contract, beginning January 1,

1983. Mitsubishi Electric SaLes Canada was interested in
establishing a colour TV presence in Canada. Electrohome

decided to also alLow Mitsubishi Electric Salès Canada to
purchase Licensesr so that the latter could be the sole

user of the ELectrohome name for colour TVs (and video

cassette recorders but not on other Electrohome products).

The advantages of this for Mitsubishi Electric Sa1es Canada
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nas that it r,rould immediately attain a small, buL

significant share, of Lhe Canadian market. For Electrohome,

the market ing of colour TVs was not a very

profitable activity. AIso, being a smal-l and independent

f irm, Electrohome did not enjoy the benefits of the 1arge,

integrated company which produced a variety of home

electronic products, was good at marketing, and whose

worLd-scale manufacture of major parts and products could

offset the costs of product design and marketing.

Immediately, Mitsubishi said they were not going to use JVC

chassis, and instead Electrohome started to use Mitsubishi
chassis (chassis for colour TVs assembled by Electrohome for
Jutan came from a company called the General Corporation in
Japan). EventuaJ.ly, Mitsubishi would reduce advertising
expenditure on Electrohorne's name and more on the Mitsubishi
name. The decision by Electrohome to License its name did
mean, however, the loss of the sole independent Canadian

company in the Canadian industry.

In 1984, Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada also purchased

the picture tubè plant in Midland, Ontario (please see RCÀ

belor¡). In 1986 Mitsubishi opened a plant in waterloo,
Ontario, close to the Electrohone plant in Kitchener
(Kitchener and Waterloo are adjacent cities).
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8.2.5 RCA

In the mid-1970s, RCÀ's Canadian design group ceased

their activity, and instead adopted their United States
parent's designs. As with the other companies in Canada,

RCA used more and more off-shore components, from a RCÀ

pJ.ant in Taiwan and later one in Mexico. Modules v¡ere now

easy t'o assemble and easy to transport, so the company went

to assembly. The company also reduced al_1 the general

overhead, in consumer electronics and all other arèas. In

consumer electronics this meant reducing the headquarters

staf f by 80 percent.

Under the Colour Television Set Remission order, RCA made

a decision to produce only 20 inch col.our TVs. These r¡ere

exported to the United States. The formula used by the

government to provide duty remission was found to be

weak in that il encouraged a peculiar narket distortion:
RCÀ coul-d export TVs assembled in Canada in order to
have a sufficient volume of exports to qualify for duty

remission. The company could then import some of its
exports back. RCÀ's more labour intensive production

faciLitiesr e.9. its chassis and tuner facilities, were

already located in the low-Iabour cost country of Mexico.

Since the beginning

Remission order, RCÀrs

rationalized with other

the Colour Televi s ion Set

plant in Midland had been

tube pLants in the United

of

t ube

RCÀ
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States. In Canada, mostly 20-inch tubes were produced, and

mostly for export to Europe. Ho\rever, in Europe, new

picture tube manufacturing capac ity vras being constructed.
In 1979, RCÀ was permitted tariff remission on a specified
number of imported tubes so RCA could rationalize its tube

production.

I,¡ith the introduction of the Television Chassis and

ComÞonents Remission order, RCA decided to reduce it
production of coLour TVs in Canada for the United States
marke! and to increase the production of colour TVs of all
sizes for the Canadian market. Other TV manufacturers would

be faced with either paying a tariff on their imported tubes

or purchasing them from RCÀ. Thè other companies,

conseguently, purchased their tubes from RCA, effecLively
giving RCA a monopoty of TV tube sales j.n Canãda.

However, by the end of 1982, the RCÀ picture tube plant
closed down. Due to the growing capacity of tube production

in Europe, RCA's exports from the Midland plant fell. The

TV tube industry in Japan also was reaching higher levels of
production capacity. It was believed that the Japanese TV

cornpanies in Canada might switch to Japanese tubes sourced

from their parent companies. During this same time, RCÀ

nanted to undertake expensive investments in its plants in
North Àmerica, which then nunbered three, two being in the

United States. This rqas in order to produce mini-back

tubes, a new kind of tube with a compressed back. The
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company felt it needed onLy two plants, and Midland being

the smallest and Iosing much of its market in Europe, !¡as

marked to cease operat ions.

Mitsubishi Electric SaLes Canada was encouraged to re-
open the plant in 1984. As stated in Chapter 4, section
4,3, Mitsubishi Electric SaIes Canada rras offered a combined

Ioan of 915 million dollars (shared between the federal and

provincial governments), and $2.5 in duty remission on

picture tube purchases. During the nègotiations with RCA,

Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada sas also able to obtain

confirmation that a Canadian value added criteria l¡oul-d not

be introduced into the chassis remission measure.

Mitsubishi El,ectric Sales Canada also proposed to invest
about 925 miLlion towards modernization.

8.2.5 The itapånese MNCs in Canada

In 1976, Quasar was acquired and placed under the same

roof as Panasonic Industries Canada. When panasonic

Industries Canada changed to Matsushita IndustriaL Canada in
1980, production continued to include both the panasonics

and the ouasar brand names, and later, too, the brand name

Technics on many high-end models. Hitachi (HSC) of

Canada, Sanyo Industries Canada and Panasonic Industries
Canada stepped up Lheir Canadian activities f oJ.lowing the

introduction of the federal government programs for the

industry in 1976. Hitachi was unable to justify the use of
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remíssion funds in 1978 and by mutuat agreement was not

included in the Duty Remissions Program f.or 1978. The

Japanese MNCs basicalJ-y used the remission monies to augment

their capital investments and to offset higher production

costs in Canada. Panasonic Industries had been initiaJ.ly
given its MNC parent's (uatsushita) North Àmeri.can manda!e

for the Panasonic brand of console TVs, but Matsushita
plants in the United States were to eventually take away the

strength of this mandate.

Hitachi began with the production of 26-inch colour Tvs

in Canada in 1972, but in 1979 , the company began

manufacturing 2O-inch colour TVs. The plant underwenL a

significan! expansion in 1980. As weI1, panasonic

Industries moved into a larger facility in Toronto in the

early 1980s.

In 1983, Sanyo Industries also began to produce microwave

ovens in Canada. Mitsubishi commenced production of colour
TVs at its newly established Waterloo, Ontario facility in
early 1 986.

B .2 .7 T¡ro Snal l

Àf ler '1 983 two

conic, tried to

Canada. However ,

the market.

Canailian Comoanies

sma).1 companies, Video Canada and pro-

set-up colour Tv assembly operations in
neither eas successful , and both soon left



Àppendix C

E¡{,AMPLES OF REMISSION ORDERS

In this Àppendix are shown t\,¡o exanples of
remission orders provided to the colour Tv industry.
The first is an example of the Television Set
Remission Orders. There are small- differences among
the individual orders for companies participating in
the remission program. The one here is for
Matsushi.ta. It was renewed in 1980, In 1981, the
Television Chassis and ComÞonent Remission 9!lþlg rrere
provided to the companies.

In the second part of
Remission Order ( 1983 ) is
spec i f ic remission order
1985 and 1987.

this Àppendix, a TV Tube
shor¡n for l¡itsubishi. The
sho¡,¡n here was renewed in

237



C.1 MÀTSUSHITÀ TELEVISION SET REMISSION ORDER
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P¡rlY CClJ!Cll a COx!€¡:_ Þ.rvË

EIS EXCELLEI|CY ':NE GOVER.\CR CEì¡ERÀL TN

CouNcIL, considerfng thåt' lÈ ls ln Èhe publlc

lnterest to renii cusioris dut:¡'ånd sales tax on

certain tnPorted Èelevislon sets, on Èhe

reco¡xlendàÈlon of tåe Hinfster of Industr!r TÏade

ônd Corõlerce, Èhe Hinister of 9lnance and the

Èeasury Board'and pursuant to secEion I7 of the

Financial ÀCain:st:¡tion Àct, is pleased heEeby to

n¡ke Èìe annexed order respectlnq Lhe renigsion of

cusÈoñs duty ånc sà1e3 ta: on television seÈs

imported b)' HaÈsushita IndusCrial Cenada LiniÈed -

cÍ¡-r.rto to tt A tivl cot? - cottc c1¡rtrrIC coxrollr.{

clcr( or ?ña t^rvv courcrL - Lt Gqtfartr ov coxttrL rert.t
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1983-328

HIS EXCELLENCY Tii¿ GOVERNOR GEN'RÀL IN COUNCIL,

considering !hat il is in lhe gubi,ic interes! to remit customs

duÈy and s"l.es tax on cer..tain inported television sets, on the

reconnendaiion of the ni"i r,". of Industry, Trade and Comñerce,

the l.linister of Finance and the lreasury Board and pursuànt Lo

section l? of Èhe Financial ÀdninisÈraÈion ÀcÈ, is pleased hereby

Èo nake !he annexed Order res:.ecting Èhe renission of custons

duty and sales tax on television sets inported by tdaÈsushita

Indusiriål canada LÍf¡ i ted.



ORDER R9SPECT¡NG îH= REI{ISSIOI{ OF CUS?O}IS DUT;
SALES TÀX ON TIL¡VIS:ON SEîS II4PORTED BY

HÀîSU SiI I îA ¡i¡DUSTP.!ÀL CAIIÀD¡. LI}IITEO

shofÈ.1it1e

t. This order nay be cit,ed
ànada Limited lelevisio:ì Set

as Lhe l.!å tsu sh i ta lndustrial
rc: i ss iõã-õiãã-i

fnÈerÐre!àtion

2. ¡n th is order,

'Canadian value addei o¡ che ne:ìuf acturer's non-production
pa3 ts " me ans

(a) the price paid by Lhe tnãnufacturer for
parts, uherê èhe value for duiy of Í;poreed
production of the non-productior parts does
half of thàt gr i ce; ot

!he non-p rod ucÈ i on
goods used in the
not exceed one-

(b) in any other case, the price peiC by the nanufaceurer for
the non-product.ion -Þèrts ninus the vaLue for duEy of inport.ed
gocCs used in '"he p:oduction oE Èhe ncn-production pàrLsi
(valeur,'canad!e::ne' ajou!ée Ces ?iéces' qui' n' enerent. oas. dans
lã-lõ'îú-afiõñi-

"dõ;esr,ïõ-=õãEunp:ion" ¡neans the value Íor duiy of äll imported
Lelevision seis sold by the r¡:nufactËrer in the relevant
period for consunp!!on in Canåiei (cclFglrnition intéri re)

"free issue parts and naterials" neans parts and naterials
irnporÈed by Èhe nènufaciur r Lhat are su_oplied to the'
fllanufàcturer free of char3e by or on behalf of a foreign
cusÈonêr for ths ex-3ress purpose o: Þein9 incorporàt.ed by the
r anufacÈurer into a televisior seÈ èo be sold by the
rûanufacÈurer to à foreign cusÈoier for consunption ou¡side
canada, Lhe seJ,ling price of uhich, Coer. not include à charge
for those parts ènC naterials;
( pi èces, et: nat iè res d i s.t riÞuéàs q r at'.,:i renent)

''frûported television set" neð¡:s å !elevision set f ported or
t,åkén out of Hðrehouse b!, the n.rnuf acturèr, but does not
lncl ude any television set

(a) thåf ls exenp! fron cusÈo;ìs du!y under Schedule À Eo Èhe

(b) lhat is subsequently expcrteC f rc.î cånadà
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to, nt i"t no claim for remissicn is made under section 3,

(C) in respect of which thè !otàl cusboms duty payable under
Schedule À to the CusÈoms,Tarflf f is paid and ioi which therèhas been no remiss --'---
iñporté)

' 'nanufacEurer " means ¡làtsushi!a InCus¡riaI Canåda Limited;(fe5ricant)

"neÈ sal.es value of a Èelevision set." ¡¡eans an anount. equal Èo

(a) the aggregate of

. ( i) the price received by t.he nanufacLurer for !hetelevision set minus any paynents to foreign corporations
às nanagenìeni fees, royalty charges or selIing cost.s
incurred ou!side Canada in reseec! of tbe television set,(ii) the val,uê for duty of any free issue parts or
materiâLs incorporaied in thp Eelevision seÈ, and
( iii) Èhe cost of t,ranspor!in9 the television se! wiLhi.n
canada,

nirus
( 5) the. a99re9¿te of

(c)
o5

(i) federal saLes and excise t.axes paid in respect of the
television set, and
(ii) rebates, discounts and other ällowances granted by lhe
rflanufacEurer in respèct of Lhe television set subseguent to
iÈs sale; (u"1eur'neÈte'de u.nte d'un

''nôn-producÈion parLs" neans parts o:
by Èhe manufâcÈurer ånd exported by
alteration in the reìevant period to
rrhon he purchases !elevision sets;
pa s'd àns. I à. f abr ÍcaÈ ion)

' 'relevant period" means t,he
l9?9 and ending on Decenber

televis ion sets purchased
the nanufåc,.urer ìJ i Èhou t
a foreign vendor fron

( pièces. ou i n t entrenÈ

period conmencing on Jðnuâry l,
31, l98l¡ (période'visée)

' 'television setr' r¡eans a celevlsion reteiving set, lrhether or
noÈ iÈ incorporåtes a record playin; device, designedprinarily for enÈertainnent purgoses and able Èo receive and,
in itself, display video and audio broadcas! transmissions in
tûonochrome or colour ¡ (Cge" *¡l d"lg¡éri"i*)

"v¿Ìue of productlon" ¡neans thè ne! sales value of televlslon
secs produced in Can¡da by Èhe nanu:Àclurer aL åny Èlr¡e ¡nd
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sold by thàL nànu:acturer in Èhe relevànt Period; (vèIeur
de production)

Renissicn of CusLo:ììs Duty

3. Subject Èo secticns 4 and 6, renission is hereby granÈe¿l of
all or a porÈion of the cusEor:rs duLy PaÍd or Payable under
Schedule Á to the CEstons Tariff Þy the manufacLurer in resPect
of television sets-!6ã!-;i¡--ifr6r tèd or taken ouÈ of varehouse by
the nanufacturer during Èhe releven'. period on condition that a
clain for remission is nade by lhe nanufacÈurer to Ehe inisÈer
of NaÈional Revenue before July 31, 'l 984.

4, The remission 9rånLed tc !he na;uÍ¿ccurer under section 3

shall be

(a) an a¡nount equal Èo the Prodrct obtained by nultiplyíng tbe
anount of Lhe custc s du"y paid or Payable in Èhe relevanÈ
period by the Percentage lhaE Èhe aggregate of che
¡nanufacturer's val,ue oi .Ðroduction in the relevant period and
the Canadian value aCded o: !hè iìe:ru:acturer's non-Production
parts in tha! Period beats to the nanuf¿cturer's do,restÍc
consunption in thâ! Periodi or

(b) h'here the percentaÇd referreC io in Paregraph (å) exceeds
one hundrsd P9r centr an a:oun: eqral to the cusions duty paid
or payabl e.

Re:r iss ic:: of sales'TðI

5. Subject to seccion 6, renission is hereby granted of Èbe

safes cax on ever¡r television ss! for Hhich custons du'.y is
renirÈed under thls Order in ån aiount equel !o the difference
beiïeen

(à) the ànount oÉ sales Èex pàyêble cn lhe Èelevision seÈi and

(b) t,he ariount of sales tax Èhàc çould be payab)'e on the
teievision ser if the duÈy Paid velue used Eo calculate Èhe
sales t,ax on Èhe lelevisiol se! ìras reduced by the anounÈ oe
dhe ieEissio:l of cuslois èuly under rhis order.

LiniÈ'of'Re:ì'ission

retrission grênleC to the mènufacturer under this order
exceed t,nc-hunêted ånd fifly lhousand doIl¿rs"6. The

shàl I not
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Desicnatio:ì

7. l.¡here. the nanufecturer has, before July 31, l9g{ by noticein writing !o the ¡linister of N¿!ionèl n"u"nu" acconpanied by theconsenr. in vriEing of any other person who is " ,"t"i"J-f"rIån-"'wit.hin the ,ïeaning of sect.ion 2Sì of ..he Income.Tåx.Àct.designated such other person ès a person ffiÁ tn.nànufacturer in the producrior of lelevision sets, Èhe !"ilòn 
"od3signated shaLI, rrirh respec.. to the importation .nà-"ãiå-ãi --Èelevision sers, be consicèred for the pürposes of thrs ord"i ,rot,to be a separate person fron but to be 'tt¡e'sa$e person ås lhe¡¡anufacturer.

Reports

8. Às a condition lo thè granLing of any renission undersection 3 or 5' the nanuf¿cLurer shárr suuñit to tne ¡rinisier otInCustry, Tfade and Ccnnerce and to the Minister of ¡lationaiRevenue such reports ès may be reouired by those Hinistersrespeciing the proCuct !ôn and sa).é by the-mànufecturer oftel.evision sets aftd non-proCuction pãris.
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EX PL.\}'.\TC RY NOTE

this Order gràn'!s renission of aII or à portion of the cusCoîìs
duEy and a port,ion of Lhe sèles tax paid in respecl of t.elevision
seÈs import.ed Þy úacsushita Industriå1 Cànada Limited durLng lhe
period commencing on January 1, 19?9 and ending on Decenber 31,
1981 and proviCes thac t.he !oEal amounÈ of rer¡ission granÈed
pursuant to Èhe Order shall noe exc?ed tHo huodred and fifÈy
thousand dollars,



C.2 MITSUBISHI PICTI,'RE TUBES REMISSTON ORDER
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sËÞ
tF=ä'tàc?

C^à^o^

,¡'vt COir!CrL ¡ CCx¡glL eq'vå

HIS EXCSLL'NCY TSE GCVERIIOR GENEPà!

IN CoUÌ¡CI.L,. consrder.ing Èhåe iE. is in Èhe publlc

InÈeresÈ to nake the annexed renission order, ls

pleased hereby, on Èhe recor'ÍendàÈion of the

Hinister oÉ Plnance ¡ the Hinis¿er of

Industry, Trade and Co¡nerce ard Èhe Treasurv

Board and pursuàrìÈ È.c secÈ:on t7 of the nin.n.iaf

Èdn in is tra c ron Àc'-, to make :!e ¿nnexed order

respec'-ing the reìissicn of custo:rs cluty on

ceri'ain cclcu= .o:aÈura c!b9s i::rcof :ed by

AliLs'r5ishi Elec::onics Indusrs:es canada fnc.

CEitltrtO YO l¿ 
^ 

liua CoFY - COFTE CErt¡rtIE CO¡rO.,

cLf¡r o, txa P.rvY couxcrL - LÉ G^ttrt(i ou cortttt p.
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ORÐER RESPECIIT..G TÉ RS:]SS:O:i 0F CLS'it\tS rufi 0N CERT¡JN

COLCLJ"R PICîJ?¡ Î'J?ES E?ORIEÐ BY MTStiBISHI

EIlCr,C:iiCS IISUSTS.J:S Crr.i¡.{ rNC.

t. This Orêer nay be cited as
Penission Orie¡.

t}'e iti¡sublshi Pictu¡e Tub--s

I;rtelo:e tati on

Z. In this 0rCer,
'tasic producìion" r-e a:s

(a) for the first ¡e:icd, 33C,0r)J colour picture tubes,
(b) for the secc::d per:oC, 530,010 ccicur piciure t'.rbes, and
(c) for the third pe:icj, ó50,CCl ccic::; piciu:e rubes;

(proCucticr C: bese )
"ic;,es:rc prcclcilcr'' ;.e:is iie or.=:tiiy oÍ colcul pic:ure tubes

prodr.rced in C:¡ade b / )3is'ürlshi E':ect:cnics InCustries Caiade
Inc. in each cf tl-.: íi:st, secc;13 and iri:i perio<ls; (p:'ci,.:ct:cn
;^-ôê r. i -!,â ìu e'r.v J L!Yev,,

' flrsLferroã" ne:.rs i-. ¿ c¿Ie:lC:; ;'ears i?S5 ¿-ni 1984; (p:'e:r:àre
p é rioCe )

'þfE-r,ure iube" ne¿1s a cathcd: ray tube (cr e!.ec-'rcn tube, exceo!
X-ray tube) ol the k::':C usei il --ie ir¿¡,'.:jacture of graohic and
data display -Le:ni::els o¡ t:le','isl;n re:eivcrs, and for -"he
pu:poses of t}e <Ìeíi::i:ic;l 'basic prcdu::io:r" o¡ "donestic
proiuction", includes i.io facg:Ia'r.es made frcn bare glass by
natcJring the shedc:¿ ;r¿sk a. r. scr:erirg -,Jr a phosphor; (tqbe - inaqes)

'þ;oCuc:ión" Íisa:'rs t¡e ;a:uiaciu:e o: ¿ t:'¡ e frcn b¡re glãTf-5t-
natchi.ng tJre sh¿dc,; ¡::s h !o tl:-. íacepli:e , sc;eening the phosphcr 

"inserting the elec:rcr grr, seall:g L\e i'J5e, erhausting anC tesring
the uirit; (oroCuct:o;:)

"second, peiiòatre-t=e c3len¿:r year 1955; (Êe,urhe gq¡!4g)
"¿\ird pàriod" nea.1s tlì3 calenCar ,vear 1935. (¡iõiFffi-Î?îc

,Reniss::i

3. Subject to section 4, re¡¡js s icr is hereby granted of t\e
cusions duq' pai3 cr ;a¡'able u'rC:r S:L,edul: .{ io the Cus tcrñs Tsrj.if
on colour piciure tu':is !-:pc;::<i by cr on behalf of t'liffi-G,ï-
Elec¿ronici InC,.:s¡:ies ccäia i¡:c.'iu:i-':g erch of uhe first, seccnd
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a-rC third perio¿s, on ccnCiiion that a clai¡ for renission is nsde
io :he Deputy j\finister of )latio;ial Revenue, Cusro¡rs and Excise,
.crior to Juiy l, 19S7.

4. The quantiry of i;;or:ed coiour picture tubes on which
re:jssion is granted pursu¿-:-.¡ to sec:icn 5 for eac\ of t.he first,
seccnd and ¡hi¡C periois shal1 be the least of

(a) the quantity of colcui piciure tu5es irported by itf.itsubishi
Electronics I ¡c'r rç ¡ ¡iE5 Ca.r ada Inc,;
(b) 100,000 colcu¡ picixre tubes; ar<i
(c) the donestic produc:ion ni¡:rs t\e basic production.
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E?!.::â:Ð?J IPTE

(This note is not Þer: o: the Orier, but is intended
only for infcr::ìation P'-:rÞoses. )

This orie= reni:s custcñs iuty on certain colour
picture tubes ir.r-oo:ced by Mi"subishi Electronics
Indust:ies' CanaCa Inc.



Àppendix D

PRICE ÀND OUÀNTITY INFORMATION, ÀND THE
ESTIMÀTION OF ELÀSTICITIES

The prices of colour TVs are important to thè cost-
benefit analysis in this study. The first part of
this Appendix describes the sources and also the
caLcuLations and assumptions behind the factory prices
and at-the-border import prices for different sizes of
colour TVs in 1984 and 1983. In the second section of
this nppendix, translogarithmic (transLog) demand
èstimates wiIl be made of key elasticities used in the
cost-benefit analysis in Chapt.er 5. ALso,
irnplications of these estimates will be discussed.

D.1 DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, IMFORTS, COSTS ÀND PRTCES OF
COLOUR 1\'S

The Tariff Board207 obtained information regarding the

quantity of colour TVs assembled and the production costs of

col-our TVs for the Canadian col.our TV assembly industry.
Thè production cost is defined in terms of the ex-factory
cost value of the colour TVs, and does not include the

federaL sales tax. Àlso, marketing and distribution costs

r.¡hich musL be added on to arrive at the price faced by

consumers. This price information plus c. i. f. import price

infornation is shown in Chart D.1.

207 The Tariff Board, ReÞort of The Tariff Board Reference
No. 160. 1 .

- ¿Jt -



Chart D.1

Average Ðomestic Production CosLs and
c. i. f. Import Prices By Size, 1984

Screen Size Donestically Imports
Àssembled

14-inch

20-inch

26-inch

227 .39

313.00

4917 54

333.89

394.17

578.32

Estimated using information from The Tariff Board,
Report of The Tariff Board Reference No. 160.1
lottawa : - suppry ana sãìîËes--canaaa , îÞ'a s ) 

-andStatistics Canada, Imports by Commodities, cat. no.
65-007.

Chart D.2

Average Colour TV Prices By Size, 1984
(includes tariffs, marketing and distribution costs,

:.n doI lar s )

Screen Size Domestically
A s sembl ed

14-inch

20-inch

26-inch

347 .91

478.89

7 52 .06

Imports

333.89

394 .17

984.82

Estimated using information on the production cost of
donestically-assembled colour TVs and price of imports
before duty and domestic transportation costs (the
Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff Board Reference No.
1 60. I , (Ottawa : Supp1y and Services Canada, 1985 ) ) .
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The information was provided to the Tariff Board from the

industry, accordinq to the 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch

screen sizes, although information for the 14-inch screen

size is reported by the Tariff Board only in indice form.

Using available information from the Tariff Board, it is

sLiJ.L possible to approximate the production cost of the
'1 A-inch screen size of cofour Tv in Canada. The method

behind this estimation and as well that for the estimates of

the c.i.f. value of imports by these same three screen sizes

are as follows:

1. In the Canadian colour Tv market in 1984 was
$435,892,000, based on factory 1evel prices for
shipments and on landed cost less duty and domestic
freight for imports. The Tariff Board estimates that
in 1984 the 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch accounted
for more than 90 percent of this Canadian colour TV
market. The value of domestic-assembled colour TVs
for the domestic market was $213,759,000. Àlso, the
Tariff Board estimates that 33 percent of the value
of the 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch colour Tv markets
are of the 26-inch screen size,2o I About 178,900
26-inch sets r,rere assembled in Canada in 1984. At a
production cost of 9491.54 per set, the domestic
portion of the 26-inch market r+as $87r936r506. This
means that the value of the inported 26-inch colour
Tvs can be estimated to be $41 ,523,410. There were
71r800 imported sets of this size (a1l fron non-GPT
nations); this gives a per unit value of the 26-inch
colour TV imports of $578.32.

2. Most of the colour Tvs reported by Statistics
Canada2os for the 10 to l8 inch range (202,900 sets
in 1984) are 14-inches. The Tariff Board2r0 reports

208 The Tariff Board,
No. 160.1, p. 33.

2o s stat i st ic s canada,
6s-007 (198s).

2lo The Tariff Board,

ReÞort of The Tariff Board Reference

ImÞorts þ¿ Commoditíes, catalogue no.

ReÞort of The Tariff Board Reference
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that 92.7 percent of the GPT imports in this category
are 14-inch screens (or 188,088 sets), and 6 percent
are 14-inch screens. If the same is true for imports
from non-GPT countries, then there were about 292r930
imports of 14-inch colour Tvs.

The Tariff Board2l r report the '1 4-inch quantitities
in the market in indice form. Using the index and
the quantity of imported 14-inch sets from the above,
the quantity of domestically-assembled 14-inch colour
TVs can be estimated to be 124 '570 sèts. The per
unit vafue of the 10 to 18-inch sets, r¡hich can be
used to approximate the per unit value of the 14-inch
sets, can be cafculated from the Statistics Canada
value and quantity figures to be $196.07, in 1984.

3. Using the above calculations for the prices and
quantities of the 14-inch and 26-inch scrèen sizes of
colour TVs and 20-inch domestically-assembled sets,
and the fact that the three submarkets (including the
20-inch size) equal 90 percent of the $435'892,000
market, the price of 20-inch imports is estimated to
be 9231 .47,

D.t.1 Consumer Prices for Donest icallv-ÀsEembled and
Irnported Colour Tvs

I! is difficult to arrive at average 9-9¡-E-UB9.L prices.

There are important marketing and distribution

intermediaries between the company assembling the colour Tv

and the the final consumer. The interviewed officials from

the domestic conpanies described hor,r the Canadian companiesl

colour Tvs are marketed and di stributed in different

ways. 2 1 2 For instance, sales may be made to national

212

No. 160.!,

The Tarif f
No. 160.1,

RCA Inc.
Industrial
affiliates
mar ket ing
Industrial

p. 36.

Board, ReÞort of The Tariff Board Reference
pp. 34-35.

has a marketing division. Matsushita
Canada and Sanyo Industries have

or related companies who help in the
of the colour Tvs in Canada. Matsushita
Canada sells a1I of its coLour TVs for the
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retai.lers, to smaIl retailers, and/or to wholesalers for

resale to retailers. While the final cost of assembling

and packaging is important for the viability of the

assembly operations in Canada, the final purchase price

of a colour TV will reflect many additional costs

relating to marketing and the distribution of the TVs.

Between the time a colour TV leaves the plant until it is

sold to dealers, the marketing expenses are very high.

These expenses incLude advertising, administration and

sales. There are interest and saies tax to be paid, the

Iatter also applied to the marketing costs. The

marketing expenses can represent something like 10% Eo

15% of. the selling price.2rs The dealer, too, will add a

mark-up, which can also be 10% to 15%. There are dealer

rebates, price cuts when the cofour Tvs are not selling,
and different kinds of warranties (the dealer can choose

what type he r¡ants: some companies offer five years, some

less, some include labour, sorne just material). Then there

is also the practice of consumer discounts. Published

domestic market to Matsushita Electric of Canada.
Matsushita Electric of Canada actually has two
marketing divisions: Panasonic and Quasar Divisions.
Matsushita IndustriaL Canada also seLls to a sister
marketing company in the United states, the Panasonic
Company, which is a division of the Matsushita
Electric Corporâtion of Àmerica. Sanyo Industries
sells directly to a large Canadian relaiLer, plus to
Sanyo Canada Ltd. In the case of Electrohome, it sells
it.s assembled colour Tvs to Mitsusbishi El-ectric Sales
Canada and to Jutan International. These two carry
out all marketing of the sets assenbled by Electrohome.

2r3 This is from information received through interviews
r¡ith domestic companies.
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prices frequenLly are guite different from actual consumer

prices.

Revenue,2t4 in its deLiberations regarding dumping, began

by looking at final prices of domestically assembled colour

Tvs, and subtracted 45 percent, to reflect the retailer
margin, the speciaL excise tax, defence tax, vaLue added tax

and other adjustments, in order to arrive at estimated ex-

factory seli-ing prices. Às an approximaLion, the production

costs exhibited above for dornestically-assemb].ed colour Tvs

can be increased by 53 percent. Similar1y, import per unit
vaLues (without duty and domesLic freight) must be roughLy

íncreased by the tariff rate plus 53 percent of this price,
to account for such adjustments as the federal sales tax,
marketing costs and dealer costs. The tariff rate on colour

TVs was 11.3 percent in 1984, The follor¡ing estimations of

consumer prices for imported colour TVs lrere calculated by

adding the 1'l .3 percent tariff, and then adding 53 percent

to this price.

The average consumer prices for different sized

dornestically-assembJ.ed and imported colour TVs are brought

together in Chart D.2. À slightly different approach is
used for 1983 prices, which is discussed below i.n section

Nat ional Reven Canada, ision under t.he Special
ImDort Mea sur e s
Nat ional Revenue

tinq Colour Televisions;
Documents: Initiation of

refevTsions Oriqinatiñ
of Korea; and National

Doc ument : Prel iminary

nue
es
ue,

or i qinat inq in or ExÞorted From the Republic of Korea.
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D.2.1.1. regarding the trans-logarithmic estimation of bhe

denand elasticities (based on 1983 and 1984 information).

D.1 .2 Ouantítv I nformat ion

1deal1y, one would like information on quantity supplied

and demanded. There is information available on the

quantity of colour TVs leaving the factories in Canada, and

the guanitity of imported TVs going through Canadian

Customs. These were shown by major screen size in Chart 2.3

in Chapter 2. Those leaving Canadian factories and not

exported are assumed to be for domestic purchase. These

become a less accurate measure of actual quantity sold, vhen

inventories change dramatically from one year to the next,

Domestic inventories, for instance, can periodically be very

high, due to changing demand or over-production or shrinking
rnarket shares from import pressure. This can depress the

price of the colour TVs, as the companies try and reduce

their inventories. In 1984, the inventories were high. In

this study, it is assumed that future production wiLl
approximate the new demand leveIs.

D.1.3 Î,iterature on Denand Price Elasticities

The Iiterature on price eLasticiLies, especially at the

disaggregated level of the colour TV, and even for consumer

and home electronic products, for Canada, is quite small. A
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study by Haritos,2ls using quarterly data from 1964 lo 1974,

found a demand elasticity for a category called 'other
consumer goods', which includes colour TVs, of -1.40.

Another study done by Basevi2l6 in 1973 presented import

demand elasticity es!imates for Canada of around -1.6.
Basevi found a short-run import demand elasticity of -1.593
(and long-run elasticity of -2.492 ) for the Standard

International Trade Classifications code range 5-9, which

corresponds to manufactures. In respect to finished
manufactures, Balassa and Kreinin2lT estimated an import

demand elasticiLy of -2.06 for Canada.

One study by Fortune2rs based on monthly data for the

period from January 1959 to May 1967, estimated the price

elasticity of Canadian dernand for Tv inports from the United

States, and as well the demand elasticity for all TVs

(including bLack and r¡hite) and the elasticity of domestic

supply and suppl-y of ímports. Hot¡ever, this was done for
TVs which at this time, of course, vrere primarily black and

215 Janice Haritos, "An Econornetric Model of Canadian
Imports," The Canadian Statistical Review, catogue no.'11-003 (¡pi-lT 1917j.

G. Basevi, "Commodity Trade Equations in Project Linkr"
in R. J. Bal1, ed. , b International Linkaqe of
NationaL Economic Models (Amsterdam: North-Holland
Publ-ishing Company, 1973) .

B. Balassa and M. E. Kreinin, "Trade Liberalization
under the 'Kennedy Roundr: The Static Effects," Revier,¡
of Economics and Statistics, 49 (May 1967), 125-37.

.1 . Neill Fortune, "Measurement of Tariff Elasticities,"
Àoolied Economics, 3 (March 1971), 19-34.

216

214
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?thite TVs. As described in Chapter 3, these TVs were mainly

imported from the United States in the early 1960s. As less

expensive and smaller Tvs became available from overseas,

more and more black and white TVs were imported from Japan,

Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. For the TV imports from

the United States during the time period studied by Fortune,

an import demand elasticity was found at -16.17. The demand

elasticity for TVs in general was found to be -1.02 and the

import elasticity from the rest of the r,¡orId to be -20.23.

It is difficult, though, to move from the more aggregate

estimated elasticities reported above, to those for present-

day colour TVs. For a consumer product such as colour TVs,

r,¡here there i s domest ic assembly and product

differentiation, the eJ.asticity wiIl likely be a littIe
higher than those for manufactures in general. There is
been no recent Canadian literature; this is important when

the product or product categories undergo rapid change, as

have TVs over the past tventy years. They are also subject

to shifting demand and preference changes (although

preference changes for colour TVs have affected much more

the choice of size and style of colour TV, as has been

described in Chapter 3). For the United States, Hufbauer,

Berliner and EllioLt2ls compiled two recent estirnates for
the demand elasticity for imported colour TVs and three for
the demand elasticity for domestic colour TVs. First, for
imported colour Tvs, they report a finding by Peter Morici

21s Huf bauer et al., Bþ. Protection in the United States.
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and Laura L. Megna220 of. -2.8. Hovrever, Hufbauer, Berliner
and Elliott estimate that the elasticity is -1.5. Then, for
the eì.asticity of demand for domestic colour TVs, they

report two government findings22r of -0.31 for domestic

colour TVs and -1 .4 f.or aII domestic TVs. Hufbauer,

Berliner and EIIiott estimate that the elasticity is -0.5,
Also, Hufbauer, Berliner and ElLiott estimate that the

cross-elasticiLy of demand for domestic colour TVs relative
to the price of imported This is shor¡n in Chart D.3.

220 Peter Morici and Laura L. Megna PoI ic i es
Affectinq Induslrial Trade: A çReport no. 200 (washington :
Assoc iation, 1983 ).

221 gg International Trade Commission, Television Receivers,
Colgr and Monochrome , Àssembled or Not Assembled,
Finished or Not Finished, 4¡]. Subassemblies TheréoF.
USITC Publication no. 808 (Washington: March 1977); and
US International Trade Conmission, Econornic Effects of
ExÞort Restraints. USITC Publication no. 1256(washington: June 1982) .



Chart Ð.3
Est imates of Elasticities

Elasticities Value

Canada:

EIasL ic i ty of Demand for
'Other Consumer Manufactures'

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Imports of Manufactures:

Shor t -Run
Long-Run

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Fin i shed Manuf ac tur e s

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Colour TV Imports:

From united States
From Rest of WorId

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Colour Tvs in General

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Imports of Colour TVs

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Domestic CoIour Tvs

United States:

Elast ic ity of Demand for
Colour TV Imports

Elast ic i ty of Demand for
Col-our TV I mport s

Elastic ity of Supply of
Domestic colour Tvs

cross-EIastic ity of
Demand for Domestic Colour
TVs Relative to Imports' Price

Cross-Elasticity of
Demand for Domestic Colour
TVs Relative to Imports' Price

-1.40

-1.593
-2.493

-2 .06

- tb. I /
-20.23

-1 .02

-0. 61

-0.63

-1.5

-2.8

-2.0

0.8

0.63
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(Appendix D)

author (1985)
(Appendix D)

Hufbauer et aI
( 1985)

Morici (1983)

Hufbauer et af
( 1986)

Hufbauer et aI
(1986)

author ( 1985 )
(Àppendix D)
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D.2 THE ESTIMATION OF ELÀSTICITIES

Às just discussed in section D, 1 .3, recent Canadian

Iiterature for the price elasticity of Canadian demand for

coLour Tvs is not availabl-e. A major reason for this is the

limited data avaifable on prices and quantity sold. In this
section r ãD âttempt v¡iII be made to estimate price

elasticities of Canadian demand for imported and

domestically-assembled colour TVs. First, the model wilL be

described, and then the data used wiLl be described. VaLues

will be calculated and then the results will be related to

the findings from Chapter 5.

D.2.1 The Dåta and the TranEloo De¡nand Model

D.2.1.1 Information on 1984 anil 1983 Prices and Quantities

Only two years of infornation at the level of detaiL of

screen size submarkets is available (and even for these br,ro

years, assumptions and calculations must be made). More

information is available for imported and domesticaily-

assembled colour Tvs, in general. Àlthough, it is also true

that the changing characteristics of colour Tvs has meant

that the product has been improving significantly over the

years, and that the colour Tv of today is quite a different
product from that of even a few years ago.

In the same r'ray that the 1984 price and quantity sold

information described in Chapter 5 was determined,
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respective figures for 1983 can be calculated. The Tariff
Board222 reported that the 1983 production costs for

domestically-assembled colour Tvs were, for the 14-inch,

20-inch and 26-inch screen sizes, $220,55 , $322.04 and

$493.81, respectively. The guantity sold in the Canadian

market for the 20-inch and 26-inch sizes were 333,400 and

183,100, respectively .22 3 Estimating the quantity of 14-inch

size coLour Tvs in 1983 according to the method used in

calculating the 1984 values, the quantity 99,930 can be

found. for 1983 In 1983, the 26-inch sets comprised about

19.4% of. the market. If it is assurned that they comprised

about 34% of the market in value terms and if it is still
assumed that the 14-inch, 20-inch and 26-inch sets comprise

about 90% of the total market for colour Tvs in Canada,

findings for prices and output for 1983 can be calculated in
the same manner as described in Chapter 5 for 1984 imports.

Prices and sale quantities for 1983 are surnmarized in

Charts D.4 and D.5.

Ð.2.1.2 À Trans-logår i thnic Denand Function

Within the Canadian market, at the level of retailers,
there is imperfect conpetition, with product differentiation
and persistent price differentials between imported and

222 The Tariff Board, ReÞort of
No. 160.!, p.43.

The Tariff Board, Report of
No. 160.1, pp. 34-35.

The Tariff Board Reference

The Tariff Board Reference
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Chart D.4
Average Consumer Colour Tv Prices, 1983

( in dollars )

Screen Size Domestically Imports
Assembled

14-inch

20-inch

26-inch

Total *

includes other

337.44

492 .7 2

755.53

544 .1 6

sizes

349.24

426.91

1183.76

507.36

Chart D.5
Selected Canadian Colour Tv Sales

According to Screen Size, 1983
(in ' 000 units)

Sc rèen
Size Market

Domestic Output
(For Ðomestic Market )Imports

'1 4-inch 330.5 230.6 99.9

2O-inch 599.9 266.5 333.4

26-inch 236.3 53.2 183. 1

total*'t 1272.5 651 .4 621 ,1

* calculated from information avaiLable in
The Tariff Board, Report of The Tariff
Board Reference No. 160.1 (Ott.awa: Supply
and Services Canada, 1 985 ) .

** includes other sizes
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dome st i ca I ly-a ssembled colour Tvs. To estimate the

elasticities, it would be desirable to find a lray to deal

with the imperfect competition and finite elasticities of

subst itut ion, and sparse data.

one way is to use the translog ( transcendental-

Iogarithmic) demand function.22a Especially since only two

years of information regarding prices and quantity sold are

available, this method is very convenient to use. Àccording

to the translog demand mode1, the val-ue share, 's', for

domestically-assembled colour Tvs in the market' can be

expressed as folfolts:

s = a + k [In (p/p*)],

where 'a' and 'k' are parameters, 'P' is the average price

of domestical-Iy-assembled colour TVs' and 'P't' is the market

price of imports. Similarl-y, the sane can be done for

imported colour Tvs:

s=A+K[In(P/P*)],

where 'S' is the value share of imported colour TVs, and'Àl

and 'K' are parameters. It is assumed that the parameters

'a' and 'k', and 'A' and 'K', are constant over the tlro

224 Please see: Laurits R. Christensen, DaIe W. Jorgenson
and Lawrence J. Lau, "Transcendental Logarithmic Utility
Functions," èEe-Ej-ç-e¡. Economic BCligg. 65,3 (June 1975),
pp. 367-383; and DaIe w. Jorgenson, Lawrence J. Lau and
T. M. Stoker, "The Transcendental Logarithmic Model of
Aggregate Consumer Behaviour," in R, L. Basmann and G.
Rhodes, eds., Àdvances in Econometrics, vol . 1

(Greenwich: JAI Press , 1 986 ) .



years, 1983 and 1984. This means that, using the price

guantity sold information, these four parameters can

caLculated.
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and

be

Àccording to the

be defined as'22s

import own-price
elasticity

22s This is sholrn by Ernst T.
"Technology, Prices, and the

translog demand mode1, elasticities can

= (w) (s)

donest i ca 11y-a s sembled
own-price elast ic ity =(x) (S)

cross-elasticity
( import colour Tv
price change) =(Y) (s)

cross-elasticity
( domest ica I Iy-assembled
colour Tv price change) =(z)(s)

whe re ' S ' and ' s ' a re value shares as defined above, and'W,

X, Y, and z' are partiaL elasticities of substitution equal

tO. 2 2 6

{ k / t(s)(s)l

I x / l(s)(s)l

I,

Berndt and David O. Wood,
Derived Demand for Energyr"

The Review of Economics and Statistics 57 (1975), pp.
259-68.

They draw on R. G. D. AIIen, MathematicaL Ànalysis for
Economists (London: MacmiIIan, 1938), who shows that
partial elasticities of substitution are analytically
related to the price elasticities of denand for factors
of production (or in our case, the subcomponents of
demand for colour Tvs--eg. domestically-assembled and
imported colour TVs).

226 Berndt and wood, "Technology, Prices, and the Derived
Demand for Energy" , p. 261 .
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I ¿ / l(s)(s)l Ì 1,

l. ¿ / l(s)(s)l l

In the two goods case, equals 'K" and these equal

'-J'. Using the parameters estimated through the translog

modeI, point estimates for the elasticities can be found for

1984.

Ð.2.2 The Estimated slaEticities and the Findinos

D.2.2.1 Import and Domest ically-Assenbled Colour Tv
Elasticity EEt ínates

The import demand elasticity was estimated to be -0.61 ;

and the domestical-ly-assembled demand elasticity was -0.63.

The total demand elasticity would be expected to be no more,

and probably less than these figures since elasticity values

for larger aggregations are typically smalLer in absolute

size. For changes in the price of domest ically-assembled

colour TVs, the cross-elasticity for the demand for imports

was 0.61 , r,¡hile that for domestically-assembled colour TVs

from a change in the price of imports was 0.63.

À demand elasticity of around -0.5 means that the

consumer direct cash cost of higher import prices that

result from the tariff wil-I be around the $76.8 million mark

(938.4 milLion on imports) in 1984, and the consumption

effect (from purchasing less colour TVs than otherwise)
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about 976,000, and the production effect about $3.4 miLLion

(and the total efficiency loss is about $3.5 million or

g1898 per employed person).

The cross-elasticity for a change in the price of imports

of 0.63 is in the low part of hhe range of cross-price

elasticities examined in Charts 5.5,5.6,5.7 and 5.8. The

values of bhe benefits and costs, as indicated by this

elasticity estimate, wiII be expected to be close to those

given for the 0.5 vaLue in the in these charts. Even at

this level, in Chart 5.7, the direct cash cost to consumers

are around 925.7 mil-Iion on imporLs (and $51.4 mi1lión for

colour TVs in general) and the efficiency loss around $1.4

million; and in Chart 5.8, the direct consumer cash costs on

imports are around $24.2 million and the efficiency loss

about 91.8 mitlion. The efficiency loss is calculated to be

$1790, and direct consumer cash costs are $13,347 , per

enployed person in the most favourable case when the cross-

elast ic i ty is 0.5.
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D.2.2.2 Elasticities for Colour fV SubmarhetB

Estimates of own and cross-price elasticities are

observed by assuming separability in demand among screen

size submarkets. This means that in each submarket, thèse

elasticities can be found in the same manner in which they

!¡ere found for Èhe imported and donest ically-assembled

colour Tvs in general. These elasticities are shown below,

in chart D.6.

Some comments can be offered about these estimates. The

demand elasticity for t.he 14-inch sets might be anticipated

as being higher than thè other two. This is due to the fact

that the 14-inch screen size has been subject to the most

severe import pressure from especially the NiCs, and it is

only in the l-arger screen sizes that styling and perceived

quality woul.d be important. FurLhermore, transport costs

are l-ess for these irnports, plus this is the submarket in

which the GPT imports have made the grèatest inroads. It
might also expected that cross-eLasticity would be stronger

for the 14-inch screen size. Between 1983 and 1984, the

prices for this size colour Tv has actually dropped, for
domestically-assembled and inported colour Tvs, the Iatter
nore so as the low-priced GPT imports captured a growing

part of the market. ConsequentJ.y, quantity demanded grew

significantly, for both sources, but again much more so for
inports. Howêver, for the proportionate change in prices

the change in demand for imports should seem to be expected
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Chart D.6

Elasticities for Colour TV Submarkets

14-inch 20-inch 26-inch

import own-price
elast ic ity -0.08

domest i ca I ly-assembled
own-price elast ic i ty -0.18

cross-price elastic ity
(irnport colour TV
pr ice change ) 1.21

cross-price elastic ity
( domest ica l ly-assembled
colour TV price change ) 0.54

-3.57 -0. 14

-3. 36 -0. 07

3.35 0 .62

3.57 1 .17

larger. The answer may I j.e in the new J-ower-priced GPT

imporÈs being substituted for other imports and being bought

by nev¡ de¡nand (by lower income families or second TV

demand). The domestic 14-inch colour TVs are at the higher

end of this subnarket., and benefit from a reputable name

even in the new TV use, and the trend toward smaLl-er sets.

On the other hand, the 26-inch colour Tvs do not face as

severe import cornpetition, and is the market segment lrhere

product differentiation appears nost important.

Conseguently, its demand elasticity might be expected as

being less than that for the other screen sizes.

The above does suggest that more than just price is
important. The discussion of dernand changes, done earlier
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in Chapter 4, did outline how it seemed the market for
colour TVs spurred by video casette recorders and home

computers was becoming saturated. Nevertheless, the import

demand elasticity is found to be highesL for the 26-inch

screen size. This is the submarket in which the import

share is smallest, Iess than 29 percent in I984,

D.2.3 Conclusion

Some simple estimates have been found for lhe important

elasticities used in Chapter 5, based on the translog demand

function, and 1983 and 1984 information on prices and

quantity demanded. The estimated elasticities fall- within

the low of many of the values examined in Chapter 5. The

estimated import own-price elasticities for colour TVs in
general are close to -0.5, HhiIe those of the subnarkets

vary greatly, and are high for the 20-inch submarket. These

estimated values suggest a somewhat smaller loss in consumer

weLfare due to consumers affording less colour TVs, than

t.hat indicated in many of the charts in Chapter 5. The

estimated cross-elasticity of a change in import prices
(0.63) is close to 0.5 in the charts, and neans that the

employment effects and changes resulting from small changes

in tariffs or import price changes wilL be smaller than if
the cross-elasticity were 1.0 or 1.5.



Àppendix E

QI'ESTTONNAIRE FOR CÀNN)IÀN COTOUR TV
MÀNI,'FÀCTT'RERS

The following is a copy of the Questionnaire given
to Canadian colour Tv manufacturers dur ing my
interviews with them. While the Questionnaire was
used as a guide to the interviews, the many persons
who received me were also generous in answering many
additional questions that arose during the individual
interview sessions. Four interviews took place during
the period August 23 to Àugust 30, 1985. I am
grateful to Luigi Romanelli, Àssistant to the Vice-
President (Sanyo Industries Canada), C. E.
Kreutzweiser, Manager and Jay Cowan, Contract Àssembly
(ELectrohome Limited), Tom Fischer, Àccounting Manager
(Matsushita Industrial Canada Linited), and Peter J.
ScheibJ.ing, Controller and Jim McKay, Plant manager
(Rc¡ rnc. ) .

Dates and locations of interviews:

Sanyo Industries Canada:

Electrohome Lini ted:

Matsushita I ndustr ial Canada limited:

RCA Ltd:

August 23, 1985
Montreal, Quebec

August 26, 1985
Kitchener, Ontar i o

August 27, 1985
Toronto, Ontario

Àugust 30, 1985
Prescott, Ontar i o

- 272 -
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OUESTIONNÀIRE FOR CÀNADIAN COLOUR TV MANUFÀCTURERS

Your âssistance in providing responses to the following
set of questions wouLd be greatly appreciated. It r{ou]d be
most helpful if you could provide sritten anseers where
anslrer blanks are provided.

Please fill in the blanks and mark r,rít.h 'X' to indicate
your ânswer where appropriate. Àll numerical responses !riL1
be kept in confidence and used only in an aggregated form togive an overview of the industry.

1.0 Backqround lnformation: Your CornÞanv's Production:

1. Could you please describe some of the highlight.s in the
company's historica). devetopment in Canada? (i.e. when
did you start production of TVs in Canada)_

3. What factors were instrumental. to the company setting
up operat i ons in Canada?

3, What factors have changed your TV production operations
in recent years?
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2.0 rhe I¿ Eel¡_e!:

1. what are the principal factors upon which TV
manufacturers and importers compete in the Canadian
na rket ?

Àre there differences for particular models and sizes of
TVs? Yes No

2, Do you see the rela!ive imporÈance of price, repulation
for guality, and special (technological) feaÈures
changing over the next f ive years? Yes- No-.
If yes, in what way?

3. what proportion of your sales goes through retail
chains_ft , private dealerships---____%, privaÈe
brands %, or through other channels % (please
specify the type of channeL

3.0 Technoloqical Innovations:

'1 . Hoç have innovations incorporated in TVs over the years
affected the capital invest.ment and assembly activities
of your company?

2. Did you make any new capiEal Ínvestments in Tv products
or processes in 1984? Yes No
vlhy?

Did you make any new capital investmenÈ in other
consumer electronic goods in 1984? Yes- No-.
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3, Please mark rrith an 'X' to indicate irhether your Tv
assembly operations have become rnore- or less-
Iabour-intensive in the last five years. Do you see
Èhis trend continuing? Yes- No-.

4, How ímportant a fâctor is the ÈransporÈation cost of
import-s in determining Hha! kind of Tvs are imported
inio Canada? Do you ferceive any changes in this
factor in the near fulure? Yes No-'

4.0 EmÞlovment:

1, we are aware that the etectronics industry, as a whole,
contributes many jobs to the Canadian economy. Thgtlevel of employmeñt does your company's Tv activities
by themselves directly contribute'i

2. what leveI
assembly?

of skills are reguired for Tv production or

Àre these skills readily applicabte to other production
processes or forms of employment? Yes- No-.

5.0 Product ion and ImÞorts:

1. what proportion of your company's sales of consumer
electionics in Canaãa was compósed of Tvs in 1984? %

What proportion of the total TV sales did the TVs
assem-bleá in Canada contribuEe?-% Please mark an
'X' to indicate whether you predict this domestic
proportion to groï-, shrink-r ^or remain
constant- in the next five yearsi Please comment.
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2, Could you please indicate the percentage breakdown of
TVs assembled in Canada by basic model or size?

TV Sizes Percentage

undãr T¡n
14"
20"
¿o

other

3. what modeLs or sizes does your company import? what is
the percentâge breakdown? From what coun!ries? Do
t.hey come from affiliated companies?

From
Tv Sizes Percentâge Origin Àffiliate(Yes No)

4. Does your company export TVs Õr TV components? ¡f so,
what percent of your production is exported %, and
what TVs or components and to what countries primarily?

5. Cân you, please, indicate for each of the sizes of TVs
your company assembLes in Canada, the typicalproportion of the comp).ete TV's val.ue that goes to
imporLed parts and components?

fv Sizes

tlnãer 1-Aï
14"
20,'

other

Percentage

6, Please indicate your major counbry sources for theseparts and components: also place an 'X' to shor{ whether



the sources åre conpany âffiliatessupptrers. . t{here possible, pÌease
sucn sourc r ng beqan.
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or non-âffiliated
i ndicate the dates

Coun t ry
Origin

colour picture tube j.-
2.

Àffiliate
Yes No Date

-Ts--
19-
'1 9

chass i s

tuner

cabinet

other rna j or parts

?

19
19-
'I 9-

19
19-
19

't 9_
19_
19_

19
t9

7. Is your compaly considering further sourcing? If so,where and why? possible fiture sðurãlnô-"ia""

Principal reasons/considerations
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8. For Èhe Tv sizes you produce, please indicate the
typical costs of lhesè parts if imported:

Size (in. ): under 14" 14' 20" 26" oÈher-

colour picLure tube

chass i s

tuner

cabi net

oÈher

g, Please, can you indicate the average final price of
i¡ã"ã-åiii"tänt size Tvs that vou assemb)'e in canada:

Tv Sízes Àverage Final Price

unãe r-T41
14"
20"
26"

other
.

6.0 Àd_y-& e to Èhe ç.9Jelg.9-Dl.:

'1 . l.lhat advice or concerns would you like to share with
the Canadian Government with rèspect to any of its
óiãgt"tt for helping the consumer electronics sector
ãnd-fV i ndust rY ?

2. Has the government been helpful in. providing direct
financiai assistancer Loans and other services/ Prease
c omnent .
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